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TO THE STUDENTS

Do you like mathematics? Does mathematics like you? If your answer is

not "yes""to both of these questions then you are one of the people the authorst

had in mind when they wrote this book. Not that we were particularly looking

for people who don't like math but we knew that there are some studentsho

may not enjoy mathematics as much as they might.

?,3

A different approach to mathematics has been used in this book -- sc much

different that at times in the course you may wonder if this is really mathe-

matics. There
t
will be times when you will bezinvolv0 in some,very interesting

activities until it may seem that you are being trained to be a scientist. And

maybe you are, in some ways. After all, scientists couldn't operate without

information and someone has to gather that information. This is one of the

interesting things of science. A scientist often wants such a particular kind

of information that he must gather it himself.

Can you imagine a scientist able to make' much use of information without

using some mathematics? He .s continually making measurements of length, depth,

time, mass or volume. All of these measurements involve mathematics-.

In this course you will learn mathematics. Arid we hope you will really

learn it and find the learning rather pleasant and not boring.'

When ho you think a person should learn some mathematics? Should it be

when he reaches a certain age, a certain grade, a certain week in the school

year? One opinion on this question is that he should learn a mathematical con-

cept when he needs to use it. Some experts on learning say that if a person

is taught something when he needs to know it and can make immediate use of it

he is most apt to learn and remember.

This book was written with you in mind. It includes some interesting

science activities. You will have the opportunity of gathering scientific

information, recording and analyzing measurements and y.0 will need some mathe-

matics. The mathematics that You will need in connection with a given activity

will be presented at the time you need it. The authors hope this will prove

to be an interesting and effective way to learn mathematics.

THE AUTHORS
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\Chapter 1

LEAVES AND NATURAL VARI4TION:

MEASUREMENT or LENGTH, METRIC SYSTEM, RATIO, AND GRAPHING

1.1 Introductioto Chapter 1
.

Have you ever lost something that you just "had" to 1143 12 so, just -----

how did you go about lookingroeit? After the first few frantic moments,
.

4spu probably began to org._:-.ize some kind of plan to begin your sea . You

Might have asked yourself questions like "Where could I have had. it las ',
-.

1

A- "Where,iras I before I missed it?", "Where- would be he best place to art
1.-,',1

looking ?}' Even though you may not have been able to answer these questions,

you were:trying tb de,elop -a logical plan to begin your search. Your plan

may or may hot have enabled you to find the lost'artidle. A scientist uses

this kind of.reasoning to organize a plan or method to fihd the answers to

many questions. His plan may or may not'lead him to an answer, in which

case he'wouid choose another plan., The important thing is that a carefully

thought out method of approach will usually give the best results. The

process used in developing the Method, although it does not have to be limited

tea science laboratory, is used there. 5

In the following exercises with living things you are going to collect

and organize data which will be used to lead.you4to important concepts of

mathematics and to show how these concepts cankaid in explaining the world

about us.

1.2 Measure and Units .

As youmight guess, the scientist will find it very helpful to use

numbers if he is going to use mathematics to guide his thought. 'Answering

the question "How much?" often leads to deeper understanding than answering

the questions"Of what sort?"

Where, then, does the scientist get the numbers he needs? The answer,

of .course, is that he makes measurements. You already know something about

measurement from having done a lot of it. When you weigh yourself, split

a candy bar with a friend, work at a track meet, and in many other everyday

instances, you ye measurement:
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1.3 Metric System: Lerigth

Universally, scientists use a syitem of measurement called the metric

system. .The meter is the basic unit of length in the metric system. The

meter is divided into smaller units." The centimeter is 1.66 'of a meter.

You will use a commercially made ruler with one edge labelled in inches and

the other edge labelled in centimeters. The picture in Fig. 1-3a will help

you see what a unit of one centimeter looks like as compared to the common

,inch unit.

c.
Fig. 1-3a

1

0
1 centimeter =

10
--- of a meter

1 1 1Notice that 7.5 X of a meter is
1C00 of a meter.. The prefix

"milli" means cne-thousandth. Fig. l-3p will help you see what a unit of

1 millimeter looks is obtained by dividing the centimeter into

,sal121 parts. Each of these ptlfts is called a millimeter.
,

mm

1 ern

Fig. 1-3b
1

10
1

00
1 millimeter = 16 of a centimeter = of a meter

A length 1000 times the size ot the millimeter is the meter.

Biologists (Scientists who work with living things) are interested in

many different aspects of a particular problem. In their research on a

problem, biologists have discovered a basic characteristic of all living

things. You have probably already heard that no two SAN things are blike.

The following exercise will provide you with a few mutes practice with

the ruler.

o



-Exercise 1-3

1. Measure the length of.this segment to the nearest cm.

1,

2. Measure to the nearest cm the distance from' A to' B.

A B A,

3. Measure to the nearest cm the shortest distance bgtween C and D.

4.

C

D

Measure to the nearest cm the 3. stance between,points x and y.

0

5. Measure to the nearest millimeter each of the figures in Problems 1 - 4,

6. How-do thi cm and mm measurements of Problem I compare in exactness?

Which is closer to the exact measurement?

. How do the cm and the mm measurements of Problem 3 compare in exactness?

Which answer is closest to the "actual" measure? Is you answer exact?

Is any measure exact?

8. Measure the length of 1 inch in millimeters: Approximately how many

millimeterd are there in one inch?

*t

1.4 ActivityMeasurement of Leaves

Biologists also *find it necessary in many of their investigations to

measure things. Is there a relationship betWeen length and width of a.leaf?

How much dOes a tree grow in a given,period of time? -Rmilies like to keep .

track oftheir children's growth through the years. "Knee high by the fourth

of'July" is a common expression for a good crop of corn in the Midwest.if

conditions of temperature and moisture have been, satisfactory. Does corn

in Iowa -ready grow as "high as an elephant's eye"? Would either of these

two expressions be considered either mathematical or scientific? Why?

I



There are a number ofthings in nature that we might measure: root
.

lengths on sprouting beans; the length of rat tails, the lengths of jumping

legs on grasshoppers or frogs. Certainly you can think of many more. Leaves,

however, if chosen carefully for shape, e one of the easiest and most con-

venient to use. Let's see if we can ans e first question in the above

paragraph. "Is.there a relationship between length and width of a leaf?"

[

From a single tree or bush in your iSvin yard
0. r----, ---- ---- --- ---- .

(unless you receive special permission to get

them elsevbere) select 15 to 20 leaves:

Do not choose leaves of the same approximate size, but rather, choose

a variety of sizes from the largest to the smallest and from the same plant.
/"."

Be careful not to damage the plant.

The shape of the leaves is important, because some have such uneven

outlines that they are difficult to measure, Elm, birch, or willow are
1

good choices, while maple, oak: and some-ivys are poor: (See Fig. 1-4a.)

Your teacher may suggest other local trees.

Fig. 1-4a

The leaves should be picked and brought to class on the day they are

to be measured so they will be fresh. You will need a ruler calibrated with

the metric scale of measure. On your ruler, each mark represents a millimeter

(mm). Each number represents a centimeter (cm).

Laying thetleaf on the desk, place your ruler along the longest part

of the blade of the leaf. Do not include the petiole (pet' i ol). (See

Fig. 1-4b.)

O

12.

.



Fig: 1 -4b

Record the length of the leaf blade to the nearest mm in the third

column of Table 1-4. (In the next chapter you will learn about "precision

of measurement" and "greatest possible error".)

Now measure the width at, the mid-point of the length measure. One

method of finding the mid-point is as follows:

Fold your leaf in half -- point of blade matching base of blade

and crease. Measure the width of the leaf along this crease.

(See Pig. 1-4b.) Recorh'this width in the second column of the

table below.

Repeat this process for each of your leaves. Measure rapidly but .

r

carefully.

NOTE

Measure as carefully as you can and record the results neatly. There

is no room in a scientist's procedure for "sloppy" work. Also, it is im-

portant that. your data be recorded in a place where they can be kept for

later use. Scientists sometimes have need to refer to data recorded years

earlier. your teacher will help you decide how this should be done, since

you, too, will be needing your data for later mathcmatical problems.

Notice that length is to be recorded in the third column and width in

the second.

5



Table 1-4

Column 1 Coldmn 2 Column 3 Column 4 -

Leaf
Number4

Width of Blade
in mm

Length of Blade
in mm

Example 40 72

1

2 ,

3
4

5
6

7
8

'9
10

11

12
13 ,

14
1

1
17

18

19

20

1.5 What You Really Did When You Measured Your Leaves

In the first place, measurement is a process for assigning numbers of

units to objects or events. Different kinds of measurement require different

processes. For instance, to find the length of a football field the meas-

uring process might involve the use of a yardstick to mark off 100 yards

and we could then say the length was 100 yaids. The number assigngd would

be 100 in this case. Such a number is called a measure of the length of

the field and in this case we could call it the yard measure.
, -

Another possible method (but slower) would be to use a foot "stick"

(ruler) and measure off 300 feet to find the length. We would then find

that the length was 300 ft:t. Inthis case the measure (foot measure)

is 300.

Either way we do it, the length stays the same, although the measures

differ. Another way to say the same thing is: 100 yards aid 300 feet

6



are each names for the same length. In a similar way 1 hour and 60 minutes

are names for the same time interval; Mach 1 and the speed of sound are

names for the same speed; one centimeter equals ten millimeters.

Notice that a measurement cannot be given by a number alone. To say

that the speed of a crawling ant is 200 just doesn't say anything at all,

although 200 millimeters per minute might make some kind of sense. To say

that the length of the football field was "100" leaves us in the dark unless

extra information is added.

What information besides the number do we need to describe a measurement?

We must know which unit was used. In the case of the football field, we were

comparing the length of the field to the length of a yardstick. We call a

yard the unit of length (distance). Thus, we describe the measurement 100

yards completely by giving the measure, 100 and the unit, yard.

To sum up our discussion we can say that scientists are concerned with

measurements. Measurement is the process of comparing some object or event

with some unit which we have chosen. The comparison process, which needs to

be carefully described, always gives a number known as a measure. This

number, or measure, will depend on the choice of unit.

Exercise 1-5

treasures and Units

1. Pick out the Measures and the units in each of the followingdmeasurements:

(A) 21 feet

(B) 7 yards

(C) 10 hands

(D) 15, centimeters

2. If a fish tank were filled by emptying a gallon bucket into it 8 times,

what would be the volume of the tank? What is the measure? What is the

unit?

3. The fish tank of Problem 2 is filled by using a quart container rather

than a gallon container.

(A) What is the measure?

(B) What is the unit?

(C) Does the volume remain the same?

(D) Is the measurement the same?

7



4. Change each of the following measurements to an equal measurement having

a different measure and unit.

(A) 2 hours

(B) 2 minutes

(C) 3 square feet

'(D) 1 square yard

5. Change the following leaf measurements to centimeters.

(A) 25 mm

-(B) 70 mm

(C) 4 mm

(D) 7 centimeters, 3 millimeters

.6. Change the following measures to mm.

(A) 4.5 cm

(B) 3.2 cm

(C) .9 cm

(D) 3 centimeters, 7 millimeters

1.6 Measurement of Length: General

You may think it odd to start learning about measurement in general by

concentrating on length. But the truth is that length is one of the most

fundamental of all physical properties and the idea of length constantly

arises not only in science, but as we shall see later, also in mathematics.

To fix our thoughts, let us talk about measuring the length of our desk.

We identify the length of the desk with the length of the line segment, or

the distance, between two tiny marks which we have made on the two sides of

the desk. The problem now is to express in mathematical language the distance

betwee- these two marks.

"Easy!" you will say: "It's 3 feet 4 inches," (or whatever it may be).

But you can then be challenged by this sort of question: Do you mean that

the length is exactly 3 feet 4 inches? Or do you mean it is somewhere

near 3 feet 4 inches?

Now it is most unlikely that you would assert that it is exactly 3 feet

4 inches, for the simple reason that you could not be exactly sure. (Remem-

ber that "exact" means exact! Not even a millionth of an inch is allowed---
for uncertainty either way.)

16 8



So what you mean is that it is nearly 3 feet 4 inches. But how near?

Within an inch either way, or a foot, or a quarter of an inch? And it is

only when questions like this are seriously considered that it begins to be

necessary, to be much more careful about stating what a measurement is.

Can you see now why you were instructed to measure your leaves to the

nearest millimeter?

1.7 Measurement of Length: Ideas of Accuracy

You were asked to measure your leaves in millimeters. The problem of

measuring a length cannot be separated from the purpose of the measurement

and the use to which it is put. Let us give some examples.

The distance of the sun from the earth is often given as 93,000,000

miles. This is generally accepted as an average distance. A more precise

measure is much more likely-to be some figure like 93,271,412 miles! In

many cases we do not consider the 271,412 miles because those six extra

figures may not be needed. But it would be absurd to say that wa will not

bother about 271,412 miles if we were gcing to drive from New York to

San Francisco. For this distance we must measure more accurately and we

might give it as 3050 miles, even though the distance between one particular

point and the Empire State Building, N.Y., might be more exactly something

like 3057 miles 426 yards. So when considering driyinG this distance we

do not bother about the 7 miles 426 yards.

And so we might argue further by showing that "the 7 miles 426 yards"

would matter a very great deal if we want to measure the length of the big

field nearby. Measure your height. It is not usual to quote the number of

yards; you would want to know feet and inches.

All this can be summarized as follows: Whenever a length measurement

is made, it is made for some definite purpose, and this purpose will usually

suggest the most suitable unit of measurement.

The unit is related to the greatest, length one is prepared to accept

as being "close enough". Examine the following table and you will see what

we mean by unit:

9
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Measurement

Distance from Sun to Earth

Distance from S.F to N.Y.

Length of a field

Length of a table

Your height

A possible unit

a million miles

10 miles

1 yard

1 inch
1
-5 inch

This table indicates that we may be satisfied if we know the number of

yards in the length of a field. For most purposes we do not want to know the
number of inches from the sun to the earth, or the number of yards from
San Francisco to New York. Our choice of a unit for any measurement is
related to the accuracy we require. When we say that the unit for the length
of the field is 1 yard, we mean that we are prepared to accept 73 yards as

a description of its length, even though a more accurate length may be 73
yards and 1 foot. Even though the differencein quoting 73 yards as the
length is 1 foot, we are prepared to ignore.it. Thus, another way of arriv-

ing at a unit for a measurement is to consider what the maximum acceptable

error is. (Error as used in measurement is any amount up to one half the

smallest unit used in the measurement.)

Why did you use millimeters to measure leaves? Could we have measured
to the nearest yard? Would this type of measure furnish us with any usable

information?

Exercise 1-7

Ideas of Accuracy

1. Suggest commonly used units for the following measurements.

(A) the altitude of an airplane

(B) the length of a car

(C) the depth of the ocean

(D) the length of an arm

(E) the height of a tree

(F) the height of a truck

2. What unit of measure would be commonly used when measuring the width of

a window for drape rods?

3. What unit of measure would be commonly used when measuring the width of

a window to fi,t glass?

10
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4. What statement concerning the choice of units of measurements is demon-

strated by' your answers to the questions above?

1.8 Natural Variation

Now that you have a neat table of data, take a good look at it. Are all

the leaves the same length? Are they all the same width? How many short

leaves and long leaves did you have compared to the "in between sizes"? If

you chose, your leaves as instructed, you should have a few short, a few long,

but most 'somewhere in between. This is one example of what is called natural

variation. All living things show this characteristic. Take a look at your

classmates. Are they all the same height? Ask yourself the same questions

about them as are asked above about leaves. What about weight? In most

classes one would find that there would be a few small, a few large, but moot

somewhere in between. Natural variation is one of the most baisc concepts

in biology. Size, as illustrated by leaves, or your classMates, is only one

small portion of an extremely complex pattern. If you-raise pigeons you

know there is a large variety of color pattern. Dogs have been domesticated

and carefully bred until there are now dozens of varieties recognized.

Chicken breeders have worked to produce especially desirable characteristics

such as high egg yield or lots of white meat. These are examples of ways

man has capitalized on a phenomenon of nature; that is, indiyiduals differ

from one to another within species.

There are many kinds of variation in living things. We have touched

upoh size, color, and egg production in chickens. By the way, it is also

interesting to note that just because a thing is "big" does not necessarily

mean it is "best". Some of the tiniest living things -- such as bacteria --

are immensely successful in nature. There are more different kinds of insects,

as well as more insects (in total numbers, with the exception of bacteria)

than all other living things put together. They, too, show tremendouS

variety, and some remarkable adaptations (structures or behavior patterns

which give them the ability to survive in their own special "nook" in the

world). There are many fascinating books in libraries about insects and

°their ways which you might enjoy reading.

In nature the more favorable variations help individuals to survive.

'These individuals, with their own peculiar variations, thus live longer,

produce me young, and so contribute these special adaptations to the

future of the speciet.

11
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Volumes have been written about natural variation and many years bf

study have been, aid are still being, devoted to it. Natural variation is

considered cne of the most important concepts in the over-all understanding

of the livingeworld and man's place in it.

Will man become bald? Will all people eventually not have any tonsils,

appendix, or gall bladder? Will the average size of man continue to increase?

LiVing things also show natural variation internally. Some are very

active, move quickly, use lots of energy; others are quiet, sluggish, and

seem to require much less energy for their activities.

One of the interesting things to note in a study of living things is

that, in spite of variation, there is often at the same time a remarkable

similarity of relationships.

For instance, in growth studies it is useful to show the relationship

between the sizes of various parts of the body at birth and in adulthood.

The head of a new-born baby is much larger by comparison to the rest of the

body than the head of an adult.

Another relationship is that of food intake and resulting energy. In

general, the more food an organism uses, the more energy is available for

activities.

O

These relationships are expressed in ratios. To determine whether there

Is any relationship between length and width of the same kind of leaf, you

will need to know something about ratios.'

1.9 Ratio

Combinations of two numbers may be compared in several ways; e.g.,

5 and 2 compared with 15 and 6.

If we add then 5 + 2 = 7 and 15 + 6 = 21

If we subtract then 5 - 2 = 3 and 15 - 6 = 9

If we multiply then 5 x 2 = 10 and 15 x 6 = 90
15 1If we divide then 5 I. 2 = 2 = and 15 6 = -6- =



Exer 'se 1-9

COMPARING PAIRS OF NUMBERS

The Numbers Add
Subtract

(2nd from 1st)
Multiply

Divide
(1st by 2nd)

Record answer in
simplified form

1. 5 2
....

2. 90 36

3. 65 26

4. 102 34

5. 27 9

6. 39 13

7. 51 17

8. 72 16

9. 162 36

10. 9 2

In comparing the numbers, 9 and 2, we sometimes say that the ratio of

these numbers is 9 to 2' or 9
Nine is four and one-half times the

number 2.

Definition: The ratio of a number c to a number d, (when d is

not equal to 0) is
d

In the class there are 36 pupils of whom 16 are girls. The ratio

of the number of girls in the class to the number of class members is
16

4
or

Th us, 12. of the class members are girls: 36 X k) = 16. The ratio of
,4.

9 9
the number of pupils in the class to the number of girls in the class is

36 or
.4. .

There are two and one-fourth times as many pupils as girls in
1.6

9
the class. Notice that 4.= 2 +

The ratio of two numbers is a comparison in a definite order. When we

compare the numbers 9' and ,4, the ratio of 4 is not the same as 12. .

9

Notice the definition; the ratio of a nuMber c to a number d is
9c

How would you ,wress the ratio of the number d to the number c ?

13
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1.10 Ratio: Length to Width

In our experiment we want torncord- a ratio; the measure of the length

to the measure of the width as determined for each leaf. Which measure,

length or width, will be the numerator of the fraction?

The numbers you recorded for the measure of length and width are in

millimeters. You know that any measure is approximate and we usually name

the measure according to the smallest ur1t we have on our scale. If a leaf

measured approximately 100 mm in len3th and 67 mm in width, the ratio
100

of the length to width would be -7-7; . Another leaf might have a measured
ot.

length of 131 mm and a measured width of 88 mm . The second ratio would
131 4 5by . You can tell at a glance whether or not is greater than

because of the common denominator. Can you tell which of our ratios is the
100 131greater, Tr or -TT ?

If we change the form of a rational number (a ratio) to another form

(a decimal) we can compare the two numbers because they will have a common

unit. What is the common unit (or units)? 100 67 = 1.492537313+ and

131 88 = 1.468636363+

Now which ratio do you know is the larger? In the measurement of leaves

is this difference significant?

Since our ratios are numbers found by measurement to tr.e nearest mm ,

(which is, remember, approximate), answers in decimal form carried cat to

10 places would not give realistic pictures of the accuracy of our measure.

We will divide the numerator by the denominator, carry the division out two

places beyond the decimal point and round off to the nearest tenth.

100 131
Thus, --17 = 1.49 and rounds off to 1.5 while Tr 7 1.48 und would also

round off to 1.5 .

[--

For each leaf you have measured, determine the ratio

of the measure of the length to the measure of the width.

Record the decimal form of each ratio in the fourth column

of your table. Label this column Ratio (Decimal form).
--

1.11 Average Ratio

Do you find several of your leaves have the same length-width ratio?

Just as you average all of your grades to "guesstimate" your final grade on

bi
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the report card,laverage the ratios by finding the sum of all of the ratios,

and divide by t e number of ratios (20 if you had 20 leaves). Record.the

average ratio mmediately below the bottom of column "4". What is your

average ratio? Are some ratios quite different from the average?

1.12 Graph

To better understand and use our data gathered on the measures of lengths

and widths of leaves we will construct a grapn by plotting the data uponjt.

("Date-is the plural of the Latin word datum which means "face.)

Our graph will use one horizontal ray and one vertical.ray with a common

endpoint. The horizontal ray will represent the measure of the width in mm

and the vertical ray Will represent the measure of the length in mm . (See

Fig. 1-12a.)

60

50

, 40

30

F,
1-4

20

I0

0 10 20 30 40 50 -60

width of leaves in mm

Fig. 1-12a

[Construct a graph similar to Fig. 1-12a.]

It would be preferable to use commercial graph paper, but you may con-

struct your own if you are neat and careful in your preparation of the squares.
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To enter the date upon thegraph, think of the information on each leaf

as an ordered pair.

You will enter the data as ordered liars in the same order as you

recorded it on your-table. 'Thus, measures of width, as the first number and

measures of length as the second number is your ordered pair. In the example

he first line of the table the ordered pair would be (40,72). By a mutual

anderstanding among mathematicians, the first number in an ordered pair gives

the horizontal distance from the origin (point of intersection of the refer-
,

ence lines -- horizontal ray and vertical ray) and the second number shows

the vertical distance from the origin.

Ifi your first leaf had a width measure of 40 mm and a length measure

of 72 SEC, the ordered pair is (40,72). All leaves with a width measure

of h0 would be represented as

line AB (see Fig. 1-12b), but
E3

our representative leaf has also

a length'measure of 72 mm. All

leaves with a length measure of

72 mm would be represented as

line CD. The only point which

represents bdth 40 width and

72 length is the point of inter-

section of AB and CD. This /-

point is labelled (40,72).

C
70

60

SO-

40 -

30

10-

(40,72)
1

A

D

I : I 7/P
10 20 30' 40 50 SO 10

width in mm

Fig. 1-12b

[I

Plot the ordered- pairs for each of your leaves measured. .

Without drawing the perpendiculars from the reference lines,

'mark each point and label it (width,length) as in Fig. 1-12b.

It is often difficult to determine from a table the significance of the

data.* Data placed on a graph, such as the one that you have just completed,

enables a biologist to readily see any existing relationships.

Did you find relationship between length 4nd width of your leaves?

Notice that we are emphasizing your' leaves. Here is another vital point in

2 16



your understanding of the processes of science. Data pertaining to a

specific thing does not necessarily mean that all things will follow a

similar pattern. Your data can only be interpreted in terms of the leaves

you chose for measurement. If you have time, you might try some other kind

of leaves.

The ratio of length to width can be expressed as ratio
length
width

or

. If we know any two of these three terms (i, w or 0, we can find

the other term. For example, if the ratio of length to width is 1.4

- (i = 1.4), then i= 1.4 x w. Therefore, a leaf with a width of 25 mm

measure would have a length of 1.4 x 25 = 35 mm.

Exercise 1-12

Problems Using Ratio

1. A tree in. front of a fraternity house on the campus of Stanford Univer-

sity gave an average --- ratio of leaves as 1.4 for the leaves

measured. If a leaf had a width of 50 mm what would be its length?

2. From the same tree as in Problem 1

(A) If a leaf were 65 mm in width, what

would be the length?

(B) A width of ')0 mm would give a length of

3. (A) If the length of a leaf from the same tree

was 47 mm, what would be the expected width?

(B) From a length of 65 mm, -one could expect

a width of ? .

4. (A) Describe a leaf which had a ratio

of .65 .

(B) Draw what you think the shape of such a

leaf would. be.-

(Watch out for the ne4t two problems.)

5. If a leaf had a ratio of .65 and a width

-of 35 mm, what would be the expected length?

6. With a ratio of .72 and a length of

67 mm, what would be the expected width?

17
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1.4
7,. (A) Given a ratio of 16 . Find the

expected length of a leaf which has a

with deasure of 1 mm.

8. (A) Given'the same ratio of
1.4

( )1.00 w
what would be the mathematical expecta-

tion of the length measure if the width

measure were 35 meters?

(B) Would such a leaf be found on Earth?

J.F.F: (Just for Fun)

If a brick weighs 9 pounds and a half a brick, what

is the weight of a brick and a half? (ReasOn it out.)

1.13 Activity 2. Paper Chromatography

Have you ever taken apart a watch; a clock,'or a motor just to see what

it was made of? If so, was it curiosity that "made" you So it? Curiosity

is an admirable trait if used constructively and it is a trait common to

many good scientists. Biologists and chemists, for a:Ample, are curious

about the nature of matter. They want to know what special kind of living

tissue a plant or an animal is made of. Long ago it was discovered that

living things are made up of cbmplex but organized mixtures of many things.

The problem was to find a way to "take.apart" these complex mixtures so

that the simpler parts could be studied.

One tool that was found to do this job is a technique called chromatog-

raphy. (chrom - a - tog - ra - phy) In paper chromatography a complex

mixture is "taken apart" acid its parts spread out on paper to form a paper

"color graph". This technique has proven toslie a valuable-aid in helping

scientists learn's/hat sub'stances there are in such things as leaves and

fruit flies; in vegetables and blood.

You are going to use this technique to "take apart" a complex substance

and then use the data mathematically to learn an important step in this

process of chromatography.

Your teacher will provide the necessary supplies.

18
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Procedure

After obtaining the supplies, cut a strip of

chromatography paper about 1 centimeter (cm) or

/3 inch wide and 25 centimeters or 10 inches long.

See Fig. 1-1Ya. Draw and number varallel lines

preferably 5 millimeters (mm) apart. The lines must

be drawn with-:a sharp,pencil. Do not use ink in any

form or it -ay affect the experiment. If you do not
1

have a metric ruler, draw the lines .4 inch apart.

The lines are to be drawn on the narrow section of

the paper from the-end up to the wide portion.

Fig. 1-13a.
.

LI-- 2 cm

gee-
drop of

test
. substance

These spaces wial be used to measure'units of

distance traveled in a'unif of time. ,Place a paper

clip on the wide end to use as a'weight to hold this

end in a shallow container of water. (Fig. 1-13b.)

Pour water into the shallow container until it
1

is about .4 inch deep and place it on your desk

near the edge. (See Fig. 1-13b.) Caution: Slightly

extend container over the edge of the desk so that

the chromatography paper does not touch anything past '

the edge of the container.

Fig. 1-13b

4 ,

2 7.

lines/
5 mm
apart

4 cm

P.118 cm

y
--oil cm 14

Fig; 1.4.3a
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1. Using a toothpick or some other pointed object, place a very small

drop of the su stance to be tested on the first line of tHe.paper; the line

nearest the wide end.

Let the test substance dry for a few minutes. Apply another small

drop of the test substance directly on top ,of the first drop (should appear

as one drop).

2. While this second drop is drying, prepare a table on which you can

record your data in an orderly fashion. You will want to record both time

and distance, so'label two columns for data, one column with the heading,

"time (t).in minutes" and the other, "distance (d) in mm ". Label this table,

Table l.-

Chromatography Data

/ Table I

time (t) in minutes dist. (d) in mm

0 0

1

2

3

4

5

Table 1-13a

3. You will ne d to have available a clock or watch that will give

regular minute interva_ so that tine recordings will be uniform. Ii insert

the wide end of the paper strip in the water. Be sure that the spot of

substance is outside the container and over the edge of the container.

Start recording the time when the water reaches the test substance

(not when you first place the paper into the container).

On your data sheet, record t = 0 and d = O. At the end of one

minute, record t 1 and d = distance color (the distance which the color

front has trave:ed), not the water, has moved down the paper strip.

Our units of distance measure, as marked on the chromatography paper,

are 5 mm. Every minute, record the measure of the length from the first

9182°



mark to the leading edge of the most rapidly moving color. Use the 5 mm

marks on your paper to determine distance.

Continue taking and recording readings for as many minutes as your

teacher instructs. At the end of this time remove the strip from the con-

tainer and lay it on a piece of paper on your desk. Immediately mark with

pencil on the strip the maximum distance each color travelled and the maximum

distance the water has travelled (if different from the most advanced color).

While the mixture is moving, it is often hard to identify different colors.

As the process continues, the colors gradually separate as some go farther

than others. Figure 1-13c shows an example of how your chromatogram might

look and a suggested method for making your distance measures.

9. ..... .

Fig. 1-13c

You may find that one color and the water have travelled the same dis-

tance, so a single mark will represent the maximum distance for Loth. Measure

the distance from the spot on which you applied the substance (first line)

to each of these marks and record this information on your data sheet. Label

this data as Table II. A sample of such data may appear as shown here. See

Table 1-13b.

Chromatography Data

Table II

Distance
Travelled

Ratio Front
1:11)

distance travelled by water

distance travelled by brown

distance travelled by blue

distance travelled by red

12.5 cm

,11.7 cm

9.90 cm

5.50 cm

Table 1 -13b

21
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1.14 Rf Value - Ratio

A scientist is particularly interested in the kind of data that you

entered in Table 1-13b, because from this information he calculates ratio

values called the Ratio front (Rf).

Remember that the ratio of a number c to a number d, d A 0, is

We want to find the ratio of distance travelled.by color to distance travelled

by water.

Rf
Distance travelled by color

-
Distance travelled by water

From Table 1-13b the Rf of blue would be
129 5

- .72 . The Rf of red
.

would be =
1-d

5
5

.4 .

Calculate the Rf values for each color on

your chromatogram.

Exercise ) -14

Rf Values

1. Interpret the following Rf values with respect to distance travelled by

water and color;' e.g., Rf = .4 means color has travelled .4 as fag,,

as the water.

(A) Rf = 0.1 (D) Rf = 0.25

(B) Rf = 0.5 (E) Rf = 0.33

(C) Rf = 0.8 (F) Rf = 1.0

2. Listed below are some theoretical Rf values:

Substance Rf Substance Rf

Compound A 0.92 Compound E 1.0

Compound B 0.40 Compound F 0.87

Compound C 0.67 Compound G 0.32

Compound D 0.25 Compound H 0.16

(a) A chromatogram produced the following data: Identify as

A, B, C, etc. the compounds in the mixture (see above).

Distance travelled by water (solvent) = 25 cm

\Distance travelled by Color I = 25 cm

Distance travelled by Color II = 10 cm

Distance travelled by Color III = 4 cm

22
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(b) Using the Rf values listed above, identify the compounds responsible

for the following data.

Distance travelled by water , = 18 cm

Distance travelled by Color I = 12 cm

Distance travelled by Color II = 16.6 cm

Distance travelled by Color III = 5.8 cm

In our discussion so far we have used only water as a solvent to separate

the compounds from a mixture. Many other solvents are used and each will

give a different set of Rf values for a given mixture. Pigments from vege-

table matter or proteins from animal matter are examples of substances that

need solvents.other than water for separation. The various conditions and

materials used would then be included in a table of Rf values. Some other

factors that influence Rf values are kind of paper, temperature, and time the

paper is left in the solvent.

The various compounds contained in the test substance each have a differ-

ent degree of attraction to the paper. These tend to separate as they, are

moved along through the paper by the water, showing up as various bands of

color.

Here are examples of Rf values for some common substances. Again the

conditions under which these values were found is not given. Such informa-

tion is generally so lengthy that the writers felt it was not practical to

present it here.

--- Sugars- Rf- Fatty-Acid- Rf OrgahiC Acid Rf
--

Glucose 0:39 Formic 0.42 Citric 0.26

Galactose 0.44 Acetic 0.50 Lactic 0.72

Fructose 0.51 Propeonic 0.62

1.15 Graphing Chromatography Data

Let us now look at another way o. analyzing the data you have recorded

from the experiment. You recorded the distance travelled by water and color

each minute.

Is this table of data easy to interpret? Can you make a general state-

ment about the rate at which the solvent and color travel?
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Make a graph of the data you recorded in Table 1-130

using the horizontal ray for units of time and the vert-

ical ray for units of distance travelled.

Recall the method you used to construct a graph in Section 1-12. If

necessary, refer back to that section.

Exercise 1-15

Interpreting Graph Data

1. What is the measure of the distance that the mixture travelled during

the first minute? (Express your answer in mm.)

2. Find the measure of the distance travelled by the mixture during the 0

second minute.

3. Did the mixture travel the same distance each minute?

4. How far did the mixture travel during the fifth minute?

5. What is the ratio of the distance travelled during the second minute

to the distance travelled during the first minute?

6. What is the ratio of the distance travelled during the fifth minute

to the distance travelled during the first minute?

7. Approximately how many mm did the mixture travel during the last

minute?

8. Express as a ratio the distance travelled during the last minute to the

distance travelled --the -first minute.

9. At what time interval does the "slowing down" process first become

really noticeable?

10. Given a paper of infinite length and conditions the same as in your

classroom, do you think the process would ever stop completely? Why?
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Chapter 2

NATURAL VARIATION - "US" -- ADDITION OF MEASUREMENT AND GREATEST POSSIBLE ERROR

2.1 Introduction

Look around the room at your classmates. Do they all have one head, one

nose, two ears, and a mouth? Sure, each one looks a little bit different

from another but all have the same general characteristics.

In Chapter 1 we found a definite relationship between the length and

width of the same species of leaves. In this chapter we will investigate

some of the correlations in human growth and development.

Picture the tallest boy in the room with the feet of the shortest girl.

Can you visualize what the'shortest girl would look like if she had arms as

long as the tallest boy? (Probably could tie her shoes without stooping over.)

Let's measure the height, reach, and foot length of everyone in the

room and find out about the natural variation of humans.

02 PfeliminaryPreparation

You will need for this activity:

1. 2360' of wrapping paper (30"-36" width);

2. A tape -leasure 61-10' length, calibrated in " ;

3. A foot ruler for each student;

4. Scotch tape to affix the wrapping paper to_ the wall

This activity will be done by groups. Your teacher will determine your

group. (Rows would make a good group (5 or 6 people)). Each group should

have one piece of wrapping paper - 71 long and another 2' long.

Place the wrapping paper upon a smooth wall so that the various members

of the group may stand against the wall and have their height and reach

recorded. (Fig. 2-4a and 2-4b)

A small piece of Paper - 2 ft. by 30 in. - stuck to the floor will

furnish the material to mark the "length of foot". (Fig. 2-4c)

You will be measuring the height, reach and length of foot of your
1 If

partners to the nearest IT mark on the tape or ruler.
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2.3 Greatest Possible Error

We often say When measuring, "to the nearest...". Wnen measuring a
1

sheet of paper you might say "to the nearest izth". If measuring the room

width, your teacher might say "to the nearest inch". What if you were asked

to measure the distance by highway to the next town (city limits sign)? What

unit of measure would you choose?

In Figure 2-3a:

a.

b.

c.

d.

To the nearest inch Kti

To the nearest
1

-inch

1
To the nearest .4 -inch

1
To the nearest /3 -inch

measures

A

A

A

3

measures ---

measures

measures

A

I I I I I h I I

0 1-

13

Fig. 2-3a

FI

3

"B" is not "on" any of the markings on our scale. In each case we

picked the unit which B was nearest to, or the half unit it was included in.

When measuring if we included in our notation the size of the smallest

unit and referred to the fact that we are measuring to the nearest unit, it

would aid in the understanding and use of the measurement.

Definition: The greatest possible error in a measurement

is
1

of the smallest unit of measure used

in the measurement.

To restate our last measurements in Figure 2-3a, using the definition of

greatest posaible error:

( a) 3" +
3" 3.

(c) 2

1
( b) 2" + .r" (d) 213" + ?

2 - 4

The + (read "plus or minus") symbol says two things. It means in the

case of (b) Fig. 2-3a, that AB measures less than 21" +1r1 (2i") and

" " .
greater than

1-
(

4
). In other words the measure of AB is between

26
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" 1
24 and 2 "

. Look at Fig. 2-3a. Is B between 24
"

and 2 " ?

(c) in Fig. 2-3a was measured to the nearest
1
1-" Thus, we recorded

I 524 " +
,

. Our measurement shows B to be between 28 " and 213 " . We

could express thig in math symbols as 28" > measurement of AB >

The more precise of two measurements is the one with the smaller possible
1error. To repeat, greatest possible error in a measurement is -2- of the

smallest unit of measure used.

When we use the "+0 notation in a measurement, we are showing clearly

both the precision and the greatest possible error, as the smallest unit used

in the measurement would be twice the greatest possible error. Why?

Measurement Smallest Unit Greatest Possible Error

111 1113" + .34"

1 1
16" + .?'

,

8
"

o '4

10" + 1" 1"
"

,

1

5 cm +
2
cm 1 cm

11
cm

1 ,1
27 m + dm 1 dm

75 m

39 cm +
1
,- mm 1 mm

1
mm

31 km + ; m 1 m J.

When you measure anything you must make a choice on a unit and then

cerefully determine the number of units. When you measured the leaves in

Chapter 1 you measured with a metric ruler and chose millimeters as your

unit. What would be the greatest possible error if you measure to the

nearest millimeter?

27r)
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Measuremen4-

1. 35 yds., 2 ft.

2. 14 ft.

3. 14 ft; -3 in.

4. 3 meters

5. 5 km., 270 m.

6. 7 km., 395 m., 47 cm.

7. 38 miles, 560 yds.

8. 93,562,000 miles

Exercise 2-3

Smallest Unit

1 ft.

1 ft.

1 in.

1 dm.

1 m.

1 cm.

10 yds.

1000 miles

Measurement with
G.P.E. Expressed

35 yds., 2 ft. + .1 ft.

2.4 Measuring Height, Reach and Length of Foot

Each group should have their equipment (paper on wall and floor) ready.

Each member of the group should make a table similar to Table 2 -5b for recor-

ding of data.

Taking turns, each student stands against the wall and has his height,

reach and foot length recorded. The procedure is as follows:

1. Count off in the group 1 5 or 6.

2. No. 1, using a ruler parallel to the floor and a pencil, marks the

height of each member of the group (except his own) and labels the

mark with their name. (See Fig. 2-4a.)

Marking the Height

28
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3. No. 2, using a pencil,.marks the "reach" of each member of the group

(except his own) and labels the markswith their names. (See Fig. 2-4b.)

Marking the Reach

4. No. 3, using a pencil, marks the "length of the right foot" for each

member of the group (except his own) and labels the markswith their

names. (See Fig. 2-4c.)

Fig. 2-4c

Marking Right Foot
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5. No. 4 substitutes for Nos. 1, 2, and 3 when it is their turn to be

measured.

6. After all of the marks for the height, reach anti length of foot have

been made, using a tape measure, Nos. 5 and 6 measure the height of

,each person and then the reach of each person.

7. No. 3 measures the "length of foot" for each person.

8. All measures are entered on the table and recorded with G.P.E. (greatest

possible error).

2.5 Recording Data

Decimal Equivalences of Sixteenths

(to the nearest hundredth)

1
57 . .o6 7 = .31 A -= .56

2 6 0i; = .13 176 = :38 = .63

1-6 r- .19 .; 43 11 e
ID % 7 .Q9

4
. 12Tz = .25 I8; = .5o 7 . .75

Table 2-5a

30

0

1,

13 0,

"

15
7 . .94

16
=1.00
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Table of Data on Height, Hatch, and Length of Foot

.

.. Name of
Student

REACH HEIGHT FOOT
RATIO

to,nearest hundredth

Fraction
Decimal
Equiv. Fraction

Decimal
Fraction

Decimal
Equiv.

Reach to
Height

Foot to.

Height
..1.41

0. Example: Jones 631=1/.C+ k 63.19
1

614- +

....Equiv.

64.'06 AJ.: 1
-16 ± 32

8.38 .99 :13

.

1.

.

2.

3

. .
,

. .

.

6.

7.
..

.

4>

er

Table 2-5h'

Complete your table similar to Table 2-5b. After the name of each of your group members,

record their reach, height and length of foot measurements% Using Table 2-5a, fill in the

spaces for the decimal equivalent of each measurement. Do nothing with the last column "Ratio"

until you read Section 2.6
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2.6 Computing Ratio

In the first chapter we learned that one way to compare a number to

another was by a ratio. This was expressed in a formula as: ratio (if

d is not 0). (Here d is being compared to c and tells how many times

larger c is than d.) To find the ratio of reach to height in Table 2.4,

the formula would be: ratio
reach

height

Example 1: If a boy has a reach of 65 inches and a height of 64

inches his ratio of reach to height would be
65
rE or 1.015625. It is not

necessary to carry this division to the millionths place. We must stop

somewhere and it would seem that hundredths would be significant (we will

cover this in Chapter 3). When we round 1.015625 to the nearest hundredth

we have 1.02. This means that his reach is 1.02 times his height.

Example 2: If a girl has a height of 66 inches and a reach of 64.5
54.

inches, then the ratio of her reach to height would be 6665 or .98 . Her

reach is .98 of her height.

To find the ratio of foot to height, the ratio =
measurement of the foot
measurement of height

[I

Compute the ratios using the decimal measurement

columns and record them in Columns 7 and 8 of Table 2-5b.

2.7 Graphing Activity

Whenever it seem useful, scientists graph the data obtained from their

,experiments or observations. We will graph as ordered pairs the reach of

each individual as one factor on the horizontal line and the height of the

same person on the vertical line. (See Fig. 2-7a.)

58

r) 67

66

65

0 64
4;4 63

62

..;1' 61

II 6o

59

5858.
59 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 69 70 71 72 73 74

reach in inches

Fig. 2-7a
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We should use the same scale on the horizontal as the vertical axis

because we have found from Table 2-5b that the ratio between the two readings

is about 1:1 (one to one). If we used a smaller scale on the horizontal axis

(called the x-axis by mathematicians) than on the vertical axis (called the

y-axis) we would have a line similar to Figure 2-7b.

8o

76 -

72

68

64 -

60

56

56 7 58 59 GO 61 g2 63

Fig. 2-7b

62 -
61 - ./

4

6o - ./

59

58 /

57 /
56

56 6o 64 68 72 76

Fig. 2-7c

A glance at Figure 2-7b would indicate a higher ratio tl .n 1:1, but a

close check would indicate this is not true. Figure 2-7c would indicate a

lower ratio, We prefer a line similar to the dotted line on Fig. 2-7c for

a 1:1 ratio.

When planning for a graph, you must consider the following questions:

1. What information do you want to represent?

2. Can the information be represented upon a plane? (How many dimensions

has a plane?)

3. How many units are needed on each reference line?

4. If the points are plotted as "ordered pairs", is the order such that

the angle of the graph will represent the slope of the line? (You

may take this up later in-your math course.)

Choose a scale which has a range that will include the height

of the shortest student and the tallest student, making sure that

it will also include the complete range of reaches. Now we are

ready to plot our ordered pairs on the graph (reach,height).

Reach is the first member of the ordered pair and will be on the

horizontal axis; height will be on the vertical axis.
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Exercise 2-7

1. Did the boys, or the girls, in your row have a closer ratio of reach

to height?

2. If you used the smallest and the largest ratio of reach to height in

your group, what would be the longest and shortest reach you could

expect for a boy 10 ft. tall?

3. A basketball player is 7 ft.,3'in. tall. His shoulders are 13 inches

from the top of his head and his arms are 9 inches: from the center of

his back. How high would you expect him to be able to reach?

4. About how large of a tree trunk (circumference) could the fourth person

in Table 2-5b reach around and touch his fingertips?

5. If all the students in-your row would extend their arms around a large

tree trunk, what would be the largest circumference that they could

measure if all fingers were just touching?

6. A student's foot measures 10.25 inches from heel to toe. If he walked

heel-to-toe for one mile, how many steps would he take? Can this be

used as a useful measuring unit?

J.F.F. If a clock strikes 4 times in 3 seconds, how many times will it

strike in 9 seconds?

2.8 Addition of Measures

You have learned and used the fact that a number has many names. The
9 anumber "one" could be written as 1,

2
=, , 1.000, (a p 0), and many other
e 9 a

34ways. The same is true for other numbers. "Two" could be written as 17,
.0008 1 08 3 'II, or . "Nineteen" could be written cs 19, XIX, or.000 74

Various units of measure are often found in a comparison. A map may

show for its scale 1" = 50 miles, or a floor plan may have for its scale
1"

= 1 foot. Some graphs might even have for a scale 1" = 50 million people.

It is common to see the sign used this way on maps, scale drawings, and var-

ious graphs and tables. This use of "equals" implies that the two measures

are the same, but we recognize by common sense that they are not the same.

One inch is not the same as '50 miles. "Equals" in this usage merely means

that one actual measure represents the other measure in that particular

circumstance.
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When we say 1 foot = 12 inches we know that this case of the equal si6n

means both measurements represent the same length. Thus, we might read:

1 yd. = 3 ft.= 36 inches. We know it does not mean 1 = 3 = 36. It does

mean that all these measurements represent the same length. They are just

different names for the same length.

As in the use of the "=" sign, the use of other symbols of operation

have a special meaning when dealing with measurements. From our knowledge of

the distributive property we will build a correlation with measures.

To sad (13 x 6) + (13 x 4) we distribute the multiplication over the
addition and write

13 x (6 + 4) = 13 x (10) = 130.

To and (57 X 17) + (43 X 17) we again distribute the multiplication
over the addition and write

(57 + 43) x 17 =,(100) x 17 = 1700.

Notice in both examples the common unit (contained as a factor in both products)

is not added but is used as a factor inthe final product.

In the general form, ab + ac = a(b + c).

In the addition of measure we can use the same general ideas.

2 inches + 3 inches means (2 + 3) inches or 5 inches, not 2 inches
+ 3 inches

5 inch inches

Other examples:

1. 2x + 3x = (2 + 3)x = 5x

2. 2 x 100 + 3 x 100 = (2 + 3) x 100 = 500

3. 2 ft. + 3 ft. = (2 + 3) ft. = 5 ft.

4. 2 pennies + 3 pennies = ,2 + 3) pennies = 5 pennies

5. 2 candy bars + 3 candy bars = (2 + 3) candy bars

= 5 candy bars

(or 1 stomach ache)

The operation (addition) is performed upon the numbers only, not upon

the units of measure.

Since subtraction is the inverse of addition, we can expect the same

sort of results. 5 inches - 3 inches = (5 - 3) inches = 2 inches. Again

the operation (subtraction) is performed only upon the numbers.
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2.81 Greatest Possible Error: Addition of Measurement

When adding measurements, the greatest possible error of a sum is the

sum of the greatest possible errors.

For example: 25 mm + .5 mm

+ 12 mm + .5 mm

37 mm + 1.0 mm

This -means that the sum of the measures is someplace between 36 mm and

38 mm.

Computation involving measurements is very important in today's world.

Many rules have been laid down giving the accuracy or precision of the results

obtained from computation with approximate measures. Too many rules, however,

might create confusion and would never replace basic knowledge of approximate

data. If the meaning of the greatest possible error is understood, the pre-

cision and accuracy of the result of computation with approximate data can

usually be found by applying common sense and judgment. Common sense would

tell us that with a large number of measurements the errors will, to a cer-

tain extent, cancel each other.

The general principle is that the sum or difference of measures cannot:

be more precise than the least precise measure involved. Therefore, to add

or subtract numbers arising from approximations, perform the operation and

,n round the result to the unit of the least precise number.

Exercise 2-81

1. Perform the following computations:

(a) 37 mm + ,5 mm

+ 13 mm + .5 mm

(d) 3 yds. 2 ft. ± in.

+ 9 yds. 1 ft. + 2 in.

(b) 41 cm ± .5 cm (e) 19-mm + .5 mm

+ 39 cm + .5, cm - 17 umi± .5 mm

(c) 64 ft. ± ; in.

+P ft. ± in.
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2. Find the greatest possible error for the sums of the measurements in

each of the following. (Assume that the unit of measurement is the
1

least unit used in any one measure; e.g., 5-2 1
,

measurement - least unit

lu 1.11is -2- - vrz, is E )

(a) 51 in., 6; in., 3; in.; C.P.E. of sum is + - inch.

(b) 3.
1

in., 3 in-.

(c) 4.2 in., 5.03 in.

(d) 42.5 in., 36.0 in., 49.8 in.

(e) 0.004 in., 2.1 in., 6.135 in.

(f) 24 in., 1-PG in., 3; in.

3. Add the following measures:.

(a) 42.36, 578.1, 73.4, 37.285, 0.62

(b) 85.42, 7.301, 16.015, 36.4

(c) 9.36, 0.345, 1713.06, 35.27

4. Subtract the following measures:

(a) 7.3 - 6.28

(b) 735 - 0.73

(c) 5430 - 647

2.82 Greatest Possible Error - "Sum of - computer"

61 mm + .5 mm

- 47 mm ± .5 mm

14mm ±1.0mm

35 mm + .5 mm

13 mm f .5 mm

17 mm + .5 mm

23 mm ± .5 mm

+ 11 mm + .5 mm

99 mm ± 2.5 mm

Notice that the greatest pc sible error of a sum or difference of

several measures is the sum of the greatest possible errors of the measures

involved.
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This error is, remember, the "grea - - - - test" possible error. For

almost all calculations the error would be less and in fact the errors often

cancel each other out but it is possible to get such an error as the G.P.E.

Therefore, by the definition of the term, this is the "greatest".

As a matter of fact, the extreme values would occur very infrequently

and the other occurences of greatest possible error values would increase

as you approach the value in the middle (zero). To illustrate this important

'concept, make the following slide rule.

1. About halfway down on a piece of tag board, manila folder or

similar material, draw a straight line 8" long.

2. Mark the left ends -1, the right ends +1, the center "0" and

the rest as in Figure 2-82a.

Fig. 2-82a

3. Cut carefully along the line so that you can make a slide ruler.

4. Make a table as in Table 2-82a.

Sum of 2 G.P.E.

No. of ways
event can happen

of Total

2 14
1

1.-f
1

14 1
3
.4

1
--

1
-4 0

Table 2-82a

38
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In the rational number system, between any two numbers en infinite

number of numbers can be written. In this table we will work only with the

numbers shown on our slide ruler and Make a conjecture about the rest of the

rational numbers.

5. -Line up the +1 on scale A with the +1 on scale B. Note and

record with a tally mark on a table such as 2-82a those non-negative

sums which are indicated by the numbers which are vertically

3 3aligned; e.g., 1 + 1 = 2, = 12, etc. (Disregard all sums'

less than 0 for now. They 'will act nearly the same as those

from 0 to +2.)

6. Move rule A to the left until the +1 lines up with the +

on B. Again note and record on your table with a tally mark, all

of the non-negative sums which occur. (You should now have one

tally mark below each sum.) (See Fig. 2-82b.)

Fig. 2 -82b

7. More rule A to the left until the +1 lines up with the +
1

on B. Repeat the tallying of sums.

8. Continue to move A to the left, one mark at a time, tallying

sums which occur after every setting.

9. When the +1 on A lines up with the -1 on B, you have

completed the table. Make a tally below the zero on your table.

(See Fig. 2-82c.)
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Fig. 2-82c

Count the total number of tallies. What ker cent of the total number

turned out to have a sum of zero? What per cent of the total turned out to

have a sum of 2 ?

[I

Record the per cent of thenuMber of ways each sum

]
is arrived at under the tallies.

Observe the information on our table and consider the pdssible percen-

tages if we had used more values on our slide rule. Do ral see that often

the sum of possible errors balance each other and the extremes seldom occur?

You may want to continue the tally for a greater number of values between

+1 and -1 and also for the sums between 0 and -2.

A SECOND ACTIVITY

2. (Shoes, shoes, shoes...)

This activity is designed to use your knowledge of "addition of measure-

ment". Read the following outline completely before starting the activity.

1. Construct a table similar to Table 2-10 for recording the data.

2. Fix to the floor a piece of wrapping paper R%6' long.

3. Near one end of the paper carefully mark the outline of the back

and front of the shoe of the first person. (See Fig. 2-9.)



Fig. 2-9

The second person carefully places his shoe, with his heel just on

the line, directly in front of the last mark.

5. The length of his shoe is recorded by marking the paper directly

in front of his shoe.

6. Then continue for the entire group (could be the same group as

the last activity).

7. Each person carefully

the nearest
1.

and

8. Under the supervision

carefully measur: the

(the tota. length of

\./

measures the length of his own shoe marks to

records it. (Don't forget the G.P.E.)

of the entire group, using the tape measure,

length from the first to the last mark

%oes) with just one measure. Record this.



2.10 Recording Data

1 2 3 4

Name
Length
of Foot

Greatest
k Possible

Error

Smallest
Possible
Measure

Greatest
Possible
Measure

Example: George 11
13 1

32
25
J..I.

32
27

11--
32

1.

2.

3
4.

5.
, 9

6.

7.

Sum of measures
1 - 7

Result of
Inst. 8 above

Table 2-10

Record the name and foot length of each person in-lbur row in a table

similar to Table 2-10. Subtract the greatest possible error from measured

foot length and enter in column four (smallest possible measure). In the

last column enter the sum of the foot measure and the greatest possible

error for each student. Total columns two,"three, four and five. These rep-

resent the smallest measure you can have, measuring to the nearest -inch,

in column four and the greatest measure you can have. Now record your single
, 1measurement made with the single measure. Is this measurement k± -inch)

between the totals you have for the last two columns? If it is not, you have

not measured to.the nearest -inch.

2.11 Summary

You have measured leaves of

the height and reach of yourself

about how things grow? How does

367.8 feet tall? (See Chapter 8.

various sizes and ages. You have measured

and your classmates. Have you ever wondered

a tiny seed grow into a giant redwood tree

) How does a "white dot", which you can just

42
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fbarely see when you open an egg, grow into a full-fledged c cken?

It would take many more vaumes than this small book to answer these

questions, even to the extent of our present knowledge, but we can examine

a few important factors.

First of all, the tiny seed, the white dots in the eggs, are alive!

They are made up of very tiny liting bits of matter called cells. Cells are

extremely complicated (in spite of their.spg1 size), very active, constantly

changing units, consisting of a very thin membrane enclosing a substance

called protoplasni.

Protoplasm is extremely complex. Briefly, it is made up of particles

which must be constantly replenished, chemicals which are constantly reacting
_.-

with each other, the much talked about DNA molecules duplicating themselves,

and many other highly dynamic substances.

All living things are made up of these "lively" little unit; called

cells. One of their most repiarkable properties is their ability to d vide
..0e

into more cells, sometimes nearly exactly duplicating themselves, oth r times

changing gradually into specialized forms, such as nerve cells, bone cells,.,

skin cells, leaf cells, or root cells. This is called growth.

Much emphasis has been placed on the dynamism of cells. This means

there is constant activity going on. All this activity requ..-'es energy.

In Chapters ~1 and 2 you were introduced to the idea of "natural

variation" through the consideration of the size of leaves and humans.

Most of the following exercises will show you some of the ways living things

obtain materials to provide this energy, as well as the materials for growth

and repair.



-2.12 Optional Activity - Growth from Seeds

When you measured leaves earlier you discovered that living things show

evidence of natural variation. You found short leaves and long 1d8ves', but-1

you also fcund that most of them mere "about average". You also ;found that

you and your classmates illustrate natural variation in ani?fai- +(t4Etit you)

growth and development. In this activity you wall find that different parts

of a plant will grow at different rates, but that when you addsthem 4-ogether

you will be able to sec a part of a total growth Rattein. Ta.do this you

will add lengths.

a

Preliminary Preparation

The following procedure must be done at least 5 days before the first

activity day, in order that the plants will be ready to use. Read all of

Scat` ion 2.12 before starting the activity.

Materials Needed
t,

Bean seeds which have beep. soaking for 24 hours. (.Black -eyed

peas are beans, easily available, and are recommended.)

Other recommendations are pumpkin and watermelon seeds.

Milk :artons. Size does not matter -- half-pirit cartons are adequate.

Plant food - may be plant tabs, liquid food, etc.',
1

Labg,12ing tape.

Med. heavy acetate (outdated X-ray film).

Paper toel.

Soda straws.

Procedure '`
*1

(work in teams of two)

1. Cut a milk carton similar to Figure

This will give support fol- our sproutiag

chamber and will also allow us to view

A the gro4th.

2. Out: the heavy acetate in strips about

inches wide the long way so they

will be about 11 inches long).
Fig: 2-12a

1
3. Cut about i4 thickness' of paper towel 2-

2
inches wide t- act as a

wick to carry moisture to the plants.



. Lay the paper towel strips (four thicknesses) on one piece of plastic.

Place two soda straws on the paper towel strips to form 3 cambers

of equal widths. "Paint" a thin strip of rubber cement on the straws

to hold them against the towelling. Don't slop cement on the towels -

it will impede the absorption:*

Acetate sheet

3 seeds

Fig. 2-12b

2 straws

4 layers
paper towel

Acetate sheet

Tape all edges with'
"Magic Mending Tape"
(do not tape top
and bottom)

5. Place one soaked seed in the middle of each chamber (the seed must be

attleast 10 cm above water level).

6. Carefully place the other sheet of plastic on top and use mending tape

to seal the sides but not the top and bottom.

7.
1

Pour water into the milk carton you have prepared (about 1-
2
cm deep).

'Stand the plastic "wafer" in the water.

8. Check the water level regular1y.and do not let it get below the paper

towel wick.'
I

st

Your plants should be ready to be measured in about 5 days . All

of the seeds probably will not sprout unless you happen to be a very good

gardener, but don't worry about those that do not. Use as many as do grow.

It is al'io all right to use the late-comers as they sprout, although

this is not done in eful scientific studies of growth patterns. Why?

If you have started measuring, and on the second eay a new one sprouts,

record its measurements in your table for Day 2 to avoid confusion.
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2.13 Measurement,of Seed Growth

Materials Needed

Rulers, preferably with metric scale,

Data tIdes

Graph paper (optional) -

Procedure

First Day: Examine the seeds you "planted" about

5 days ago. They should now have sprouts of

measureable length. Which direction do the

first sprouts go, up or down? If the seed

was planted upside down it would still gro-J

in the same direction. How do you suppose

the seed "knows" which way to grow?

We are concerned with two things in this

exercise, so careful records-must be kept in order

to keep your data straight. Daily growth of root

and stem and total growth of the plant are the

needed data. This will be done on a number of

plants, and the average calculated. Living things

are so variable in their development that only by

using this averaging method can a valid estimate

be reached. Take another look at your plants.

Some of them may not even have the stem and leaves

yet, while others are growing more rapidly. You

can see now why as large a number as possible

must be used. Figure 2-13 illustrates growth

after 6-10 days.
Fig. 2-13

Step 1. Using your metric ruler place the zero point at the edge of the

seed (the one you think healthiest) and measure the length of the root

to the nearest mm. Record this measurement to the nearest mm in the

table for Day One (Table 2-13).

Step 2. When the stem also appears, measure and record its length daily.

Step 3. Be ready to give your measurement to the class so they can record

the data when your teacher calls for the information.
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Second and succeeding days

Step 4. Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 every day until you have recorded five to

ten readings on a table like Table 2-13 (one for each day).

Step 5. For calculations for columns 4 and 5 and totals and averages,

see Section 2.9 .

Exercise 2-13

1. Which day' showed the greatest total growth:

2. On which day did your ratio of stem to root change from zero?

tems
3. Did the root ratio ever equal one? Exceed c.,?oot

4. Do you think this ratio exceeds 2 for any plant?

5 Is the total growth at a constant rate? (That is, the same amount each

day.)

6. If you had different types of seeds -- did each type show the same

growthpattern?

7. On which day din you first notice the green coloring?

8. What does the presence of the green color signify?

9. If we used weight rather than length for our measures, what do you

think the
stem
---- ratio would be for e. carrot, potato, and pine tree?root

10. Where do the stem and roots get their nourishme:A to grow before the

plant food is added?
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Table 2-13

Measurement of Seed Growth - Day

Plant of Total length of Total length Total length Daily Growth Ratio
Team original root of stem to of plant tc (e.g. T.L.Day 1 T.L. Stem

to nearest mm nearest mm nearest mm minus T.L.Day 2 T.L. Root

Example 12 mm .5 mm 0 mm 12mm .5mm 12 mm .5 mm 0

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

15.

14.

15.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Total

Average
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Chapter 3

LEAF SURFACE AREA AND WATER LOSS:

AREA, SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS, SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

3.1 Introduction

In your work so for you have measured leaves and discovered that they

are variable in size, but still show a unity, of design (similar ratios in

most cases). All living things, in order to grow, must have food and oxygen,

and all green plants obtain their food by manufacturing it themselves. This

vital process is called photosynthesis (photo-sins-the-sis: biaild'mg with

light), and can be carried on only by green plants. Photosynthesis has been

called the most important chemical reaction in the world. Can you figure

out why%

It might be important to clarify a misconception regarding "plant food".

The minerals and other fertilizers which plants obtain from the soil are not

classified as "food" in the sense that they are needed to provide energy, -

even though it is a term commonly used. For the most part, these minerals

are used by the plant cells to assist chemical reactions, to become significant

parts of important substances (such as magnesium in chlorophyll, nitrogen in

proteins), and in other ways to maintein the proper chemical balance in proto-

plasm. The food piovided by photosynthesis, on the other hand, is the major

source of energy for the cells of all living things.

Photosynthesis is a process in which two raw materials, carbon-dioxide

(di- ox -ide) and water, are chemically combined with the help of light and

chlorophyll (chlot-ro-phill: gree :i pigment in plants) to produce sugar.

By-products of this process are oxygen and water. This is another of the

many activities taking place in cells - but only in green plant cells.

Since water is one of the major raw materials needed for photosynthesis,

it must reach the leaf cells somehow. Recall the leaves you measured. Do you

remember that they had "veins"? These veins make up a system of tiny tubes

which connect leaves - through the petiole, stem and then to the roots. It

is through the roots that plants usually absorb water. Some rootless plants

absorb their moisture from the air. Some orchids are an example, as are

lichens, the moss-like plants you see growing on fence posts and dry limbs

of trees and rocks.
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pi-7-7Many people do not realize that a portion of the water absorbed is lost

by the plant into the atmosphere. This water that is lost escapes in the

usually invisible form of water vapor. (If you get up,early enough in the

morning and see "dew-drops", those drops on the plants may not really be

"dew". Dew is pure water condensed from the air. The drops on the plants may

be water lost by the plant, in which case they will contain minerals and

often leave a white deposit when they evaporate.) This loss of water vapor

from plants is known as transpiration (trani-spi-rat-shun).

Most of the transpiration occurs through the stomates (sto'- mates) -

openings in the leaves, so small they can only be seen with the microscope.

The number of stomates present in leaves may range from a few thousand to

over a hundred thousand per square centimeter.

Transpiration rates show great variation from one kind of plant to

another, and for the same kind of plant under different growing conditions,

such as temperature, water in the soil, and the amount of light..

The biological problem we are going to attempt to find an answer to

will be concerned with the amount of transpiration from the leaves of a

particular kind of tree during a given amount of time. We will do this by

collecting some water from a known number of leaves, measuring the surface

area of a leaf from the same tree, estimating the number of leaves on the

tree, then determining the amount of water loss by the plant. Will this

be an accurate measure of the water loss of the entire plant? Why?

3.2 Activity --- Leaf Surface and Water Loss

Materials Needed

Large plastic bags

A broad-leafed plant, preferably a tree

-- to be selected by the teacher

Graph paper

Ruler (preferably metric scale)
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String or rubber bands cut in one place to

give an elastic string for tying the

bag to the branch

Cut

Fig. 3-2a

Labeling tags - these can be easily made out

of a piece of heavy paper and a rubber

band or piece of string (see Fig. 3-2b)

Fig. 3 -2b

Procedure

,You will be collecting part of the data while outdoors so first prepare

a table similar to Table 3-2.

Table 3-2

Leaf Data

Tree
Identity

Number of
leaves

covered

Est. total
leaves on
tree

Volume of
water

transpired

Area of
average

leaf

Study Figure 3-2c before =leaving the classroom. The following instruc-

tions refer to this figure.
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First Day'

1. Label your tags as instructed by your teacher.

2. Working in teams as designated by your teacher, locate an appropriate

branch on a broad-leafed tree. Count the leaves that will be used.

Record the number of leaves in your data table.

3. Slip the plastic bag over the branch in such a way that the leaves you

have counted will be sealed inside the bag and not crowded together.

4. Carefully gather the edges of the bag together around the stem and tie

tightly with the string or cut rubber band. Whether using string or

rubber band, it is best to pass the tie around the branch twice. The

plastic bag is to remain on the tree for 24 hours.

5. Tie your label at the place where you tied on the bag. (See Figure 3-.2c.),

6. --_,00k over the tree, remember how many leaves you enclosed in the bag,

and estimate approximately how many leaves there are on the tree.

Record your estimate.

7. Each person selL,,, an average size leaf to take back to the classroom.
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8. When back in the classroom, and while your leaf is still fresh, place

the leaf on the graph paper laying it out as'flat as possible, and

sketch with pencil the outline the leaf. (See Figure 3 -2d.). Discard

the leaf.

Fig. 3-2d

You should now have several important bits of data:

The number of leaves enclosed in your plastic bag.

2. Your estimated number of leaves on the tree.

3. A piece of graph paper with a closed curve marked on it, the

boundary of which represents an outline Of an average leaf

(from the same tree).

Second Day

1. Remove the plastic bags and labels from your tree, being extremely

careful not to spill any of the water. Bring the bag back to the

classroom for measuring the amount of water collected. (If more

convenient, do steps 2 and 3 where the activity took place.)

2. Pour the water, being careful not to spill any, into a jar or bottle.

Gently shake or tap the beg tO get as many droplets from the bag as

possible. (Do not worry about the ver:, small droplets left adhering
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to the sides of tl bag. At most, they will amount to only one or

two milliliters.) 1

3. Seal the bottle with a tight lid. Attach to the bottle the label from

the tree, making sulie the number of leaves enclosed in the bag is indi-

cated on your label and store it away for future use.

When you have collected and measured the accumulated moisture from the

plastic bag you will have enough data to estimate how much moisture has trans-
..

pired from your tree.

Now you are ready to proceed with the mathematical calculations to

determine the area of your average leaf which was outlined on your graph

paper.

3.3 Simple Closed Curves

It was mentioned earlier that your leaf outline was a closed curve. A

curve is a set of points which can be represented by a pencil moving on a

paper and made without lifting the pencil off the paper. A simple closed

curve is one in which the drawing starts and stops at the same point, and

no other ,point is touched twice. (See Figure 3-3a.)

Simple Closed Curves Not Simple Closed Curves

Fig. 3-3a

The most practical method that we have at our disposal for finding the

area of a closed curve is to draw inside the closed curve the largest rec-

tangles which will fit, compute their areas and then find or estimate the

areas of the enclosed region which are not in our rectangles so that the

areas may be added.
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Exercise 3 -3

Trace on "10 X 10 to the inch" graph paper the leaf outlines in

Figure 3-3b

First construct the largest possible square or rectangle that will

enclose only whole graph paper squares. Count the number of squares in a

horizontal row and vertical row within this figure. The product of these

two numbers will be the total number of squares within the figure. Record

this product in the center of the figure, as shown in Figure 3-3c.

Construct as many smaller squares or rectangles around the perimeter of

the first, count and record the number of squares in each. This should leave

uncounted only those partial or whole squares that fall between the leaf ,

outline and the sides of the geometric figures you constructed. It will take

some estimating on your part to determine the number of squares around the

sides, but with a little practice you will find that it can be done quite

accurately.
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Now that you have had some practice finding areas

inside leaf outlines, find in square inches the area of

your leaf outline. (See Fig. 3-3c.)

is

111

WM
UK

Ss

ij

211 sA

ONE&I=M

Fig. 3-3c

3.4 Conversion - Metric English

Since we use both English and metric units of measurement in the United

States, it is often necessary to convert from one system to the other. In

the laboratory this is particularly true when the solution to a problem is

expressed in units of one (usually the metric) an the instruments with which

one works are calibrated in the other. You will feel a real sense of accom-

plishment when you find that you can readily change measurements in one system

to the comparable measurements in the other system. In a following exercise

you will gain some practice in conversion, especially if the graph paper you

use is marked in the English system.

The following conversion values are given to help in the solution of

the p'oblems found in the activity. A more complete treatment of metric-

English conversion is given at the end of this chapter.
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2.54 tm. = 1 in.

100 cm. As 39.37 in.

(100 cm.

2.5 cm. 39.37)

As you already know, the smaller units of length in the metric system

are obtained by dividing the meter by powers of 10. Thus, we define

1
1 decimeter = -- meter

10

1 1
1 centimeter = -- decimeter =

100
meter

10

1 millimeter
1 1

= io- centimeter = 7.5 decimeter - meter
1

For longer units of length we simply multiply by powers of 10. Thus/

by definition,

1 dekameter = 10 meters

1 hectometer = 10 dekameters = 100 meters

1 kilometer = 10 hectometers = 100 dekameters = 1000 meters

To emphasize the simplicity of the relations involved in the metric

system, we write these units in terms of meters, using scientific notation.

(Will'be covered in Section 3.7 .) Then the relationships' look like this

1 millimeter = 10-3 meter

1 centimeter = 10
-2

meter

1 decimeter .= 10-1 meter

1 meter = 100 meter
f
(100 = 1)

1 dekameter = 10
1

meters

1 hectometer, = 10
2

meters

1 kilometer = 103 meters

1

The definition and abbreviations for the metric units of length are

summarized in Table 3-4a. In this table notice how useful scientific note-
,

tion is in showing relationships to the basic metric unit of length, the

meter.
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Table -4a

Linear Metric Units

Name of Unit Abbreviation
Equivalent
in meters'

Meter Equivalent in
Scientific Notation

1 millimeter 1 mm 1
m 10-3 m

10 00

1 centimeter 1 am
1

m 10
-2

m
100

1 decimeter 1 dm
1

17 m
10

- 1
m

1 meter 1 m 1 1 m 10
0

m

1

/

dekameter 1 dkm 10 m 101, m

1 hectometer 1 hm 100 m 10
2

m

1 kilometer I km 1000 m 103 m

Notice that all of the metric units other than meter use the word "meter"

together with a prefix. These prefixes are also used to name other units of

measure (weight, volume) in the metric system.

In the U.S.A., hectometer, dekameter, and decimeter are seldom used.

The meter, centimeter, millimeter, and kilometer.are in very common usage

and we shall devote most attention to them.

Two other prefixes which we should mention are mega, meaning million,

and micro, meaning one-millionth. Thus,

Prefix \4

mega

micro

Meaning

1,000,000 = 10
6

1
- 10

6

1,000,000

You often hear now of 3 megatons (3 million tons), 1 megacycle (1

million cycles). Even the slangi"megabuck" uses this classical Greek prefix!

In these days of nuclear and atomic studies very small quand.ties are

often studied and lengths as small as one-millionth of a meter are common.

The micron is defined its:

l'micron = one-millionth of a meter = 10
6
m -

1

1,000,000
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Thus, 3 microns = 3 x 10
-6

= 1 000 000
3meters = 3 x 10-3mm - millimeters,3,,

since 1 micron = 10
6
meters = 10 -3 millimeters. The usual symbol for micron

is the Greek letter " A H (read Mu). Hence

14 A = 14 microns = 14 X 10 -
14

1,000,000 m

We will now return to the original

sions that will be of direct use in the

exercise, and look at the relationships

been defined as being exactly equal

can be changed to other metric units of

dividing by 10, then

objective of developing some conver-

solution of the problems in this

involved in area. The inch has

2.54 cm and since centimeters

length merely by multiplying or

1 inch = 25.4 mm = 2.54 cm = 0.254 dm = 0.0254 m .

Notice the placement of the decimal as we go from short tc longer units

of length.

3.41 Metric Units of Area

We have learned how to find the area of the interior of a simple closed

curve for a variety of simple curves. We chose the arel of a squire region

as the best unit to use in measuring the area of the interior of such a

closed curve.

The metric unit for measuring areas is also a square region. We use as

a basic unit the area of a sauare region with each edge of length one meter.

The area of the interior of this square region is called one square meter

(abbreviation m2 ).

If you have a centimeter rule available you should draw a square, each

side 1 cm, in order to get some idea of the size of one square centimeter.

From 1 m = 100 cm Z. 39.37 inches we see that 1 cm Pz. .3937 inch, because

if 100 cm 39.37 inches, then 1 cm
100 of 39'37
---

or .3937 inch. Thus, 1 cm pe, .4 inch .

Compared to the basic unit of one square meter, the square centimeter

is small indeed. Remember that 1 cm =
100

,m hence

2 1 1 2 1 2
1 CM = ---

m
X --- -

100 100 10,000
m
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Here is another instance in which you may prefer to use exponential

notation and,write instead

1 cm
2

= 10
-4

m
2

.

Since the meter is the basic unit of length and the square meter the

basic unit of area, it is important to give the various units of area in

terms of square meters. The most commonly used units are listed in

Table 3-41b.

Table 3 -41b

Unit of Length Unit of Area Equivalent Area in Square Meters

millimeter square millimeter
1

, m ,2

(1000Y

1

centimeter square centimeter m2
(100)2

kilometer square kilometer (1000)2
m2

,

Here again we see that it is convenient to use exponential notation

and write,

, 2
, i,u

6 2 1 2
mm = m = --; m

10

i,

2 ,,-4 2 1 2
cm = iv m = m

10

1 km
2

= 10
6

m
2

In Figure 3-41a the diagram on the left is a picture of a one centimeter

square closed region; the one on the right is a one millimeter square closed

region.

3. cm 1 mm

1 cm
0 41. 1 raM

Fig. 3-41a
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Exercise 3-41

1. How mau,square millimeters are there in a square centimeter?

2. How many square centimeters are therein a square meter?

3. How many square millimeters are there in a square meter?

4. Draw a 3 cm square. Draw also a rectangle whose area is 3 square

centimeters. Which is larger?

5. A rug is 2 meters by 3 meters. Find its perimeter and area.

6. The floor of a boy's room is in the shape of a rectangle. The length

and width are measured as h meters and 3 meters. There is a closet

1 meter long and 1 meter wide built into one corner. What is the

floor area of the room (outside the closet)?

7. Convert the areas found in Exercise 3-3 to square decimeters.

{I

Now convert to dm
2

the area of your leaf outline andl

1

record in Table 3-2.

3.5 Volume - Metric Units

The metric unit for measuring volume is a cubical solid. The length of

each edge of this cube is 1 meter. The volume of this cube is thus I cubic

meter (abbreviation m3 ).

Fig. 3-5a

Th,. cubic meter is a rather large unit of volume. A much smaller unit

is the cubic centimeter (cm3 or cc). As we have seen, the centimeter is

about .4 in ; hence, the cm3 is a cube about the size of a small sugar

cube. To suggest the size of the cubic meter, note that

1 1 1 3
i cc

100 X 100
x
100 M 1,5000,000

m3

. Jc



In scientific notation,

1 cc = 10
-6

m
3

and 1 m3 = 10
6

cc .

By similar calculations we can find the commonly used multiples and

subdivisions of the cubic meter. These are displayed in Table 3-5a.

Table 3-5a

Unit of Length Unit of Volume
Equivalent Volume
in Cubic Meters

millimeter =3 1
m3

(1000) 3

centimeter cc or cm
3 1 m3

(100)3.

kilometer km3 (1000)3 m3

Here, even more than before, we see the convenience of the exponent

notation in writing

1 cubic millimeter = 10-3 x 10-3 x,10
-3

cubic. meters = 10
-9 cubic meters

1 cubic centimeter = 10
-2

X 10
-2

X 10
-2

cubic meters = .10
-6

cubic meters

1 kilometer I = 103 x 103 X 10
3 cubic meters = 109 cubic meters

Look at the calculations above. You see that

103 x 103 x 103 = (103)3 = 103 x 3 = 109

-
JO

2
x 10

-2
x 10

-2
= (10-2)3 = 10(-2) x 3 = 10

-6

10-3 x 10-3 x 10-3 = (10-3)3 = 10(-3) x 3 = 10 -9

General Property: If a and b are any positive or negative integers,

then (10a)
b

= 10ab
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Exercise 3-5

1. Complete each of the following:

Example. There are (1000)3 or 1,000,000,000 m3 in 1 km3 .

(a) There are 103 or mm3 in a cc.

1 3
or m3

'100)

3 in a' cc.(b) There are (

1 )3
(c). There are (

'1000'
or m3 in a mm3 .

(d) There are (10
6

)

3
or mm3 in a km3 .

2. A rectangular solid has dimensions of 6 cm, 7 cm, and 80 mm .

Calculate the volume of the interior of this solid. Recall that the

volurre of the interior of a rectangular solid is equal to the product

of the measure of the length, width, and height, when the measurements

are expressed in the same unit.

3. What is the volume of the interior of a rectangular solid whose height

is 14 mm and whose base has an area of '36.5 sq cm ?

3.51 Metric Units of Mass and Capacity

The metric unit for the measure of mass is defined as the mass of

water contained by a vessel with a volume of one cubic centimeter.

The mass of one cubic centimeter of pure

water at 4° Celcius (Centigrade)
(1) is

called a gram.

This definition of mass is a very convenient definition, for when we know the

volume of a container we immediately know the mass of water it can contain.

For example, if the volume of the interior of a container is 500 cc, then

the mass of water it can contain is 500 grams . The important thing to note

in this definition is that the numerical measures are the same.

(1) The temperature scale on which the freezing and boiling points of water

are 0 degrees C and 100 degrees C respectively. At an International

General Conference on Weights and Measures it was recently decided to

recognize the name of the man who invented the scale - hence, Celcius.



When we speak of the volume of a box or other container, we frequently

use the term capacity. By the capacity of a container we simply mean the

total volume which the container will hold.

In talking about the volume of liquid a container will hold, we fre-

quently use special units, such as pint, quart, and gallon, in the English

system. Thus, we may say the capacity of a tank is a certain number of

gallons, and its volume is'so many cubic feet.

In the metric system the usual unit of capacity is the liter (abbreviated

). One liter is defined as the capacity of'a cubical box with edge of

length 10 cm (1 decimeter). Thus, one liter means a volume of 1000 cc .

We say its capacity is one liter. It can contain a mass of lom grams (or

one kilogram) of water.

One liter is approximately one quart, or more precisely,

1 liter = 1000 cc re, 1.056712 qt .

The other most common metric measures of capacity are the

milliliter (ml) = .001 liter = 1 cc

kiloliter (kl) = 1000 liters .

A mass of 1000 kilograms is called one metric ton. How many grams would

equal one metric ton? The metric ton is the mass of 1 kiloliter of water.

There are several abbreviations commonly used for the gram. The abbrev-

iations, g or gm , are both generally accepted.

In the English system of measures units also may be expressed in various

ways. For example, a cubic inch could be abbreviated cu. in. or since it

is the product of an inch times an inch times an inch it can be expressed

as in
3

.

1 in

The same is true of other units - ft
3
, yd

3
, etc.

(5
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Exercise 3-51

1. The volume c,f a jar is 352.8 cc . What is the mass of the water it

can contain, expressed in

(a) grams?

(b) kilograms?

2. (a) What is the capacity in milliliters of a rectangular tank of volume

673.5 cc ?

(b) What is its capacity in liters?

3. A cubical tank measures 6 feet 9 inches each way and is filled with

water.

(a) Find its volume in in3 .

(b) Find its volume in ft3 . Recall that 1728 in3 = 1 ft3 .

(c) Find the weight of the water. 1 ft3 of water weighs about 62.4 lb.

4. The dimensions cf the tank in Problem 3 are about 2 meters each way.

(a) Find its volume in cubic meters.

(b) Find its contents in liters. Recall that there are 1000 liters

in a cubic meter.

(c) What is the mass of the water? Recall that 1 liter of water has

a mass of 1 kilogram .

5. How did the time needed to solve Problem 4 compare with the time needed

to solve Problem 3? What is the main advantage of computing in the

metric system?

6. A tank has a volume of 2500 cc .

(a) What is the capacity of the tank in milliliters?

(b) How many kilograms of water will the tank hold?

(c) How many metric tons of water will the tank hold?

7. A cubical box has edge' of length 30 cm .

(a) What is the volume of the box in cc ?

'(b) What is the capacity in liters?

(c) How many kilograms of water will the box hold?

(Assume that it is water tight, of course!)
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8. The volume of the sun is estimated to be about 337,000 million million

cubic miles, or 3.37 X 10
17

cubic miles.

(a) Using the fact that 1 mile ;-'11.6 kilometers, express the volume

of the sun in cubic kilometers. (Simply indicate multiplications

in your answer if you wish.)

(b) Express the sun's volume in cc, leaving youranswer'in the form

of an indicated multiplication.

9. The British Imperial gallon, used in Canada and Great Britain, is

equivalent to p.::1.20094 U.S. gallons, or

1 British Imperial gal. 1.2 U.S. gal.

(a) When you buy 5 "gallons" of gasoline in Canada, how many U.S.

gallons do you receive?

(b) How many Imperial gallons are required to fill a barrel which

holds _72 U.S. gallons?

[Now return to the water that Was collected fram

the leaves on a tree. Measure this as a volume in -

milliliters and record in Table --2. .

Brief Summary of Relations among Units

The following table summarizes much of the work in the metric system.

From it you can derive all the multiples and subdivisions of units of area,

length, volume, mass, and capacity.

Table 3-5c

Linear

10 millimeters (mm) = 1 centimeter (cm)

100 centimeters (cm) = 1 meter (m)

1000 meters (m) = 1 kilometer (km)

Capacity

1000 milliliters (ml) = 1 liter (x) = 1000 cc

Mass

1000 milligrams (mgm) = 1 gram (gm)

1000 grams ,(gm) = 1 kilogram (kgm)

1000 kilograms (kgm) = 1 metric ton

Some important conversion relations between corresponding English and

metric units are listed for referenP0 4n Table 3-5d.
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Table 3-5d

Linear

1 inch = 2.54 cm (definition of the inch)

1 meter x 39.37 in

1 cm .39 in

1 km 0.62 miles

1 mile 2% 1.61 km

Capacity

1 liter x 1.0567 qt

1 liter z: 0.2642 gal

1 gal 2; 3.785 liters

14, Mass

1 kilogram 2.1 2.2 lbs

1 pound 2: 454 grams

3.6 Scientific Notation

Very'often people working with scientific information find that the

numbers they must work with are immense. In astronomy the measures of the

distances from star to star are in millions of millions of miles. In fact,

astronomers have converted the vast measures of distance into a unit called a

light year. One light year is the approximate distance light will travel in

1 year. The speed at which light travels is approximately 186,000 miles

per second. To find out how far light would travel in 1 year, you would

need to find the product: 186,000 x 60 x 60 x 24 x 365 = 5,865,595,000,000

miles. Why were those particular numbers used in this multiplication? Can

you read the answer?

Astronomers often need to compute with light years. Can you imagine

the work involved if you were asked to square 5,865,595,000,000? Since

no one, at east for A fey more years, is going to measure this distance

with a yard stick, we can for .eurposes of computation round off to

5,900,000,000,000. All of those zeros should give us a clue to an easier

way of writing such a large number., Letts use our knowledge of exponential

notation.

r .-
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If 100 = 10 X 10 = 10
2

and 1000 = 10 X 10 x 10 = 10
3

and 10,000 = 10 x 10,.x 10 x 10 = 10
4

then 100,000,000,000 = 10 X 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 X 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 X 10

= 10
11

Our number of 5,900,000,000,000 could be expressed as a number times

a power of ten. If we write it as 5.9 x 10
12

, it is expressed in scientific

notation.

Definition: A number is said to be expressed in scientific notation if it

is written as the product of a decimal numeral between 1 and

10 and the proper power of 10. If the number itself is a

power of 10, the first factor is 1 and need not be written.

Exercise 3-6

1. (a) Is 15 X 105 scientific notation? Why, or why not?

(b) Is 3.4 X 107 scientific notacion? Why, or why not?

(c) Is 0.12 X 105 scientific notation? Why, or why not?

2. Write the following in scientific notation:

(a) 5687 (b). 14 (c)

(e) .14,650 (f) 35,000,000,000

(g) 7; billion (h) the product of 50

3. Write the following in decimal notation:

(a) 3.7 x 106 (b) 4.7 x 105 (c)

(d) 2.25 x 107 (e) 2.8 x 108 (f)

(g) 14.75 .X 104 (h) 36.2 103 (i)

0) .046 x 107 (k) 6.821 x 103 (1)

1
3-
2

million

and 70

5.721 x 10
6

.653 x 1010

386 x 105

.0038 x 103

(d) 135

4. Since the earth does not travel in a circular ath, the distance from

the earth to the sun varies with the time of e year. The average

distance has been calculated to be about 93,000,000 miles .

(a) Write the above number in scientific notation. The smallest dis-

tancetance from earth to the sun would be about 1-
2

per cent less than
1

the average; the largest distance would be about 1-
2

per cent

more than the average.
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(b) Find 4, per cent of 93,000,000.

(c) Find approximately the shcirtest distance from earth to the sun.

(d) Find approximately the greatest distance from earth to the sun.

3.7 Significant Digits

When you are calculating with approximate numbers, the accuracy of the

conputation is dependent on the number of significant digits.

As an example we will use a leaf whose traced outline enclosed approx-

imately 150 squares on a sheet of graph paper. This is not an exact number,

as in counting the number of people in your classroom; because you had to

think of parts of squares adding up to whole squares to arrive at your

total. This type of counting is an approximation, the same as any measurement
1is an approximation., If our graph paper was Marked in -4 -inch squares,
1then our 150 square represent 150 4-16 (number of -4 -inch squares in

a Square inch) = 9.375 square inches.

This leads us to an interesting dilemma. We guessed we had about 150
, 1squares. Not 1)0

1
or 1504 or 150.17 or 150.179387654, but 150

seemed as closely as we wanted to guess in all honesty: When the figure of

150 - quarter -inch squares is changed to square inches we arrive at a number

9 plus 375 thousandths which sounds rather exact. Can we increase the

accuracy of our measurement by doing some mathematical computation? If so,

we go one more step and change this answer in square inches to square deci-

meters. We find, by using the conversion ratio of 1 square inch =

.064516 square dm, that 9.375 square inches = 9.375 x .064516 =

.6048375 square decimeters.

Did you imagine when you were given approximately 150 squares that

it would come ou:: a number like .6048375 ? ?lead that number in words.

You must be about ready to say "Letts round it off a bit." But how far;
(
to, .604838, or .6048, or maybe .605 ? Of course, .60 is more than

half way to "1" su maybe we should just say "1". The truth is, 1 square
1

decimeter is over 15-
2

square inches and our 150 squares was only a

little over 9 square inches . If we round off too far, our numbers become

too inaccurate to uJe.

Our purpose in this unit will be to decide upon some useful rules which

will aid us in deciding how many digits should be used in a problem.
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If we were to measure desks with an ordinary yard stick marked off in
1 1

-8inches,
1

-inches, 4 -inches, and -inches, we could, find the length
1

of the desk to the nearest -8 -inch. If we also had an expensive engineer's

tape marked off in 64ths'of an inch (some are marked in 100ths of an inch)

we could get nearer in our measurement to the actual length of the desk. We

would say the measurement with the smallest unit was the more precise. Thus

32 inches is a more precise measurement, or has greater precision than

1
32 -8 inches.

Is 5264 inches as precise a measurement as 1-25- inches? Why?

Is 375 feet more precise than 2 yards? Why?

Does 611-4 inches have greater precision than 1284 inches? Why?
lo

The precision of a measurement depends upon the magnitude (size) of the

smallest unit used in the measure, not upon the number of units in the measure.

In science, decimal notation is often used. We will make an agreement

about what is meant when we write a number in'decimal notation. When we write

that a length has a measure of 17.62 inches we understand that the measure-

ment has been made with an error no greater than .005 inches (one half the

smallest unit used in measuring). Thus the measure 17.62 is correct to

the second decimal place to the right of the decimal point. In the t:

notation this would be equivalent to writing (17.62 ± .005) Liches for the

measurement. By this agreement, each of the four digits in 17.62 serves

a real purpose, or is "significant".

In measures like 1462, 3.1 and .29637 all the digits are understood

to be significant. But in a numeral like 0.008 the three zeros simply

serve to fix the decimal point. In this case we say only the 8 is a

significant digit.

In the number 2.008, all four digits (2, 0, 0, 8) are significant.

In a number' like 0.0207 the first two zeros are not significant but the

third is. Thus, 0.0207 has three significant digits, 2, 0, 7.

When we write 2960 f1- or 93,000,0op- miles, it is not clear which,

if any, of the zeros are significant. Therefore we agree that they ,are not

significant in order to avoid assuming a degree of accuracy which may not

be present. Thus 2960 ft. has three significant digits (2, 9, 6) in its

measure. The measurement is precise to the nearest 10 ft. and the greatest

possible error is 5 ft.
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For our ptnooses whenever we wish any of the zeros at the end of a

numeral like 28,000 or 2960 to be significant, we will indicate the

final zero which is significant by placi,ig a short bar under it. Thus,

2960 ft. indicates a measurement correct to the nearest foot. The measure

has four significant digits (2, 9, 6, 0). The measurement 93,000,000 miles

is correct to the nearest 100,000 miles. The numeralthas three significant.

digits (9, 3, o).

Definition: A digit in a decimal numeral is said to a "significant

digit" if it serves a purpose other than simply to locate

(or 9mphasize) the decimal point.

Measurement

Some Examples

Number of Significant Digits

.057 2

3.492 4

3.004 4

167 3

160005 6

49000 3

4900o 5

47.40 4

47.4 3

47.000 5

When a number is written in scienti c notation we agree that all of the

digits in the first factor are significant.

Thus, 73,000 ft. = 7.3 x l04 ft.

73,000 ft. = 7.30 x l04 ft.

73,000 ft. = 7.3000 X l04 ft.

.
Also, the measurements

2.99776 x 1010 cm/sec for the velocity of light has 6 osignificant digits

2.57 x l0-9 cm for the radius of the hydrogen atom has 3 significant digits

2.8 X 10
11

dollars for the National Debt in 1957 has. 2 significant digits

4.800 x 108. has 4 significant digits.
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In the last case, the two final zeros are significant. If they were hot,

the number should have been written ap .8 x 10
8

. It is this possibility

of indicating significant digits it scientific notation which is another of

the advantages of the notation.

Exercise

_/
Measurement ,Number of Significant )igits

(1) 8

(2) .01

(3) 457

(4) 3.32

(5) 3005

(6) 36.70

(7) 6700

(8) 23.000

(9) 620.03

(10) .0028

J.F.F. If a bottle and its cork cost two and a half centr.. and the bottle

alone costs two cents more than the cork, what is the cost of the

cork?

3.71- Multiplying and Dividing Measurements

In Section 3;3 "Estimating Area" we reviewed the fo..pula for the area

of a rectangle. Suppose in measuring the ]ength and width of a rectangle

. with a ruler marked only in inches we found the measurements to be 30 inches

and 20 inches. These would be recorded as length, 30" + .5"; width,

il .5" . Thus the length .night be as small as 29.5 inches and the width

as small as 19.5 inches. The length might be as, large as 30.5 inches and

the width as large as 20.5 inches.
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Fig. 3-71a

Look at Figurc 3-71a to see what this means. The outside lines show how

the rectangle would look if the dimensions were as large as possible. The

inner lines .how how it would look if the length and width were as small as

possible. The shaded part shows the difference between the largest possible,

area and the smallest possible area with the given measurements.

Let us see what the differences are. The given measurements are

20 in X 30 in. The smallest possible dimensions are (20 - .5) in x (30 - .5)in

and the largest possible dimensio.ns arc (20 + .5) in X (30 + .5) in. With

a 'given measured area of 20 x 30 square inches or 600 square inches, the

least possible area would be:

(30 - .5)(20 - .5) in2 .

By the distributive property we have

(600 - 10 - 15 + .25) in2 = 575.25 in2 .

The greatest possible area would be:

(30 + .5)(20 + .5) in = (600 + 10 + 15 + .25) in

= 025.25 in
2

.

The difference between the greatest and the least is 50 square inches.

Therefore, if we wish to be very careful about our statements, we must

mahe clear what is meant when we say the area of the rectangle is 600 in
2

.

AS we have seen, this answer is not correct to 1 square inch, but, on the

other han4, it is correct to something less than 100 in
2

. If we wish to

indicate the situation the best way we know it, we may write the area as

(t00 + 25) ink. (We have chosen here to round the greatest possible area
P

625.25 in' to 625 in
2

. You might prefer to write 575.25 in
2

the area
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625.25 in
2
.) If we choose to write the area as 600 in

2
, we must interpret

the numeral as having one significant digit. This says the area is -iven to

within 100 in
2

and hence lies between 550 in2 and 650 in2. This is
,

correct, but not auite as good a result as our answer (600 + 25 in
2
).

It is difficult to give a rule for the multiplication of approxizate

measurements which will be completely satisfactory for every circumstance.

However, when data are expressed in decimal form, a rough guide can be

suggested for finding a satisfactory product.

The number of significant digits in the product of two numbers is not more

than the numb e: of significant digits in the less accurate factor.

Note that this states that the number of significant digits is not more

than the nuMber of significant digits in the less accurate factor -- it rises

not assure you that there will be that many!

As an illustration of this principle, consider the following problem:

What is the area of a rectangle with sides measured as 10.4 cm and 4.7 cm?

To find the area we might multiply 10.4 by 4.7 to obtain 48.88 .

Now there are three significant digits in 10.4 and only twro significant

digits in 4.7 . Hence, the product cannot have more than two significant

digits and we round the arep to 49 cm
2

. Hence, the area of the rectangle

is said to be 49 cm2. If we wish to find a better estimate of the possible

error, we must use the " + " notation we used earlier.

Using the distributive property,

010.4 + .05)(4.7 + .05) = 48.88 + .52 + .235 + .0025 = 4).6375 maximum

and

(10.4 - .05)(4.7 - .05) = 48.88 - .52 - .235 + .0025 = 48.125 minimum.

-

We see that 48.1 cm
2
< the area of the rectangle < 49.6 cm2 . If we use only

two significant figures, we zee that the area lies between 48 and 50 cm
2

.

Hence, (49 + 1) cm
2

is an acceptabla, answer.

You might ask, why not round the numeral 10.4 to 10 and work only

with two significant digits in each factor? Then we would get

10 cm X 4.7 cm = 47 cm2

for the area, and we see that this is not correct to two significant figures.

For reasons as this, we ordinarily agree to the following general

procedure when multiplying two factors which do not have the s le number of

significant digits.
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If one of the two factors contains more significant

digits than the other, round off the factor which has

7ore significant digits so that it contains only one

mere significant digit than the other factor.

S,11-pc3c we wish to find the circumference of a circle with the diameter

quail to 5.1 mm. The circ=ference C = gd . What value of it shall

',se? Sin- iiameter 5.1 mn is given to two significant digits we

tree st.:nificant ''igits for g or it 7-1 3.14 . Then

C = gd 3.14 X 5.1 16.014,

we round to 1(3, since only two digits are significant in the product.

Hence, the circumference is artroximately 16 mm .

If we were dealing with a large circle with diameter measured as

1012 inches, then we would uce it 2.1 3.1416 and round the result of the

multiplication C (3.1416)(1012) 317).2992 to four significant digits

(-c179).

Division is defined by means of multiplicr-ion. Therefore, it is

r asonable tc follow the procedure used for multiplication in doing divisioAs

involvifig approximate data.

When a multipliation or division involves an exact

number, such as 2 in the formula for the circumference

of a circle (C = 2mr), the approxike number deter-

mines the nur-ber of significant digits in the answer.

W- ignore ti., exact Fr in determining the significant digits in the

ans.,,r. An c,:act number is a number that is not found by measuring, but can

ir found to' .nting.

Exercise -7la

Multirly th, following aperoximte :Ambers:

(a)

(b)

(0) 2.(r: x (2.) x 104)

Divide th.2 following approximate numbers:

(a) 0.O3

(b) 0.000344 +0.000301

(c) (;.14 x 10',) +. A.00(
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1 1
3. Suppose a rectangle is 2- inches long and 1-

2
inches wide. Make a

2

drawing of the rectangle. Show on the drawing that tile length is

2
1

4

.

2

1

4
i(2- + r) inches and the width (1- + ') inches. Find the largest area

possible and the smallest area possible, and fine: the difference, or

uncertain part. Now find the area using the measuring dimensions, and
1

find the result to the nearest -2- square inch.

4. Find the area of a rectangular field which is 835.5 rods long and

305 rods wide.

5. The circumference of a circle is stated C = td, in which d is the

diameter of the circle. If g is given': as 3.1-1593, find the circum-

. ferences of circles whose diameters have the following measurements:

(a) 3.5 in.

(b) 46.36 ft.

(c) 6 miles

6. A machine stamps out parts each weighing 0.625 lb. How much weight

is there in 75 of these parts?

7. Assuming that water weighs about 62.4 lb per ft, what 's the

volume of 15,610 lbs of water?

J.F.F. Suppose the distance around the equator is 25,000 miles and that

the surface is quite smooth and circular in section. If a steel '-and

made to fit tightly around it is then cut, and a piece eighteen feet

long welded into it, how loose will the ring be? In other words, what

will be the size of the gaps all around between the inside of the ring

and the earth's surface? Could you slip a piece of paper under it?

Crawl under it?

There are many rough rules for computing with approximate data, but

they hme to be used with a great deal of common sense. They won't work in

all earies. The moderr high speed computing ma- ine, which adds or multiplies

thousands of numbers Jer second, needs to have special rules applied to the

data which are fed into it.

In the example we used at the first of Section 3-7, we needed to change

the measure of approximately 150 -inch sqUares to square decimeters.

The numbers we needed to use in ()lir computations were:



1
(150) 1-4: -inch squares

(16)
1

-inch squares in each square inch

.064516 dm2 per in2 .

How many significant digits in 150, 16, and .064516?

Your answer should be 2, 2, and 5, respectively. Based upon the

preceding discussion, how many significant digits should be used in any one

factor in this problem? What is the greatest number of significant digits

which may be in the product?

Following our rule for factors having different numbers of significant

digits we will round off .064516 tc .0645 (one more significant digit

than the other factors). Now our computation for changing 150
1
r -inch
4

squares to square decimeters would be:

150 (2 significant digits).4. 16 (2 significant digits)

9.4 (2 significant digits)

9.4 (2 significant digits) x .0645 (3 significant digits)

.61 (2 significant digits)

Answer: .61 dm2

Exercise 3-71b

1. Take the leaf outline areas from Exercise 3-3 which you converted to

dm2 units and round them off to the correct number of significant

digits.

2. If the leaf outline enclosed 180 squares on a graph paper with

quarter-inch squares, calculate its area in square decimeters.

3. (a) If the approximate area of a leaf were 210 quarter-inch squares,

what would be the area in square decimeters?

(b) Express the answer to (a) in square centimeters.

(c) Express the answer to (a) in square millimeters.

4. If a leaf were outlined on graph paper with
1

-inch squares and the

approximate area was computed at 8 squares, what would by the

approximate area ii, square decimeters?
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5. (a) Using your knowledge of significant digits re-write the area of

your average leaf outline (from Table 3-2).

(b) Express the answer to (a) in cm
2

.

(c) Express the answer to (a) in mm
2

.

(d) Express the answer to (a) in m
2

(be careful).

(e) Express the answer to (a) in km2 .

So fax we have concerned ourselves only with the surface area of a

single leaf. To continue our investigation of transpiration and the math

that applies, we will calculate the amount of water lost by one leaf by using

the leaves in our previous problems. Recalitn-statement that was made at

the beginning of this chapter on the amount of water lost by leaves. Let

us assume that in temperate regions an average water loss would be .4 grams

Er square decimeter per hour. If we use, for example, a leaf with a surface

area of .6 dm
2

, then we can calculate the :inter loss as:

.4 g (per dm2 per hour) x .6 dm2 x 24 hours .

Then .4 x .6 x r.r. 5.8 grams of water lost by this leaf in 24 hours.

You can calculate the theoretical volume of water lost 1

by the tree you selected earlier in this activity by using

the following outlines. Refer to Table 3-2 for the data

needed.

Exercise 3-71c

Complete the following computations:

(1) Number of leaves on the tree (1)

(2) Average area of a leaf dm
2

(2)

(3) Area of leaves on the tree dm
2

(1) x (2)

(4) Amount of water transpired per

day per dm
2
of leaf area 9.6 gm/ dm2 (4)

(5) Amount of water transpired per

day by tree (theoretical) gm (3) x (4)
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To find the amount of water lost by the tree based on the amount of water

yoL collected in the plastic bag, use the following outline:

(6) Number of leaves on the tree same as (1)

(7) Number of len es enclosed in

the plastic bag (7)

(8) Ratio of number of leaves on the

tree tc number enclosed in the

plastic Lag (1)

4*(7)(9) Volume of water trapped in bag ml

(10) Daily transpiration of tree

(based on your measurement) gm (10)

(1 ml = 1 gm)

Compare your answer on line 10 to your answer on line 5. If these values

art different, can you identify the factor or factors listed at the beginning

of this chapter that might account for the differences?

We ce..1 .ontinue our investigation by considering water loss by a complete

plant or acres of plants. Calculations of this nature will involve rather

large numbers. Our muasarements will not be exact but at least a reasonable

estimate. We will continue to use the concepts of significant numbers and

scientific notation.

Exercise 3-71d

A young (2 -year) mulberry tree was found to have approximately 400

lcaves with an avcrage surface area of 1.3 square decimeters. One reference

4ives the average number of Qtomates per cm
2

(lower side only) on mulberry

leaves as 48,000. Lot us assume that this tree has an average water loss

cf .5 grams per dm
2
per hour. Solve the following. (Express answers in

scientific notation.)

1. The number of stomates per dm
2

.

2. The number of stomates per average leaf.

3. The approximate number of stomates on the tree.

4. The water loss per day from an average leaf.

5. The water loss per day by the tree.

The water losS per year (365 days) by the tree (in grams).

7. The number of litrs of water lost by the tree in one year.

8. Tne number of gallons of water lost by the tree in one year.
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Chapter 4

MUSCLE FATIGUE: PERCENT; MEAN, MEDIAN AND MODE;

INFORMAL EX'T'RAPOLATION, HISTOGRAM

4.1 Introduc.ion

Almost everyone is aware that any kind of work (even thinking) causes

fatigue (getting tired). You also know that when you get tired, you can rest

awhile, recover, then go on.

There are a number of questions we could ask ourselves, finding the

answers by simple tests. How much of a specific kind of exercise is one able

to do before he must rest? Does "work" (in this case strenuous exercise)

cause the heart to beat faster? If so, how mach fester? Can one keep from

breathing more deeply after such exercise? Will a simple little hand exercise

cause fatigue? (Most "hale", "hearty", aiid "brawny" boys scoff at the sug-

gestion that they could get tired from such a minor exercise.) If it does

cause fatigue, can one "recover" in a short time? Everyone an After all,

lust fingers!

We will try a simple exercise to find out just what does happen. The

question of increasing rate of heart beat we will explore in a later activity.

4.2 Counting vs. measurement

Since you will be counting held movements, letts pause briefl, to con-

sider counting as compared with metlurement.

Recall that in the previous exe-cise you were asking of nature, "Rory

long?" and "How much?" You asked, uHfw long and how wide is each loaf?"

You also asked, "How much water is transpired by a given tree?" in all t;:yet

instances you were never able to say, "ft is exactly this long," or "It is

exactly that much." In each case you were forced by the nature of measure-

ment to answer with an estimate, a close estimate, with cope pre.ifion and

yet always with a 'greatest possible error." -

Counting, on the other hand, asks the question, "I-.w many?" Here is a

different story. You would not be likely, if asked to count your classmates,

to come up with the answer: "There are 34 f- .") peoplo in th .lass." Here

you can be exact. There are exactly 3 peopl.

You are going to be counting hand motions, so this, time exact numbers

will be used.
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4.3 Activity 1; Muscle Fatigue

Carefully read the following rules for the complete activity before

Istarting the exercises.

Work in teams of three. The only equipment you will need is a watch or

clock with a second hand, paper and pencil. (Your school clock may be

sufficient.)

First person will be the "guinea pig."

1. Use both hands in the experiment, the right hand first.

2. Sitting in a coifortable position, with an arm straight in froint of

you resting on the desk top, fingers together, open and close the

right hand as fast as you can, being quite sure each time that your

fingers TOUCH THE DESK when the hand is open and the fingertips

touch the palm when closed. (See Figure,4-3a.)

Fig. 4-3a

Second person will be the timer and recorder.

1. The timer will watch the second hand, start the "guinea pig," a.d

call time at the end of 90 seconds. He will also record the

number counted by the "counter" at the end of each 30-second period.

The "guinea pie will now be allowed to rest for 30 seconds, then

start again on another 90-second period. Again the count will be

recorded at the end of each 30-second period.
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The person doing the exercise will "work" for a full 90 seconds,

rest for 30 seconds, and then repeat the "work" for another

90-second period. It is most important that the person doing the

exercise follow these instructions. It is also the timer's respon-

sibility to see that the "guinea-pig" is following the instructions

given in the activity; that is, the fingers must straighten com-

pletely, touch the table top, and then close until the tips touch

the palm.

Third person is the "counter."

1. The "counter" will watch carefully and count each time the "guinea

pig's" fingers touch the table top. It is important that the

counter count quietly, but aloud, so the "timer-recorder" can hear

and record the count at the end of each 30-second period. The

recorder will now have to subtract the first recording from the

second and the second from the third for each 90-second period.

This will give the consecutive 30 occond counts which snould be

recorded in Table 4-3a.

Table 4-3a

Muscle Fatigue - Opening and Cl2sing Fingers

Name of "guinea pig" Rt.- or left-handed

Time
Period

Time in
Seconds

Number

Total
Count

Rt.-hand

of Times Finger:,

Right Hand

Opened Each Time Period

Total
Count

Left Hand
Left Hand

1st 30
4

2nd 30
9

.3rd 30
L

-Rest 30 Rest, Rest Rest Rest Rest

4th 30

5th 30

6th 30

Make a table for each me.aber of your team and rotate jobs until everyone)

ha- had a chance to be "guinea pig."

Surprised? The writers were Did this "simple little" nand exercise

cause fatigue? How about recovery? Did you "recover" filly in the 30-second

rest, period? Which muscles did you find became fatigued? Can you locate
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them. epprdkimately? Did you use the salve muscles for opening the fingers

and closing them?

4.4 How Do Muscles Work?
3

Let's explore briefly and in general terms what muscle action.is, and

and what happens when'muscles become fatigued. Muscles are made up of many,

tiny living cells spocialized for motion by being unusually long and thin com-

pared to other cells of the body such as skin cells, fat cells, or bone cells.

All living cells can contract (shorten and thus thicken) to some extent. Muscle

cells because of their specialized arrangement in long fiber-like threads laid

side by side, have a much greater ability to shorten than other types of cells.

When many muscle fibers contract at the same time, something has to "give."

Muscles that are attached to bones are always attached in such a way that there

is at least one joint between the attachment of one end of a muscle and the

attachment of the other end. Therefore, the joint will change as opposing

muscles contract and relax. What do you think might happen if both ends of a

muscle were attached to the same bone? Do muscles push, pull, or both? Let's

try a simple test. Hold ycar arm straight in front of you, palm up, and bend

your elbow. Which muscle contracted? Now, straighten your elbow. Could you

tell which muscle contracted this time? Perhaps you discovered that muscles

cannot "push," so which muscle must have contracted to "pull" your arm straight?

All of your skeletal muscles (muscles. attached to bones) are arranged in similar

opposing pairs. Visceral muscles (those that are not attached to bones, such '

as heart and stomach muscles) simply contract and relax in place. Some of them

are in layers that oppose each other. The muscles of the small intestine, for

instance, are in two layers; one circular, and one longitudinal (lengtIwise).

and the result of their contractions causes food to be Pushed along the

intestine. 4 1
Muscles need energy in order to contract. This is supplied by'food con-

,
_aining chemicals which are loaded with potential energy in the form of 'chemical

energy. When the food reaches the cells, it is oxidized (oxygen reacts with it)

to change the chemical energy into the energy of motion (kinetic energy).

Notice that oxygen is needed to react with food. How do the food and oxygv

reach the cells?

Another thing important to cells is that they get rid toxic (poisonous),

1,aste productE. The more active muscles are, the greater is the amount of

wastes produced which must be removed. How are the waste products carried

away from the cells?



SP

Many times the action is so strenuous that the

and the removal of wastes cannot keep pace with the

fatigue or tiredness. When w% rest, this gives the

by supplying more food and removing the accumulated

are ready to go again.

4.41 Interpreting Data

supply of food ani oxygen

demand. T!.e result is

body a .than _e to ".2at2h ul"

wastes; tier the mu le

You.have already learned that biological data, in order to to really

meaningful, and to achieve the degree of precision of some of otLcr

must be interpreted mathematically. Therefore, our next step if, to .onsidLr

some of the analyses which can be made from our table of data. Topiis as

percent of increase and dec.rcase, mean, informal extrapolation and Lc,queu

will be developed and used.

A table of sample data is shown below.

Name of "guinea

Tablc 4-41as

Table of Sample Data

pig" Rt. or left - handed

Time

Period
Time in
Seconds

Total
"Count

Rt.Hand

Number of

Right IT:nd

Times Fingers Ol_ened

Total
Count

reft Hand

1,,ai. Time FerLod

Left Hand

.

1st 30 72 72 68 EA

2nd 30, 132 60 128 uo

3rd 30 179 47 , 173 L5

Rest 30 Rest Rest Rest Rest Rest Rest

4th 30 50 50 52 5-'

5th 3o 92 97 ','

6th 3o 129 37 132 35
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On a system of coordinates braph your data using the y-axis as number of

grips per 30 seconds of time and the x-axis as the nuMbr of time intervals.

70

e-4 6o

, 50c .

a.
e.) .40

tae
30

o 20

o
g

-10

0

Sample graphs of data from Table 4-4Th

1st 2nd 3.id 4th 5th 6th

Right Hand

70

30

'to

6.20

z 10

0

Rest

ls.; 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Left Hand

Connect with a solid broken line points far first, second, and third; leave a

dotted line between third and forth.

i.5 Percent

Many of you 4e familiar with the word "percent", and you may know some-

thing about its meaning. It' your teacher says, "90 percent of the answers

cs is paper are correct," would you know what he means? The word."percent"

come, from the Latin phrase per centum, which means "by the hundred." If the -

paper with Oh of the answers correct has 100 answers, then 90 answers
/

90
()Leib of the 100 are ,A)rreet, The ratio could be used instead of the

100

phrase, ')O''Nrceat" to describe the part of the answers which are correct.

The word "percent" is used when a ratio is expressed with a denomingtor of 100.

.90 1
90 percent = 0 90 x 15.5 ,

'

For convenien2e thri symbol, % , is used for the word ' }percent." This syMbol
1 ,

is a short way of 4ayihg "x TF-x5
t
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90
100

16

100

37

100

.77
100

= 90

= 16

- 37

1
X

100

1

x 100

1

A 100

1

x 100

? = 13 X

= 90 %

= 16%

= 31 %

= 1"73:

Suppose that the paper has 90 Lorrect answers out of the 100; 6 in,:orrect

answers out of the 100; 4 answers omitted out of the 100. Since we know

the total number of problems we can express this infortation in terms uf percent.

90

100

6

100

= 90 x = 90%

. 6 X 6%
100

4
=

YO5

+

4

6

100'

6%

a
4%

160

x T65

4

,

ry

+14%

=

4

leo

90% +

100

=

100

100%

(90% of the, problems were correct.)'

.//4
,op of the pr9blems were incorrect.)

(4% of all the problems were omitted.)

(all answers)

(all answers)

Another name for theinumber one is 100%.

The number two can be written

2 200
200% .

I 7.55

An eiefath grade class of 25 pupils is made up of

Rap

11 girls

boys. The ratio of the number of girls to tie number of pupils

can be expressed in many ways. For instance:

11 22 33 44 55 66

2f) 50 75 100 125 750

If we wish to indicate the percent of the class tnat is

fractiun gives the4Cormation most easily? Why? The ratio

boys to the total number in the class may be written:

14 c d 56 e f

25 50 75 100 i25 150

What numbers an_ represented by the letters d, e, f in
11

25

14
Notice the two ratios 75 (girls) and -- (boys). What is

44

00
56ratios? Finu the 'sum of the two ratios and --- .

1 00
and their sums as percents, using the symbol, %. The entire

to be 100%
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and 14

in the class

cirlo, which

of the number of

the last proportion?

the sum of the two

ress the two ratios
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Any number fp, can be expressed as a percent by finding the number c

such that T = 133 =,c x I-65. = c%

a 3 > 3Example: If T = -., then
T loo

4(100) = C

a 4
75_= c arid T = 7570

1. Write each of the following

(a) 121 (d)
5

(b) (e)
5

3
(-) (f)

Exercise 4-5a

(j)

(k)

(1)

57

5

2 .

numbers as a percent.

(g)

(h)

(i)

2. Consider the following group of students.

Student Hair Color

William blond

Joanne brown

Mary blond

John red

Jo, brown

Betty brown

Roy blond

Don brown

Margaret red

David' brown

(a) What percent are boys? Id) What percent are not redheads?

(b) What percent are blonds? (e) What percent are brown-haired girls?

(c) What percent are redheads? (f) What percent are redheaded boys?

J.F.F. A man bought a radio for $40, sold it for $60, purchased it ba'k for

$70, and finally sold it for $90. How much money did he gain or lose on

the complete transaction?



4.51 Applications of percent, increase and decrease

Percent is used to express ratios of numerical quantities in everyday'

experience. It is important for you to understand the notation of percent,

and also, to be accurate,in computing with numbers written as percents.

Percent is used to indicate an increase or a decrease in some quantity.

Suppose a Junior High School had an enrollment-of 600 students in 1950. If

the enrollment increased to 800 by 1960, what, was the percent of increase?

If we let "x" stand for the percent of increase, then

800 - 600 = 200 and actual increase, building a proportion
'

x (% of increase) 200 (amount of increased enrollment)
100 . 00 (original enrollment)

x = 100 x r200-o00

20000
x 600

x = 3333 or 333

14
There was an increase of 33-3 70 over the original enrollment.

Notice that"the percent of increase is found by comparing the actual increase

with the earlier enrollment figure of 600, not with the later enrollment

figure of 300. The enrollment increased from 600.

A graphic representation of the problem would be:

600 200 4

800 09

The 800 was made up of the C00(100%) plus the rease of 200 (3311)..

So the enrollment of 800 in 1960 was 13311 of the enrollment of 600

in 1950. -

Suppose now that the enrollment in anothel4 Junior High School was 250 in

1950. If the enrollment was 200 in 1960, what was the percent of decrease?

If x represents the percent of decrease, then 250 - 200 = 50, the actual

amount of the decrease. The proportion needed is:

89
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I (actual decrease)
kp of decrease) = 50

100 250 (originel enrollment)

50
x = 100 x

250

5000
x -

250

x = 20 4 Therefore, a 20% decrease f mn-the original enrollment
of 250.

A graphic representation of the problem:

200 044 SO 01

80

250

20 Z 1

Could you have mentally arrived at the answers in our two examples by

200 1
comparing ratios? Look at the ratio .655 . This can be 51plifted to 3 or

14 133p. What :lumber must replace x so that the ratio will also be 3
3 ld 1

100 5 ,
or 33p ? We hope your guess was 33 . Now look at the second example.

3 3
What number must replace x in

100
so that you would have the same ratio

as 5° (1
5

or 20%)? Dia you guess 20 ?
250

Exercise 4-51

1. A junior high school mathematics teacher had 176 pupils in his

classes. The semester grades of the pupils were 20 - A's; 37 - B's;

65 - C's; 40 - D's; and 14 - F's. Find to the nearest tenth percent, the

percent of grades that were:

(a) A (b) B (c) C (d) D (e) F

What is the sum of the answers in parts (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e)?

Does the sum help to check the answers?

2. Bob's weight increased during the school year from 72 lbs. to 81 lbs.

What was the percent of increase?

3. During the same year, Bob's mother reduced her weight from 140 lbs.

to 126 lbs. What was the percent of decrease?

4. On the first of September John's mother weighed 130 lha. During they

next four months she de'creased her weight by 15%. However, during

first four months of the next year her weight increased 15%. What di she

Neigh on the first of ft? Are you sure of the correctness of your answer?
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4.6 Mean-Median-Mode

In many cases data collected from scientific experiments is recorded in

table form. Some information can be determined easily by looking at all the

data in table form. Sometimes, however, the large number of items in a table

makes it confusing. In this case, it may be better to describe the data by

using only a few numbers: Finding an average of such a set of numbers is often

very helpful in studying the data given to you.

When you calculate the average from a set of numerical grades by adding

"Elie numerical grades and dividing the sum by the number of grades, you find

a number which is used as a representative of the numbers in the set. This

useful average, with which you are already familiar, is called arithmetic mean

or the mean.

Let us look at the table. of the data printed below. The table gives a

list of the heights of 11 pupils in order from tallest,Ao shortest.

Table

Heights of 11 eighth grade pupils

Pupil Height in inches

1 68

2 65

3 62

4 6o

5 6o

6 59

7 58

8 56

9 55

10 54

11 52

In describing this set of data, can we find one number which we can use to

represent the'numbers in these measurements? One such number would be the

arithmetic mean. For this table, the average height (arithmetic mean) is

sum of the heights 649
number of pupils 11 - 59

This commonly used measure can be found without arranging the data in any

special way.

91.0 0



Median

Another way to obtain one number representing the numbers in a set of

data is to find a number such that half of the numbers in the set are greater

and half are less than the number found.

The median of a set of num1Sers is the middle one of the set when the

numbers in the set are arranged in order, either from smallest to largest or

from largest to smallest. In the set of heights in Table 4-6 the middle

number it 59 when the list is arranged 41 order. 59 is then the median

of the set. Half of-the numbers are greater than 59 and half are less.

If the number of elements in the set is even, there is no middle number.

Thus, we must define the median for this situation. If there is an even

number of elements in the set, the median is commonly taken as the teen of

the two middle numbers. For example, in the set of numbers, 8, 10, 11,' 12,

16, 17, 19 the two middle numbers are 12 and '14. The median is _13,

the mean of 12 and 14, although 13 is not in the set. Sometimes several

items are the same as the median. The set of scores 12, 13, 15, 15, 15, 15,

16, 18, 19, 20 has 10 numbers in It. The two middle ones are 15 and

hence the median is 15. But the third and fourth scores are also 15 so

that 15 is not a score such that 5 scores are smaller and 5 are larger

than it.

In the set of salaries below, the median is $7650.

$6150 The arithmetic mean is $7560. The median and -the

$6300 arithmetic mean are nearly equal. But,
r
if the largest

$6900 salary had been $15,450 instead of $9450, the

, $7200 arithmetic mean would have been 8160 arid the median`

$7500 . would still have been $7650. This illustrates that

$7800 the usefulness of the median in describing a set of

$8100 numbers often lies in the fact that one number (or a

$8100 few numbers in the set) does not affect the median as

$8100 it does affect the arithmetic mean.

$9450

Mode

Which height occurs more than ary other in Table 4-6? How many pupils

have this height? This, height is called the mode.

In sets such as the natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., no number occurs

in the set more than once. But in a set of data some number, or numbers, may

occur more than once. If a number occurs in the set of data more often than
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a other member, it is called the mode. (We might say it is the most fashion-

able or most popular.) There may be several modes.

In the set of salaries $6150, $6300, $6900, $7200, $7500, $7800, $8100,

$8100, $8190, $9450, the mode is $8106. -But in the set of scores 19, 20,

21, 21, 21, 2t, 26, 26, 26, 29, 30 there are two modes, 21 and 26. (These

are equally fashionable.) If there had been another score of 21 in this set

of scores, what would the mode have been? In Table 4-6 if the 6th pupil were

60 inches tall, how would this affect the mode?

Exercise 4-6

1. Find the mode of the following list of chapter test scores:

0
79, 94, 85, 81, 74, 85, 91, 87,69, 85, 83.

2. From the scores in problem 1, find the

(a) mean, (b) median.

a

3. The following annual salaries were received by a group often employees:
0

44,000, $6,000, $12,500, $5000, $7,000, $5,500,

$4,500, $5,000, $ 6,500, $5,000.
.., .

.

(a)/ Find tne mean of the data.

\b) How many salaries are greater than the mean?
/ .

r vs
(c) How many salaries are less than the mean?

(d) Does the mean seem to be a fair way to describe the t:rpical salary

for these employees?

e): Find the median of the set of data.

(f) Does the median seem to be a fair average to use for this data?

4. Following are temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit(at 6 p.m.. for a t,,o-

week period in a certain city: 47, 68, 58, 80, 42, 43, 68, 74, 43, 46,

48, 76, 48, 50. Find the

,(a) mean, (b) median.

tp,31!
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4.7 Informal Extrapolation

Extrapolation (ex - trap' - o - - tion) is the estimation of the value

of a function beyond an interval'from values of the function within the

interval. A simple example: Suppose ycu could measure the height to the
3 33

window sill of abuilding as 5'. and the height to the second fluor as 15'

and the measure of the height to the window sill of the third floor as 25',

but then your tape would not reach any further. If asked, what would you es-

tpate for the measure of the distance to the window sill of the fourth floor?

Eighth floor? 150th floor? You see, you don't actually know the measur,,t of

this length but,if the conditions seem the same, youpcan extrapolate and

estimate a value.

Given the series 2, 4, 6, and 8 ..., extrapolate for the sixth term.

If a trackman could run:

100 yards in 10 seconds,

200 yards in 22 seconds,

300 yards in 36 seconds,

400 yards in 52.- seconds,

500 yards in 70 seconds,

how long would you estimate it would take him to run 600 yards?

This type of extrapolation is not very involved. We are just making an

educated guess of the next term based on previous information. We must be

careful because, if the data is limited, it is easy to arrive at a wrong con-

clusion. If we are given two teias 2 and 4 and asked to find the third

term, we might think of it 'as 2, 4, 6 if we added 2 each time. Some might

even say 2, 4, 16, if they squared each previous number to arrive at the

next number. A wild one could be 2, 4, 43- if you added 10 and divided by

3. You see, there is no limit to the possibilities of the next term if your

data is not large enough.

Sometimes even with plenty of'datait is difficult to see n pattern and

extrapolate another term. Here is a fancy one.to demonstrate our point'.

Given:
200,7f 2.30103,

e=30 2.47712
400 = 2.60206'
500 = 2.69897
61ro = ?

The type of extrapolation we will do is very relaxed. With a given

amount of obtainable data we will extrapolate for values not readily

obtainable.
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Exercises 4-7

1. Find the mean for the first three readings in your table of data,

"Muscle Fatig4e" (Table 4.Sa) and enter it in the column to the right

of the readings.

2. Find the mean for the last three readings, (4th, 5th, and 6th time

intervals) and enter to the tight. Do the same for the data of the
r

other hand.

To solve the following probleMa use only the data (Table 4-3a) from the

column labeled "Right Hand."

3. What is the difference between the two means?

I. What is the "% of loss" .between the average of the first three readings

and the average of the last three?

5. What is the difference between the 'first and second,readings?

6. What is the difference between the second and third readings?
.

7. 'Find tlie average of the differences' found in problems 5 and 6.

6. Based upon your readings for the first, second, and third time intervals

an the average loss per intervra, extrapolate and estimate a reading

. for a fourth interval if you had not rested.

9. What was your actual recorded value for the Mirth interval?

10. To extrapolate further, compute and mark with "x" on your graph estimated

points for 5 more time intervals.

11. Did you extrapolate in a straight line? Should you? Why?

12. Which time interval would show your P.O.F.? ("Poop out" factor.)

13. What does your graph illustrate as an answer to our original question?

Does exercise cause fatigue and does one recover quickly?

14. Did you "recover" fully in the 30-second rest period?

15. What differences were apparent in the right and left hands, if any?

How do you account for the differences?

16. How might a physical therapist use data of this kind to be able to better

help his patient?
b



17. Could you "feel" where the muscles were located that contracted to close

the fingers? Open them?

18. If class time permits, or at home, re-do the experiment except do not

stop until you have completed six or more consecutive 30-second intervals.

Graph mar results, in another color, on your present graph.

4.8 A Histogram

Often a histogram will shot data in such a manner as to give further

insight into the problem. A histogram (histo-gram) is a graphical representa-

tion of a frequency distribution. It is made up o_ a series of rectangles,

the length of which is the frequency and the width the range of a frequency.

Wow!!! -

The definition 'sounds formidable but the graph itself is most useful.

We want to show the frequency (free - kwen - see), which is the ratio of the

Lumber of actual occurences of an event to the number of possible occurences.

Make a graph as in Figure 4-8a.
.

sr

20

no.

10

enes

5

'Fig. 4-8e:

0 5 10. 15 20

5

30 37 40 45 50 55

of loss.

Each student will write his "% of loss" value on a piece of paper and

hand it in to the teacher. (This is your answer for problem 4 in Exercise 4-7)

The teacher will then have the percentages read out loud. Ai each percentage

is read, draw a horizontal segment on your graph (a line which goes between

the ranges of %).
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As a 'general rule for our histogram, if a, percentage is the same as one

of the lines, mark the space to the left of the .line. In Figure 14-8h below,

line ; "a" would be drawn for a value of' 25% , line "b" for a value of N 35%;

and line "c" for a value of ,21%.

Figure 14-8b

I
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N
I.
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a b

a
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,.

If, for-example, the first four percentages read were 21%, 32%, 25%

and 26%, the information would be recorded as shown in the following graphs:
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.

A histogram, such as you have just developed,' cleaayippresents which
values occurred most frequently., which occurred infrequently, and the rela-

tionship to each other. / .

ti

To complete our histogram we need to determine. the percentage of occur-

rences for each groupof events. To find the.percentage of each gfoup of
events:

..

1. Reread the total number of events (number of %

read by teacher).

2. Record the number of:events in each category,.

3. Find the percentage of occurrences of events in

each category, to the:total number of events. *

Example: If there are 40 studefts in a class and 5 students had a

marked between 15% and 20%, then thi6 category shows an
5occurrence of td. or 12.5% . If had a % marked between

20% and 25%, the," its occurrenta uld by 15%.*

There is a way to avoid dividing by the same number for the identical
laproblems. It Uses a reciprOZI1. Can you .figure it out?

4.9 Optional Activity: Exercise and Pulse Rate

Remember one of the questions at the beginning of this chapter: "Does-
.

strenuous exercise cause the heart to beat faster?" Of course, you know the

answer to this. However, if we ask instead, "How much.faster does the heart %

beat in order to help the body recover from strenuous exercise?", could you

think of, an "experiment" to answer the question? It's not so easy, is it?

You are already beset by'other questions: Faster than what? How much

exercfe? What kind of exercise? Let's try again. "How many beats per

minute above normal wilt the heart increase as a result o f stepping up on

a obeli- and.back down 10 times7

In Preimration for the experiment you should practice counting a pulse.

Look at the diagram in figure 4-9a and notice the positionof the fingers on

the wrist. With a little practice you can locate the spot just above the

wrist joint and on the thumb side of the tendons of ,the wrist where a pulse

can be felt. Try 16caping tpis spot either on your own wrist or on the wrist

of a cl,.ssmate. Practice until'you can readily locate the spot.

,
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FigUre 4-9a

To do the experiment you will need a partner. (This is a ptrenuous

Be sure neither you nor your partner have a medical reason whtcti would keep

you from participating.)

. First one does the bXercises while the other counts pulse and records; '

then trade positions sc that each member has done the exercise. Prepare a

table (see example - Table 4-9) for your data.

41 Column I

-

Table 4-9a

Data of Pulse Rate

Column II Column III Column IV

Team Member
Normal
Pulse Rate g

N

,
canc '

s.

4.e

o
m
,-1o
s.

o

41

sec

Pulse Rate
After exer-
case ...

o
o
m

on

s.

c
(..

4.)

, to

1::

30 sec

Pulse Rate
after 1 min.

o
0
m
o

lkLa"

o
4.4

. 4.)

.

ca

10 sec

Rase Rate
after 2 Min.

A .

m...

B-

.

'30 sec -.10 30 sec

.

30 sec v sec

3 min total lapse time
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Be sure to read carefully the following instructions before proceeding

with the exercise.

For the purpose of this explanation we will identify the members of the

team as A and B.

A will be the first to excrcise. So B will:

1. Take A's pulse foi 30 seconds, multiply by 2, and enter in

column 1 of your table.

2. Count while A exercises according to instructions which follow.

A
3. Immediately after A's exercise, take his pulse again for 30

seconds, double and record in column 2.

4. Allow A to rest for another 30 seconds.

5, Count A's pulse for 30 seconds, 'double, and record in column 3.

6. A will continde.to rest for 30 more seconds.

7. Count again and record A's pulse.

Look at the diagrams in Figure 4_913 to:see the stance for both the up

and down,positions. Do not change from one foot to the other on the chair

while doing the exercise and be sure that while on the floor and on the chair

the knee of the leg you are standing on is straight.

Figure 4-9b

To do the exercise, the subject should place one foot on the chair as in

the first drawing, Figure 4-9b. Then, when the timer calls "Go," the subject

should step up on the chair (see Figur-, 4.-9b) and back to the floor 10 times.

Movement should be at a fairly rapid but uniform pace.

Now trade jobs with your pari,nr- and repeat the exercise and recording

of data.
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Exercises 4-9

1. What was your recorded normal pulse rate?

2. What was your pulse rate count immediately after exercise?

3. What was the percent of increase in the pulse rate?

4. What was the. ratio of second reading to first reading?

5. Express the ratio of problem 4 in a form of ? to 1 (second reading

first reading). a

6. How many counts did your pulse rate diminish (decrease) between the

second and third reading?

7. Why did the number of pulse counts go up between the first and second

readings and down between the second and third reading?

C.

8, What was the % of decrease between the second and third readings?

(Second reading,- third reading) 4. second reading.

3. Was your final xeading (fourth) greater than, less than, or equal to

your normal pulse rate?.., How much difference 3 there in number of counts?

10. Graph the four readings using the horizontal scale as "number of readings"

and the vertical scale as "pulse rate."

11. Solely on the record of the secondtnird, and fourth ree....ngs of your

pulse rate, what would the graph seem to predict for a fifth and sixth

reading? Do you think this prediction is valid?

12. Class project. Make a frequency histogram of the number of people pef

ratio of pulse rate increase (second reading t first reading).

'

of 10
cases

no. :5

Qfi

I I

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 (rate of increase)

13. What is the "mean" ratio of increase in your class?

14. Could you say then that the normal rate of increase is known? Why?
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Chapter 5

YEAST METABOLISM:

LINEAR GRAPHING, CURVE FITTING, EXTRAPOLATION

AND INTERPOLATION, VOLUME OF A CYLINDER

5.1 Introduction

So far in your activities you have either discovered for yourselves or

learned through discussion several important biological concepts. Remember

your very first experiment? You were asked to measure leavea,.and in so

doing discovered natural variation. Remember that you were asked to measure

the same kind of leaves. Some of you may have chosen a thin, shiny type,

others a greyish, fuzzy type, still others a thick, waxy type. In each case,

the leaves were especially adapted to specific kinds of environmental cir-

cumstances, amount otwater, temperature, etc. In Chapter 2 you learned

something about what'is involved in growth of all living things. You learned

that building materials are needed, that cells not only increase in number,

but also specialize, and - most important of all - that cells are constantly

active and need energy for theiractivities.

Next you learned that leaves have tiny openings called stomates, which

not only control water loss, but also allow gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide)

to enter and leave the leaf. Then you also found that when you used muscles

strenuously, the cells couldllnot get oxygen or get rid of waste materials

fast enough to keep pace, fatigue set in, and you had to rest to allow your
re'

body to "catch up".

So far you have analyzed data using tables,_ graphs, and mathematical

computations to determine such things as variability in size and growth in

living things (if your reach equals your height does that mean you are a

"square"?), average number of stomates in an average leaf, how many times

the average person can move fingers before fatigue sets in and how long it

takes to recover after exercise. If you did the optional activity in Chapter

4, you had to breathe fast to get more air, and your heart beat faster to

deliver the oxygen to your cells! Have you actually measured the most basic

thing of all in all of these activities -- the amount of gases used or re-

leased? You did have to breathe more heavily after strenuous exercise (take

in air and release carbon dioxide); stomates in leaves open and close to

regulate the amount of gases entering and leaving the leaves - but, in each

case how much?

3.03
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Ju^t what is this process of breathing? What does it involve? Is there
any way it can be measured? A much better name for what is commonly called
breathing is respiration.

5,2 What is Respiration?

Living things must "breathe". Even plants "breathe"! Many people have
the mistaken idea that plants "breathe" carbon dioxide, while animals breathe
oxygen. If we look a little more closely at what is meant'by "breathing",

perhaps we can get a clearer picture. When you take a breath, you are pulling
info your lungs a fresh supply of oxygen (as well as some other gases). This
mechanical process is what is technically called breathing. As discussed
before, this oxygen is then picked up by the blood circulating through your
lungs and carried to each individual cell where it reacts with the food you
have eaten to produce the energy needed for cells td work. As a natural
by-product of this reaction, carbon

dioxide is produced as a waste material,
is transported -- again by the blood -- back to your lungs, where it is
expelled (breathed out) from the.body. All living cells, whether plant or
animal, (with very few exceptions) obtain their energy in this way,, and

the process is known as respiration -- one phase of metabolism. Obviously
small organisms do not "breathe" in and out of lungs; nor do plants, but
most living things, nevertheless, must have some way to obtain oxygen and.get
rid of"carbon dioxide; that is, some way to allow an exchange of gases be-

tween the cells and the environment.

It might be wise here to clear up the confusion about plants "breathing"

carbon dioxide. During the day, when there is light, green plants use carbon

dioxide in photosynthesis and release oxygen into the atmosphere (an extremely

significant fact biologiAlly), but at the same time they are also using

oxygen for respiration and releasing carbon diOxide. It is just that when
there is light, photosynthesis overbalances respiration. At night, however,

green plants carry on respiration only -- just as animals do all the time.

5.3 Activity -- Measuring Yeast Metabolism

There are many ways Ohe can measure this gas exchange, but most are

quite complicated, and require complex apparatus. However, by using a simple

plant cell such as yeast, and some very simple apparatus, we can measure the

1,94.
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carbon dioxide given off by the yeast cells in a given amount of time,

thereby determining its rate of metabolism. least is a microscopic plant

cell which does not contain chlorophyll (see Chapter 1), so does not produce

its own foorl. Therefore, we must supply it with a food source,-- sugar in

this case. Also, yeast metabolism is not as simple as this discussion might

indicate. It can "work" either aerobically (a'er rt hie ly) that is, with

oxygen, or anaerobically (an aler Zbic ly) without',oxygen. In either

case, however, carbon dioxide is released in measurable quantities by the

yeast and furnishes us with adequate data for measurement of metabolism.

Materials Needed

Disposable plastic syringe (without needle)

18 inches of tubing the right size to fit tightly over the nozzle

of the syringe, either lone or with some type of fitting

12-inch plastic ruler, with the metric scale, and preferably with

a groove, lengthwise, down the center

Yeast - either dry or cake (check the date on it to be sure it's

"fresh")

Sugar

Food coloring

Scotch tape

Block covered with white paper (see illustration)

Clock or watch for measuring one minute intervals

Procedure

1. Mark the tubing with a pen 5 cm from one end. Lay the tubing in the

groove of the ruler so that the mark coincides with the zero end of the

metric scale. Fasten with Scotch tape.

See the right half of Figure 5-3a.

Pen mark

l

Fig. 5-3a
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2. Mix some dye by adding 2 drops of red food coloring to 3 or 4 drops

of water in a small bottle cap, or other container.

This next step is tricky, so you may need to practice a little.

Dip the end of the tube nearest the zero point of the ruler into the

dye, and using the soda-straw technique, carefully draw up about 1 cm

of the red dye. (You may use the syringe as a'"vacuum pump" and pull

the dye along.)

With a little practice you should be able to place it about where you

want its although the exact location is not vital. It should be located

near the one or two cm mark on your ruler.

Lay the ruler with its tube containing the red drop on the block, or

book, with the zero point of the ruler at the edge of the block.

3. Filling the syringe with yeast culture.

This is also tricky, so be sure to read all of the instructions and

study the diagrams carefully before proceeding.

(1) Make sure the plunger works smoothly in your syringe.

(2) Push the plunger completely into the syringe.

(3) Dip the nozzle of the syringe into the yeast culture (prepared by

the teacher) and slowly draw the liquid into the syringe until the

syringe is a little less than half full. See Figure 5 -3b. If you

have a 12-m1 (milli-liter,--the same as cubic centimeter, cc)

syringe, draw up 5 ml of culture. If yours is a 2 ml syringe,

draw up .75 ml .

Fig. 5-3b
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4. Now tip. the syringe, so that the

nozzle is up,- and slowly draw the

plunger back to the last mark,

thus pulling air into the remainder

of the syringe. See Figure 5-3c.

You now have a known volume of yeast

culture in your.syringe, as well

as a known volume of air.

5. Carefully (without spilling the

yeast) lay the syringe on the

second block, so that the nozzle

is in the vicinity of the end of

the tubing, and tape intopositton.

Be sure the nozzle is placed in Such a way that yeast culture does not

leak from the syringe.

Fig. 5-3c

The blocks must be movable so that the two pieces of apparatus can be

positioned easily. See Figure 5-3a.

1,

You are now ready to begin the experiment. Work in teams of three.

First person acts as "timer", second person as "reader", and third person

as "recorder". Everyone should be ready before the next step.

BEFORE DOING STEP 6 READ THE BALANCE OF THE INSTRUCTIONS. READ

6. Carefully attach the end of the tubing to the nozzle of the syringe.

It should be a tight fit, and moistening it a little should help to

slip it on.

7. As soon as pOssible, but not so hastily as to cause confusion, the timer

should call "begin ". At this instant the "reader" should tell thd

recorder at what point on the metric scale the advance end cf the red

drop is located. The recorder records this as location of drop at

zero time.

The timer should then continue to call time at one minute intervals for

ten minutes (or as long aS necessary to get sufficient readings.), the

o reader giving the reading in millimet_rs at the end of each minute.

8. The recorder will record each one minute reading for, ten minutes. See

Table 5 -3b.
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This is most easily recorded in a table. Record the temperature of the

room, as this is significant biologically, although it will not be used

in this experiment. (You might be interested sometime in trying the

experiment under varying temperature conditions, i.e., laying the

syringe in hot water, or ice water, and taking readings at several

temperatures.)

At the end of ten minutes (when the drop should have moved along much of

tbe ruler), disconnect the tubing from the nozzle and, tipping the ruler

gently, allow the drop to run back down to near its original location.

Reconnect the tubing, and repeat the readings for another ten minutes.

By this time you should have perfected your technique and be able to

achieve greater, precision.

[Again record your results in the table, then calculate

the difference between each reading. .

For example, suppose your readings were as follows:

At zero time the drop was at 22 + .5 mm, at 1 minute it was 38 ± .5 mm,

at 2 minutes it read 53 .± .5 mm .

Table 5-3a shows the above sample data.

Table 5-3a

Sample of Data and Calculations of

3 Possible Readings

Time in
Minutes

Reading in mm including

g.eatest possible error
Difference between
consecutive readings

0 22
+
- .5 +

16 - 1.0

1 38
+
- .5 15 -

+
r., 0

2 53
+

.5

lo
i

1
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Table 5 -3b

Measurement of Rate of Carbon Dioxide (CO
2
) Production L., Yeast

Volume of Yeast Culture Room Temp.

Time in
Minutes

First Run Second Run

Reading in mm
ingluding
greatest
possible

error

Difference
between
successive
readings

Reading in mm
including
greatest
possible

error

Difference
between

auccessive
readings

0

1

2

3

4 .

5

.

7.

8

9
/

_ N.,

10

Find the measure of the total distance traveled for the first run by

subtracting the recorded reading at zero minutes from the recorded reading

at ten minutes. Enter this information at the bottom of the table and label

it "Total Distance traveled". lepeat for the second run.

Does the moving drop indicate gas production by the yeast cells?

to you think you could calculate from your data how Much gas was

produced per minute?

Does your data show whether gas was produced at approximately the same

rate each 'minute with these conditions (of temperature, amount of yeast, etc.)?
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5.4 Graphing the Data

To graph the data obtained and recorded in Table 5-3b, we will use for

our reference ...Ines "time and distance". "Time" w'11 be represented on the

horizontal reference line. "Distance", on the vertical reference line. If

your graph paper is rectangular in'shape, use the smaller end as the horizon-

tal reference line. See Figure 5-11a.

300

250

200

150

100

50

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time (minutes)

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

Sample of Data - Gas Production

Fig. 5-4a

Plot the data recorded in

Table 5 -3b as ordere pairs

(Time, Distance). Use a small

dot for the first run informa-

tion and a small neat "X" for

the second run information.

These points represent the observed data. That is, at a specific time

we noted a specific distance which the drop had traveled. However, v?. know

that the drop has actually traveled through the entire recorded distance.

If we had made more readings between readings we would have more points of

information to graph. To continue the thought, nore readings, between more

readings, between more readings, ... more readings would each give us points

to graph.

5.5 Curve Fitting

The definitions of lines, rays, or segments all included the expression

"...a set of points ..." If we continued to plot points between points we

would eventually have points so cloie together they would toucn and appear as

a line segment. Would it be truly a line segment? Could we not always plot



-one more point in between any two points? Of course, by looking at our demon-

stration as distinct points we can approach the problem somewhat in the manner

argued by Zeno 11 the "Achilles and the Tortoise" paradox.

Zeno, in approximately 450 B.C., presented an argument. He suggested

that even though Achilles could run 10 times as fast as a tortoise,.he

Could never catch the tortoise if the tortoise were given a head start. If

the tortoise were given a 1000-yard head start over Achilles, they would

appear as in Figure 5-5a.

Achilles

Start

1000 yds.

Fig. 5-5a

Tortoisell

When Achilles had run 1000 yards, the tortoise would still be 100 yards

ahead. See Figure 5-5b.

r. Start

1000 yds.

Fig. 5-5b

rid
100 yds.

-After Achilles had run the 100 yards, the tortoise would still be 10 yards

ahead; when Achilles had run the 10 yards the tortoise would be 1 yard

ahead, etc.

Now do you really believe Achilles'could not catch up? What is wrong .

with Zeno's argument? Or do you agree with it? -

geanWhile, back to our'problem. Since the drop did move through all of

the distance from start to 10 minutes, we are justified in fitting a line in

such a way as to include all of the recQrded data and points in between.

In so doing, we are implying that we have a continuous relationship and

we can interpolate the position of our drop at'any instant of time between

zero minutes and ten minutes. This is in contrast to the,discrete (dis-cretel)

set'of points found in the previous chapter c,12 muscle-fatigue.

Using solid line segments for the second run and dotted line segments

for the first run, connect all points from the same run 'together.
IMeNem

Perhaps you may find that there is a discrepancy in the neatness of

pattern of the two lines. This is why you were asked to make two runs.
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(Scientists frequently make many, many more.) Living things are peculiar

phenomena -- they are so complicated that many things can alter metabolism.

Perhaps you are familianwith Basal Metabolism tests often used for medical

diagnosis. To prepare for this, the patient is requested not to eat for

several hours before the test and to gel; a good night's rest. In other words,
. .

every attempt is made to stabilize the individual=s metabolism before the

test is made. Similarly, your yeast culture may need time to stabilize before

your readings will be consistent. Your first run, then, in addition to being

good practice of technique, is also to give the culture time to adjust to .

its new environment.

Observe the graphs of your fellow students. Do they all look approxi-

mately alike? Are they generally in a straight line or do they curve?

5-.6 Interpolation-and EXtrapolation

As you are already familiar with ratios and ordered pairs of points on

a plane, we can use this knowledge to devise a simple method of,determining

one of the values of an ordered pair if other is known. This problem

arises in two related ways in scientific experiments; first g all you may

wish to estimate a value from an experiment when you know earlier and,later
,

valu.= (or higher and lower values)(called interpolatio4 nband secondly, you

may wish to estimate what a particular value will be which is outside the

range, or beyond the range of your information (called extrapolation).

In Chepter1 you plotted points on a graph. The coordinates of these

points were ordered pairs in Which the first term was ttemeasure of the width

,1

g
a)

.tg

1$)

6o-

50

40

30-

20

10

, and the second term the measure of the

length. Figure 5-6a is an illustration of

such a graph.

4,Wfiile we were working in Chapter 1,

we estimated a value beyond our known

values. This is extrapolation. We

^. might also have decided to estimate a
10 20 30 40 50

Leaf Width in mm.
value within the range of the data.

Fig. 5-6a To do this would be interpolation.
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__..."
.

There are two basic way s to make such estimates. One i$ from observing

the graph, and the other is from the use of the table of data. ".
- v .

-
The first way is simply to take the plotted' points and with' the aid of -

a transparent plastic ruler, draw a line which appears to best represent the
...... -

data. Such a line may not go through very many points but conversely few

points Will be very far from your line. As an example, consider the points
1

and lines in Figure 5-6b.

6 0 -

50-

110

.124) 30-

20

10

A

10 .20 30 40 50

Leaf Width in mm.

Fig. 5-6b

Line A iicloser to points 1 and 2

but does not "fit" thg,lata as well .

as line B.

Line A, in order to be c oser to

points 1 and 2, is farther than

B from a larger'number of points.

Later in your study of mathematics you will and that there are more

advanced mathematical techniques which cnable a .cientist to fit the "best"

line, to any group of ordered points derived from the experiment.

Line B in Figure 5-6b seems to be the "best fit". Using line ito

interpolate for a given width of '30 mm, we do the following:

1. From the 30 mm mark on the horizontal reference line, draw a

light perpendicular line up until it intersects line B.

2. From the point of intersection of line B and tne perpendicular

from the horizontal axis "drop" a peliiendicular to the vertical

reference line.

3. The perpendicular from B appears to intersect the vertical axis

at approximately 37 mm.

4. Our interpolated value for the length of a Wyith a width of

36tm, is then 37 mm.
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Notice that in effect,you are reversing the method that you used to

. plot the original points.

Exercise 5-6a

From Figure 5-6b and "best" line B, answer the following questions.

1. A width of 40 ram wo'ild give an expected length of mm.

2. Find the expected length for a leaf width of 15 mm.

3. If the width is 45 mm, the expected length would be ma.

4. 1i the length'is 45 mm,. the expected width would be

5. Where does line B intersect the-axis?

6. What would be-the mathematical interpolation of yot..r answer to

-Problem 5?

7. Would the information you have about biology help you to justify

your answer to problem 6? Why?

Tbe second major method in linear interpolhtion is from a table.

The following examples will-'illustrate this.method.

5.61 Interpolation and Extrapolatio, from Tables of Values

'Interpolation wi 'thout the use of a graph is based upon a proportion.

An examgle will bekt illustrate the principle involved. Given Table A:

A
Table A

term These are ordered pairs;

(23,49) and (27;65).

We,want co find a second.

term for.(26,? ).

First term Second

23

26

27 4.

49

-?

65

We will build our proportion by comparing the difference between.the

terms. .The difference bc0.7-,een the first terms is 4 or (27 - 23), and

we want to go "3" of that difference or (26 - 23). The difference between
CA.)

the second terms is lo or (65 - 0), and we want to to "X" of that

*difference. Thus, our proportion would be:

VD
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first term second term

3 (difference desired) X (difference desired)
(total difference) (total difference)

Solving the proportion for "X" we have 3 X

x16 = X

12 = X

If X = 12, thdn adding. 12 to the second term, 49, we have 61 .

The desired ordered pair is then (26,61).

Here is a second illustration.

Table B

first term second term

150. 176

152 182.

154 187

193

157

,3 r7_1
?__I

158

Find the second term for 157 .

XOur proportion is 1

5

x 5 = X

= X

The second tam for the ordered pair of

(198

157

198_____I

193)

would be
1

195-
2

(193,+
12).
2

We would round off to 196. Remember the rule for sigriificant digits? All

of the first and second terms listed have three significant digits; there-

pare our interpolated value must not have more than three significant digits..

Thus the ordered pair is (157,196) .
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A third illustration:

Table C

first term second term

110 41

129 79

r 130 113

140

150 176

Find the second term when 133 is the first term in (133, ? ).

Proportion of first terms: second terms:

3 (133 - 130) X X
10 (140 - 130) 33 (146 - 113)

F-3
3

>< 33 = x

99

9.9

10 X

The second term for 133 would be 113 + X or 113 +-10 = 123 .

The ordered pair would be (133,123) .

To extrapolate (find a second term beyond our given table), we developed

a similar pitAortion. Using the data from Table C, find a second term for a

first term of 160 do (160, ? ) .

first term second term

r---0.14041-1 T14670
I0

20 150-4---I X 1764---1

1-1160

A proportion is built:
10 30
20 X

10X = 600, X= 60

Adding the value 60 to the second term 146, we have the second

icerm for the ordered pair (160,206).
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Exercise 5-61a

Use the data from the following table to answer the questions in this exercise.

first term second term

10 100

20 201

30 303

4o 4o6

5o 510

6o 615

70 721

8o 828

90 936

loo 1046

1. What would be the second term

for the ordered pair (30, )?

2. What would be the first term

for the ordered pair ( 2721)?

3. Find the second term for a

first term of 45.

4. Find a second term for the

ordered pair of (63, ).

5. Find the second term for a

first term of 87.

6. Find the first term for a second term of 252.

7. Find the first-term for a second term of 980.

8. The first term is 110. Find the second term.

9. The first term is 103. Find the second term.

10, The second term is 836. Find the first term.

Based upon the observation of many other similar exper-

iences in your classroom, draw a segment over your graph

(of data from table of CO
2
by yeast) which you believe would

do a "better" job of generalizing your data. Using a ruler

for the segment, move it around until you believe it "best"

fits the data.

Of course it will not touch all of your observed points. Do you think it ,

is possible that from visual observation alone, some of your readings of the

movement of the drop might not be exact? Could the time have been off a

second of two?

Scientists and mathematicians frequently generalize in such an experiment

as you have just finished. They, the scientists and mathematicians, have var-

ious devices and formulas for determining the best curve or segment for their

data. We have been using a very informal way of "curve fitting". This is

called an empirical curve -- a curve that is drawn to approximately fit a set
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of data. It is usually assumed to represent, approxiliately, additional data

of the same kind.

Do not be confused by our use of the word curve. A rectangle is con-

sidered to be a closed curve in the language of mathematics. A line fitted

to some points on a graph, whether a straight, broken, or bending line is

considered a curve.

Exercise 5-61b

1. If the condition of your experiment did not change, how far would you

expect the mark in the tube to advance by the end of one hour? (Pretend

the tube is of sufficient length.)

2. Under the same conditions as in Problem 1, what distance could you

anticipate by the end of one week?

3. Given a tube of infinite length, do you think the action shown in your

experiment would continue for one hour? One week? One month? One

year? Why?

4. Below is a Craph of data gathered in a wick experiment. A strip of

chromatography paper was calibrated in centimeters. It was suspended

over a jar with water in it. The bottom of the paper just touched

the water. Time readings were taken as the water moved up each

centimeter of length.

time in sec.

350

300

250

200

150

100

maumma1111111111111011111111MENEW MIEN
MUNN MINE EffiejIMINNMENNEMESENIN MEM
WEE MENU MEautamasummEMENNEMEN MEM
IMMIENERIMEN MENNEENINBENNEEMEMENE MENNE
MERE INNEN MEW EININIMMEMMENEEMEmu.sum mormssammussmasmMEW
EMENEMENEMENEMENNIMMENNEMENEEN ENUINE
NEMEMENIMMENNEMENENEINIENSEM MIEN !VEEN
MEMEMEMEMMINEINEENEEMENEMENI MEM MEINEMEMEENE ME EMENEEMNIEM
MENNE MREMINEEMEN MENEM EINEM MAME MINN
MEM MENEM WEE MEM NEMENINEENIA INNEN
INEMEMENEME EMMEN...ME WEN NNW
MEESE ENNEMENNEMENEIMENEMME EWAN MENU
MENE MIME MENNE MINN EMMEN ES
INEEMENEINEM MENEINEMEMENENNE NEEME MENEM
MENEEMONEMEMENNEEMEMEMEREWAMEMENEINEE ME EMENEME EMEMNrAINENNEEMNE NMNE ME ENINENEMENEMENEEN
MERE MTh MENU MINE NUMMI MUNI ENEM
INEEMEMPERMINEMENNEMENEMENEEMEMIN MIEN
MUMMERIES' EMEMENEMINEENUMEMENEIN WEN
EMIIMINEENEM EWE EMENNIENNEMEMEMENEMEN
EMMIMEMNIMENIMININEINEEMEMEMENEINEMENEMIN
MININEEMEMIN INENNINEEMEN ANIMISM MENNE
MEM EMMEN MENU MEM NUNN MENEM MUREX
EE= NUNN EglIMMENIMZE MEN. MENU EMMEN
MEW NEW EMMEN INNEN MEM NEINEM MENU
SEINE EWE NEM, EMU IMES MEM RIMEM N E MMN'AINEENEMENEMENNEI EINommismsona immummummoso
MENU MENEENIMMINENNINEENEINENINENNENNEMI
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1 2 3 4

distance in cm.
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(a) Each small square on the d-axis represents what part of a centimeter?

(b) How fliteda the water move in the first minute? (Give answer in

tenths of a centimeter.)

(c) How far did the water move in the first 20 seconds?

(d) How long did it take the water to move up to the 5-centimeter mark?

(e) How long did it take the water to move upPto 2 cen' _meters?
2

(f) The smooth curve in this graph indicates a continuous function.

What does this mean to you regarding values in between the point?

You can probably recognize by now the fact that your data on the yeast

activity indicated a continuous function. This means you should draw a

"best" straight line through each of your two sets of graphed points.

5.7 Volume

In the introduction to this chapter we asked whether one could measure

"how much" gas is produced in metabolism. We asked: "Can such a thing be

measured?" Have you answered the question? One factor which you need to

know before proceeding is this: in most organisms (including yeast), the

volume of oxygen used is approximately equal to the volume of carbon dioxide

released. In yeast, however, this is true only when an unlimited supply.of

oxygen is available. Now, if you can compute the volume of carbon dioxide

Produced by the yeast and the amount of oxygen in the syringe at the beginning

of your experiment, you should be able to determine theoretically when respir-

ation ended and fermentation began (this happens when all free oxygen is used).

Since your tube is a long, slender cylinder, you need to know how to compute-

the volume of a cylinder.
:

5.71 Volume of a Rectangular Solid

Let us start by reviewing some of the fundamentals used to determine the

volume, of a rectangular solid. When we consider the volume of a box that is

1 ilich high, 2 inches wide, and 3 inches long, we are considering the

number of cubical units in the box. Our box would be exactly like one made

by placing 6 one-inch cubes side by side, 2 cubes wide and 3 cubes long.

We could mentally picture this box to appear as in Figure 5-71.
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1 inch

In the figure we can easily see the 6 cubical units that make up this

rectangular model. Can we find this "volume" mathematically so we will be

spared the bother of.drawing a model? Of course! You all remember that

volumes are determined by finding the area of the base and then multiplying-

by height. In the case of our example, the base area is width times length

or 2 in x 3 in, and this is equal to 6 square inches (6 in2) . The area

of the base (6 in2) X the height (1 in) = volume (6 in3). Notice that the

volume i- always expressed in cubic units (units3 ) whereas length, width,

and height are measured in units of length such as centimeters, meters,

inches, feet, yards, etc.

Exercise 5-71a

1. Find the volume of.a rectangular object that is 4 cm wide, 8 cm long,

and 2 cm high.'

2. Given a bottle with flat sides (planes), a square base and the inside

edges of the base 1 cm, what would be the volume of liquid when filled

to a depth of:

(a) 1 cm ?

(b) 2 cm ?

(c) 4 cm ?

3. Given another bottle with flat sides but with a square base of 2 cm on

each internal edge, what would be the volume of liquid when filled to

a depth of:

(a) 1 cm ?

(b) 3 cm ?

(c) -1 cm ?

(d) 2-
1

cm ?
2



4. Given a metal.box (parallelopiped), rectangular base, with internal

measurements of 4 cm for length, 2 cm for width, and 25 cm high,

what would be the volume of liquid when filled to a depth of:

.(a) 1 cm ?

(b) 2 cm ?

(c) 5 cm ?

(d) 25 cm ?

5.72 Volume of a Cylinder

How can we find the volume of a cylindrical solid? In one sense there

is a fairly easy method. If the solid is like a tin can and will hold water

(or sand) we can fill it up and then pour it into a standard contaiLer. How-

ever, we would like to know what the answer is without having to do this every

time. For some cylinders, this method would be very impractical, perhaps

impossible.

Recall how we found the volume of a box. We first considered a box one

unit high. The number of cubic units in this box would be the same as the

timber of square units in the base. Thus, the measure of the volume was

clearly the measure of the area of the base times one. If the box had an

altitude of two units, then the measure of the voluTe would clearly be twice

as much as the measure of the area of the base. That is, it would be 2 times

the measure of the'area of the base.

Fig. 5-72

In general, if the area of the base were B square units and ,the altitude

of the box were h units, then the volume would be B X h cubic units,

Exactly the same situation occurs with a cylindrical solid. The neasure

of the volume of the cylinder is simply the measure cf the area of the uase
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times the measure of the altitude. The area of the base of a cylinder is

nr2 square units. So the volume is nr
2
x h cubic units.

We now have one basic principle which applies to boxes, to right prisms,

and to right cylindei-s (cylinders whose "sides" are perpendicular to the base).

The measure of the volume is the measure of the area of the base times the

measure of the altitude. In mathematical terms, this is frequently written

as follows:

V = Bh

where B represents the measure of the area of the base and h represents the

measure of the height.

You should learn and remember how to compute the volume of a cylindrical,

solid. To compute the volume of any solid of this type, we simply multiply

the measure of the area of the base by the measure of the altitude. The

altitude is the (perpendicular) distance between the parallel planes which

contain the bases. If you think of the geometrical figure and what it is you

want to find, then most problems of this type are very easy.

As'an example, assume you want to find the volume of a cylinder whose

radius has a measure of 7 and whose height (or altitude) has a measure of 1C.

V = Bh; for a cylinder, B = nr
2

Therefore, V = nr2b

22licz 7 x 7 x 7 x 10

V 1540.

The volume of the cylinder is about 1540 cubic units. (4 is only a handy

approximation of the value of g.)

A note on saptation. Sometimes when making computations involving n,

it is easier to use a decimal approximation for it only at the last 2122 of the

arithmetic. Remember, multiplication has.the commutative pr8Perty:, That is,

the order of multiplication does not affect the product. In this way we use

long decimals as little as possible in our computations. Consider n x 5
2
x 8.

If we commute to 5
2
x 8 x

then 25 x 8 x

200 X n ^4: 628 .

If we dontt commute then (3.14 X 25) X 8

78.50 x 8 628 .
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Exercise 5-72

1. Information is given for five right cylinders. The letters r and h are

the measures of the radius of the circular base and the height of the

cylinder respectively. Using 3.1 as an approximation for n, find the

volumes of each cylinder.

Cylinder Radius (r) Height (h) Volume

(a) A 4 in 8 in ?

(b) B 8 ft 4 ft ?

( c) C 10 cm 39 cm 7

(a) D . 7 yds 25 yds ?

(e) E 12 in 12 in ?

2. Find the volumes of the right cylinders shown here. The dimensions

given are the radius and the height of each cylinder. The figures

are not drawn to scale. (Use n A-, 3.1 .)

(a)

(e)

(b) 2'

15'

)
25

feet

(c)

(a)

12'

10 yd
------

3. A silo (with a flat top) is 30 feet high and the inside radius is

6 feet. How many cubic feet of grain will it hold? (What is the volume'

Use m 3.14 .

4. A cylindrical water tank is 8 feet high. The diaMeter (not radius) of

its base is 1 foot. Find the volume (in cubic feet) of water whicn it

can hold. Leave your answer in terms of n . If you use an approxima-

tion for n , what is your answer to the nearest (whole) cubic foot?
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4

5. There are about 7-
2
gallons in a cubic foot of water. About how many

gallons will the tank of Problem 4 hold?

6. Find the amount of water (volume in cubic inches) which a 100-foot

length of pipe will hold if the inside radius of a cross-section is

1 inch. Use y 3.14 . (A cross-section is the intersection of the

solid and of a plane parallel to the planes of the bases and between

them.)

J.F.F. A man walked one mile south, then one mile east, and then one mile

north and found he had returned to his starting point. Where did

he start (if he was south of the equator)?

5.8 Volume of Gas Produced by Yeast Activity

One experiment (done by a biology instructor) used the following

equipment and measurements: 1 /
Total capacity of syringe -- 12 cubic centimeters (cc)

Diameter (inside measure) of tubing = 3 mm

When started, the syringe contained 5 cc of liquid and 7 cc

of as (air).

If the tube is a cylinder with a diameter of 3 mm, what is the

area of the base of such a cylinder? How many mm3 are needed to make 1 cm3 ?

If you poured 1 cm 3
of liquid into a tube of diameter 3 mm, to what length

would'the tube be filled?
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Exercise 5-8a

Using the data shown above, answer the following questions. (Use 3.14 for A.)

1. The length of tubing from the syringe to the bubble (drop of liquid)

was 10 cm. What is the volume of gas (air and carbon dioxide) in the

tubing (answer in cubic mm)?

2. The volume of gas in the syringe vas 7 cc. Express this as cubic mm.

3. What is the total volume of gas'at the time the experiment started?

4. How much gas (in cubic mm) was produced during the first minute?

5. How much gas was produced by the end of 2 min?

6. At the end of the experiment (first record in table of data) how much

gas (in cubic mm) had been produced?

7. What is the total volume of gas in the system at the end'of.the

experiment?

8. The volume of liquid (expressed in cubic mm) in our syringe lift

9. What is the ratio of volume of liquid to gas produced in 10 minutes?
-r-

10. If the liquid continued to produce gas at the same rate, in how many

minutes would the volume of gas produced equal the volume of liquid?

11. Theoretically, how much gas would be produced in our system in one hour?

12. Gangbusters: At the same rate, how m1ch gas would be produced in our

system in 1 year (365 days)?

Express your answer in scientific notation and in terms of cubic mm.

Two significant digits.

Do you think such an e eriment could continue for a year? Why?

13. Express your answer to Problem 12 without scientific notation in, cubic

meters.

14. Now, go back to Sections4162 and 5.7, first par aph,' and review the

information given there. Assuming that 20 per rit of the gir in the

syringe was oxygen, at what theoretical point i the generation of CO2

by the yeast did respiration cease and fermentationQegin?

fr
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Exercise 5-8b

[Using the apparatus in'yOur own activity,]

Carefully measure the inside diameter of the syringe.

Compute the volume of gas in the system When it was zero.time.

3. From your table of data - compute the volume of gas produced in:

(a) 1 minute

(b) 5 minutes

(c) 10 minutes

4. Interpolate from the answer to Problem 3 for the volume of gias produced

in,7 minutes.

5. From your table of values, compute the volume of gas produced in

7 minutes.

6. How do the answers to Problems 4 and 5 compare?

Which do you believe is the more accurate? Why?

7. Extrapolate for the expected volume of gas produced in 30 minutes.

8. In your experiment, if an unlimited supply of oxygen had been available,

what would gave been the theoretics_ approximate volume Of oxygen used?

12'4
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Chapter 6

GROWTH OF MOLD: RECTANGULAR

COORDINATES, ESTIMATION OF AREA

6.1 Introduction

Another major concept of living things is growth. The amazing hing is

that all living things have quite similar growth patterns. All'livics things

get larger; most of them become more complex, that As, they develOp special-

ized parts such as arms, legs, hearts, brains. Most plants develop roots,

stems, leaves, and flowers. Even populations grow. Here we are not neces-

sarily speaking of humad populations, but of all kinds of populations. One

example is a colony of bacteria (the mass of bacteria that arises fro:. one

single bacterium that happen' to find a suitable place to grow -- or is. de-

liberately placed there by an experimenter, a neat trick which requires spe-

cial techniques). Rabbits in Australia are another example. A tremendous

number (population) of rabbits existed there until recently when a natural

control, a fungus disease, was.introduced which killed off most of them.

All of the rabbits were descended from a few that were introduced many years

ago.

The number of people in the world is steadily increasing -- you have all

heard or read about the "population explosion". We are interested here in

seeing the pattern of growth.

Do populations grow at a constant (linear) rate? If they do .ot grow at

a constant rate, what might be some of the factors influencing changes? What

is meant by the term "population explosion"?

These are questions you shou: be able to answer after you have investi-

gated the growth of a population of mold.

However, before you can proceed intelligently with this activity, there

are some additional mathematical procedures you need to know. One of these

is how to work with rectangulhr coord1rates. You will also be using some of

your previous E-perience: estimating area by visual observation, extrapola-

tion and interpolation.

6.2 Coordinates

If the teacher asked for the student in the third row and the fourth

seat to stand up, would you know who should rise? Would the same person
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stand if the teacher called for the student in row four, seat three? Did you

start numbering rocs from the left or right side,,yoUr right or the teacher's

right? Did.you number.seats from the front or the back of the room? Why

front? Could you not number from the back? Why not start,with the middle

seat in the room and number both ways? Have we clone anything for you besides

caube"confusion? 4

. .

A system of locating points in `a plane is very useful and is often

needed, but definite pointl of reference (a place to start from in this case)

'mutt-be included in the system.

Use as your -"starting' point" the front seat in the end.row to the

teacher's left, as he faces the class (got it?).'

Exercises 6-2

1. the first name or the student in Row 3,.,,Seat 14, is

2. The first name of the student in Row 4, Seat 3, is

3. How many students are in Row 21

4. How many students would be -in a '4th seat" bapk?

5. How many students would .nave the same number for both row and seat?

This system of identification of points works very well only if the num-

bers used are both positive. However, from our work with the number line and

in obsgrving'variovs'facets of business and mathematics, we know that often

negative numbers appear and need to be plotted.

7--
Businessmen talk about "gains and losses". We know ourselves that having

no money (zero) is better than owing five dollars (-5). A man whg owns a
17$20,000 house (+20,000) may have,a mortgage on it for 47,000 (-17,000). The

net value then is the difference: 43,000 (+3,000). The.number line shows

these relationships clearly.

6.21 Coordinates on a.Line

A rational number-can always be associated with a point on the number

line. Thenumber associated in this way with a-221.nt on the line is called

a coordinate of the point. -

-11
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B A

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

. Figure 6 -21a 4

In Figure 6-21a'we note that point A is denoted by the number (+3).

Point B is denoted by (-2). We write A(+3) to mean that A is the point with

coordinate +3. Likewise, B(-2) means that B is the point with coordinate

(-2) On the line.

The coordinate we have assigned to a point in this way tells us two

'things. It tells us the distance%from the origin to the point. It also

tells us the direction from the origin to the point.

Exercises 6-21

1. , Draw a segment'of a number line 6 inches in length. Mark off segments

o2 one inch in length and place the origin at its midpoint. On the line

locate the following points:

A(-1), B(;), C(1), T(0), L(- i), P(-2).

2. .(A) In Proble,IL 1, how far is it in inches between the point labeled T

and the point labeled L?

(B) Between P and B?.

(C) Between L and B?

(D) From the origin to A?

3. Using a number line with 1 inch as the unit of length, mark the follow-

ing points:

R(1) Sq), D(- F(0), 4)

) 7r) 3
4. If the line segment in Problem 3 were a highway and if it were drawn to

a scale of 1 inch representing 1 mile, how far in miles would it be be-

tween these points on the highway:

(A)° F and R? (B) D and E?

5. Draw a number line in a vertical instead of horizontal position. Mark

your number scale with positive numbers above the origin and negative

numbers below the origin. Label points to correspond with the rational

numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, -1, -2, -3, -4.
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From the above exercise you can see that the decision of "where to start

and which way to go" is up to us. We select a zero point, then a "unit

distance" to the number one. From then on the remaining points with coordi-

nates are determined. Arbitrarily, it is understood, that unless otherwise

stated, to the,right, or ma from zero is positive and to the left or down from

gero is'negative.

6.22 Coordinates in the Plane

You have learned that a single coordinate locates a point on the number ,

line. A point like S in Figure 6 -22a is not on the number line and cannot be

located by a single coordinate. 'However, we see that S is directly above the

point A(+3).

S

B A

-I I ; I I f i f 1 Y-
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Figure 6-22a

To locate point "S", draw a vertical number line perpendicular to the

horizontal number line and intersecting it at the zero point. This point of

intersection is named the origin. Number the vertical line as shown in

Figure 6 -22b

The horizontal number line is called the X-axis and the vertical number

line is called the Y-axis. When we refer to both number lines we call them

the axes,(notice the spelling).

To determine the coordinates of the point S, construct and mark line

segments as in Figure 6-22b and draw a line segment from point S perpendicular
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to the X -axis. It intersects the X-axia at (+3). Now draw a perpendicular

line segment from point S to the Y-axis. It intersects the Y-axis at (+2):

Point S is said to have an x-coordinate of (+3) and a y-coordinate of (+2),

Which we write as (+3,+2). We use parentheses and always write the x-

coordinate before the x.: coordinate (an arbitrary rule all mathematicians

follow) - the reason why such pairs'of numbers are called "ordered pairs".

In.Figure .6-22c observe how the coordinates of points A, B, C and D

Were located.

4

3 A(4,3)

B(-1,2) +2

I

-5 -1 0 +2 +3 +4 +5

D( +2, -2)

C( -6, -1)

-4

Figure 6 -22c

Thus P(x,y) represents the point P in terms of its coordinates. This

may be done for ,army point P in the plane. This system of coordinates is

called a rectangular system because the axes are at right angles to each

other and distances of points from the axes are measured along perpendiculars

from the points to the axes. Each ordered pair of rational numbers is as-

signed to a point in the coordinate plane. Locating and marking the point

with respect to the X-axis and the Y-axis is called plotting the point.

The idea of a coordinate system is not new to you. When you locate a

point on the earth's surface, you do so by identifying the longitude and

latitude of the point. Note that the order in which you write these numbers

is important. For example, suppose you looked up the longitude and latitude

of your home town and accidentally switched the numbers around. It is
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possible that your description would place the location of your home town in

the middle of the ocean.

The system of rectangular coordinates is often referred to as Cartesian

coordinates. The name Cartesian comes from the man Rene Descartes (Ren-ay'

DAY- CART') who is credited with first, devising the system. Descartes was

born near Tours, France, on March 31, 1596, and died at Stockholm, Sweden,

on February 11, 1650. His main contribution to mathematics was his develop-

ment of analytical geometry. (Analytical geometry is a branch of mathematics
which stresses the interrelationships of algebra and geometry.)

Descartes moved to Holland in approximately 1628 and spent almost 20

years there studying philosophy and mathematics. He said science could be

compared to a tree; metaphysics is the root, physics the limb, and the three

main branches are medicine, mechanics, and morals, these being the three

applications of their knowledge -- the human body, the external world, and

the conduct of lift.

Exercises 6-22

1. Given the following set of ordered pairs of rational numbers, locate

the points in the plane associated with these pairs and label each

point with its coordinates.

((4,1), (1,0), (0,1), (2,4), (4,4), (-1,-1), (-3,3), (4,-3),

(-5,3), (0,-5), (-6,0))

2. On graph paper draw a pair of axes and label them. Plot the points in

the following sets. Label each point with its coordinates. Use a

different pair of axes for each set.

Set A = ((6,-3), (-7,-1), (-9,-7), (5,-1), (-8,10), (0,0),

(-1,-1), (4,3))

Set B = ((1,1), (6,-5), (-3,-3), (4,-10), (-9,-6), (-8,0),.

(0,-5), (-2,-5))

3. (A) Plot the points in the following sett

Set C = ((0,0), (-1,0), (+1,0, (-2,0), (+2,0),

(-3,0), (+3,0)).

(B) Do all of the points nand in Set C seem to lie on the same line?

.(C) What do you notice about the y-coordinate for each of the points?

(D) Are there any points on this line for which the y-coordinate is

different from zero?
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4. (A) Plot the points in the following set:

Set D = ((0,0), (0,-1), (0,1), (0,-2), (0,2),

(0,-3), (0,3)).

(B) Do all of the points named in Set D seem to lie on the same line?

(C) What do you notice about the x-coordinate for each"Of the points?

_ (D) ,Are there any points IrAl this line for which the x- coordinate cis

different from zero? 1,7"
- ;

6.23 Rectangular Coordinates

A system of'rectangular coordinates separates the plane .into 4 regions.

These regions are usually named by a Roman NuMeral as designated in Figure

6-23.

QUADRANT

Figure 6-23

The coordinate axes are not a part of any quadrant;-thus, -40,2) is on

the Y-axis and is not in either Quadrant I or Quadrant II. According to

our explanation, would the origin be in any quadrant? All quadrants?

The numbers in ordered pairs may be positive, negative, or zero, as

you have noticed in the exercises. Both numbers of the pair may be positive.

Both numbers may be negative. One may be positive and the other negative.

One may be zero, or both may be zero.
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Any point, whose coordinate is an ordered pair in which one or both

numbers are zero, is on one of the axes. Such a poini, would not be in any

quadrant.

Exercises 6-23a

1. Given the following ordered pairs of numbers, write the number of the

quadpnt, if any, in which you find the point represented by each of

these ordered pairs. (A number without a sign is understood to be a
positive number.)

Ordered Pair

(A) (3,5)

(B) (1,-4)

(c) (-4,4)

(D) (-3,-1)

(E) _(8,6)

(F) (7,-1)

(G) (-3;-5)

(H) (0,7)

2. (A) Both numbers of the ordered pair.of coordinates are positive.

The point is in Quadrant

(B) Both numbers of the ordered pair of coordinates are negative.

The point is in Quadrant

Quadrant

(C) The x-coordinate of an ordered pair is negative and the y- coordinate

is positive., The point is in Quadrant

(D) The x-coordinate'of an ordered pair is positive and the y-coordinate

is negative. The point is in Quadrant

3. (A) If the x-coordinate of an ordered pair is zero and the y- coordinate

is not zero, where does the point lie?

(B) If the x-coordinate of an ordered pair is not zero and the y-

coordinate is zero, where does the point lie?

(C) If both coordinates of an ordered pair are zero, where is the point

located?

4. Points on either the X-axis or the Y-axis do not lie in any of the four

quadrants. Why not?



Exercises-6-23b

1. (A) Plot the points of set L = (A(2,1), B(2,3)).

(B) Use a straightedge to join A to B. Extend line segment AB.

(C) Line AB seems to be parallel to which axis?

2. (A) Plot the points of set M = (A(2,3), B(5,3)).

(B) Use a straightedge to Join A to B. Extend line segment AB.

(C) Line AB seems to be parallel to which axis?

3. (A) Plotths points of set N = (A(0,0), B(2,3)).
.

(B) Join A to B. Extend line segment AB.

(C) Is line AB parallel to either axis?

4. (A) Plot the points of set P = (A(4,4), B(2,0)).

(B) Joiii A to B. Extend line segment AB.

(C) Plot the points of set Q = (C(6,3), D(0,1)1.

(D) Join C to D.' Extend line segment CD.

(E) What is the intersection set of lines AB and CD?

5. (A) Plot the points of set R = (A(0;0), B(6,0), C(3,4))

on the coordinate plane.

(B) Use a straightedge to join A to B, B to C, C toA.

(C) Is the triangle (1) scalene, (2) isosceles, or (3) equilateral?

6. (A) Plot the points of set S = (A1.2,1), B(-2,1), C(-2,-3), D(2,-3)).

(B) Use a straightedge to join A to B, B to C, C to D and D to A.

(C) Is the figure a square?

(D). Draw the diagonals of the figure.

(E) The coordinates of the point of intersection of the diagonals

seem to be

7. (A) Plot the points. of set T = JA(2,1), B(3,3), C(-2,3), D(-3,1)).

(B) Use a straightedge to join A to B, B to C, C to p, D to A.

(C What is the name of the quadrilateral formed?

(D) Draw the diagonals of quadrilateral ABCD.

(E) The coordinates of the point of intersection of the diagonals

seem to be

6.3 Activity --Growing Mold

The experience and knowledge you gained in the section on Rectangular

Coordinates will be used in this activity. You will read a coordinate system

to identify the position of the mold.
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Material Needed

Aluminum pie or cake tin approximately.9 inches in-diameter (one per

team. Keep "team" small - 1, 2, or at most 3 on a team.)

10 X 10 to the inch graph paper to cover bottom of tin_(one per team).

This may require fastening two sheets together so that the bottom of

the tin will be completely covered.

10 x 10 to the inch graph paper for daily graphing of the data and

final graph (eight sheets per student).

Gelatin (colorless if possible), one envelope per 10-12 teams.

Bouillon cube (preferably beef), one cube per 10-12 teams.

Saran Wrap, enough to cover each tin.

Rubber bands (one per team), large enough to fit snugly around tin,

or Scotch tape if tins have tapered sides.

Scissors and rulers.

Read all of the following procedure carefully befure you start any of

the activity.

Procedure

1. Prepare the tin:

1.1 Cut the graph paper to fit into the bottom of the tin as smoothly

as possible at the edges (place the tin on the graph paper and

trace around the edge).

1.2 With the origin near the center of the circle, construct X and Y

axes on your paper (refer to Section 6.2), using a lead pencil or

waterproof ink.

1.3 Fit the paper into the bottom of the tin. Rubber cement or-glue

_spread on both the tin and'the back of the graph paper helps to

hold it in place. See Figure 6-3a.
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Figure 6-3a

2. Preps -it-the gelatin mix: (sufficient for 10 -12 teams)

For smoothest-axture proceed i/n the following order.

(A) Mix envelope of gelatin with 2 tablespoons of water from cold tap.

(B) Mix bouillon cube with 2 tablespoons of hot water.

(C) Combine the cwo mixes A and B.

IMPORTANT: TEIS MIX MUST STILL BE WARM ENOUGH TO POUR WHEN ALL TINS

ARE RFADY. As it cools, it "sets". It is recommended that one student

prepare this mixt.,;rt for the entire class while other students are pre-

paring the tins. This mixture is the growth medium (the substance

from which the mo-d will receive nourishment).

3. Pour into each tin, a team at a time, enouch medium to :over the graph

paper with a thin layer. (Do not'worry if the paper bucKles slightly.)

Pour any excess mix back into the container. Put the tins aside to

cool and "set" (2-5 minutes). While it is "3etting", i1 will be con-

taminated with mold from the air. (Mold spores floating in the air

will fall on themix and, finding 'a favorable medium, will begin to

grow.)

4. Cut a piece of Saran Wrap or similar transparent wrap large enough to

cover the tin and fold down on all sides.

5. After a few minutes (2-5), cover the tin with the Satan Wrap and fasten

with a rubber, band or Scotch tape.



I

6. Store in a dark g1111, a drawer or a cupboard, where the temperature is====
fairly uniform.

7. Observe daily and record your observations every day.

Recording

On the first day that mold is visible and each day thereafter, use the

following method: (the mold will probably first appear on about the 2nd,

3rd, or 4th day). The mold will appear as tiny dots which may be any of

several colors, depending on the species of mold which happens to fall on

the medium.

1. Each student should have a piece of graph paper on which he has pre-

pared a coordinate system similar to that in the tins. There should

be one for each student for each dm.

2. One student on each team should study the tin for evidence of mold,

read the ordered pair which best identifies the location of each colony,

and give to his teammates an estimate of the number of squares (each

equals one-one hundredth of an inch square) covered. For instance:

at the beginning there will probably be several "pin-points" of mold.

(See Figure 6-3b.) They should be considered as one square.. The best

anyone can do in a case such as this is estimate, but'this will be

accurate enough for your purposes. EACH COLONY SHOULD BE RECORDED ON

THE GRAPH AT THE PROPER COORDINATE IN NUMBERS OF-.SW COVERED.

When all the colonies have been rece,rded, note the total number of

\ squares covered.

3. Each/dm

3i1 Record the total number of - squares coyered.

Record your data, daily, in line B, on a table such as 6-3.
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Table 6-3

Record of Mold Growth

A C

ce

DAYS -

.

.

TOTAL AREA TO DATE
(SQUARE UNITS)

.

INC. AREA OVER
PREVIOUS DAY
(SQUARE UNITS)

.

PERCENT OF
INCREASg -

INC. AREA
TOTAL AREA

Start (Friday)
,

.

2nd. Saturday

3rd. Sunday

(Extra-

polate)
(Inter-

polate)
(Extra-

polate)
-

(Inter-'

polate)
(Extra-

polate)
(Inter-

polate)

4th. Monday

5th. Tuesday

6th. Wednesday

7th. Thursday

8th. Friday

.

9th. Saturday

10th. Sunday

.

11th. Monday

12th.

/

Tuesday

You may go on...

To complete your table each day, record the values for Column C by finding

the difference between that day's area and the previous day's area (e.g.,

Wednesday's reading - Tuesday's reading). To fill in Column D find the

percent of increase of area to total area (increase in area t total area to

date X100). After several days your mold growth might look like Figure

6-3c.

p
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Figure 6-3o

3.2 Record the difference between that day and the previous day's growth.

3,3 Plot the total growth data from Column B on a graph (one graph to be

used continuously throughout the experiment) using day number for the

,X-axis and area of squares covered for tne Y-axis. Ncte: The pattern

of'growth should show best if you use one one-half inch unit of yo

X-axis for each day, and let each one-half unit of the Y-axis repr sent

25 squares covered.

3.4 After,the second daily addition to the graph, predict the point of the

next day's growth.

There will ba two parts of your, tdble in which actual data cannot be obtained,

the two weekends. (Don't take the mold growth apparatus home.) Instead, do

two mathematical operations, extrapolation and interpolation. If necessary,

review Chapter 5,' Section 5.6. Approximate a guess ahead of time for the

values of Saturday and Sunday. Base your approximation upon.the previuus

data obtained, Friday for the first weekend and Monday through Friday for

the second weekend. Interpolate'on Mondays for the preceding Saturday and

Sunday. Our interpolation will probably not coincide with our extrapolation.

There are several mathematical interpolation forpulas which you may look up
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in an advanced mathematics text or dictionary, but we will not usecany at
.

this time.tEXtripolate and Interpolate by the proCesses learned in

Chapter.5.

4. When you have completed the seventh day's recording and graphing, study

your graph carefully. This will help you to answer the following

questions. tfa

k. Weie your predictions (extrapolations) in all cases correct?

2. If not, at what points die. they fail?

3. What tentative explanations can you'give for any deviations

you foubd from a linear (straight line) gtaph?

The curve which you have recorded on your graph is a typical "growth curve".

What does it look like to you? Your teacher can tell you the technical

name used to describe this curve.

In addition to your graph of total growth, pl a second graph using for

reference lines, "Days of Record" for the h,rttOntal line and "Percent of

Inc. Area" for the vertical line. See Figtre 6-3a. The points plotted as

ordered pairs would be first term: "days of record" and second term:

"96 of inc. area" (from Column D).

o W
H

O .

4.) 0

U

Days of Record

Figure 6-3a

On your graphs record your extrapolated and interpolated points for each/ .

Saturday and Sunday by using special marks such as "X" or "0".

It would be a coincidence if the extrapolation points and interpolation

points coincided. The interpolated points should somewhat "correct" the

extrapolated guess.
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Exercises 6-3

The following sample data was obtained from actual measurements of variou,J

types of growth. Included are measurements of diameter, percentage of adult

weight, number of bacteria in millions per m1 of broth, dry weight in grams

of corn in a field.

Graph each of these sets of data and compare the resulting graphs with your

graph of mold growth.

1. Growth of Gourd Fruit

Diameter
in mm

(vertical reference line)

Time

in days
(horizontal reference line)

4 1

5 2

6
3

8 4

9.5 5

12 6

15 7

20 8

26 9

31 10

36 11

41 12

4 . 45 13

46 14

7 15

47.5 16
,.

17.5 17

49 18



2. Growth of a Chick

Percentage
of adult weight

(vertical)

Time (in days)
(horizontal)

4 21 (Hatching)

4.5 30

5 40

7 50

20 75

38 100

55 125

65 150

78 175

82 200

Average Growth of Corn Plants in a Field

Weight (dry
weight in grams)

(vertical)

Time (in weeks
after plantidg)
.(horizontal)

16 1

20 2

60 3

100 4

140 5

210 6

280 7

50 8

440 9

560 10

630 11

700 I 12

750 13

800 14

846 , 15

900 16
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4. Population Growth of Bacteria

Number of Bacteria
(in millions). per ml of broth

(vertical) .=

4 X 10
6

4 x 10
6

5 X 10
6

6x106
8x106

20 x 10
6

7o x 106

93 X 10
6

99 X 10
6

102 X 10
6

103 x l06

104 x 106

104 x 106

Time

in hours
(horizontal)

o

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

6o

66

72

After 72 hours a new culture of bacteria was started by inoculating

(introducing) a new batch of broth from the above culture.

4 X 10
6

0

5 X 10
6

6

6x106 12

7 X 10
6

18

18 x l06 24

7o x l06 30

80 x 106 36

96-N l06 42

100 x 106 48

102 X 10
6

54

103 x lo 6o

104 x 1'6 66

104 x l06 72
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The above two sets of data should be graphed side by side. This will

show how a population of bacteria, after being slowed by limiting

factors, then started anew in a medium, will renew its pcpulation

growth. See Figure 6-3b.

First Culture

Time In days

Second Culture

Figure 6 -3b

Time in days

5.

Age

Birth

Human

Brain
(Symbol )

27

Growth Body,

Per cent of

Liver
(Symbol X )

17

liver, and brain

full size

Total Wt. of Boys
(Symbol Cf)

8

Total Wt. of Girls
(Symbol cp

8

1 65 25 17 17

2 75 31 21 21

3 82 35 24 24

4 88 37 27 27

5 94 42 30 36

10 98 6o 52 60

15 loo 83 87 95

18 loo 95 100 loo

Plot all of this data on the same set of reference lines using separate

Y. , Ef, and9 , for example).symbols (

Let the horizontal distance represent age and the vertical, per cent of

full size. One unit should represent one year horizontally and 10 per

cent vertically.
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6. Now that you graphed and noted the pattern of a "typical growth

curve", can you guess what a curve of the population growth in the

United States might look like to cause scientists and sociologists so

much concern over what they call the "population explosion"? Drew

what you think such a graph might look like, using for your X-axis

the years from 1660 to 1960 in 20-year intervals, and for the Y-axis,

the population in intervals of 10 million people. Your teacher has

data based on fact which may be graphed to compare with your "guess".

6.4 Second Activity - Growth of Crystals

Growth is defined as an increase in size and/or complexity. We have

so far in this book been concerned with living things, their groWth and

development. This activity deals with growth of another sort--very rapid

and fascinating to watch.

You will need:

Household liquid bluing

Household ammonia

Table salt (sodium chloride)

Water

You also will need:

Milk cartons

Pie plates

Paper toweling

Razor blade

Plas.dc rulers--metric

Acetate (X-ray film)

Charcoal briquets or commercial brick

Graph paper-- 10 x 10 to the inch

Many different activities can be done with the solution we will mix.

This section will give the general directions and then your teacher will

determine just_what activity you will do and which group you will be a part

of.

Solution

The mixture is a saturated solution of salt (sodium chloride). The

prcportions are:



6 parts of salt

6 parts of water

6 parts of bluing

1 part of ammonia

By "part" we mean any equal portion by volume. You may use teaspoons

or some other quantity measure.

Mix them all together (may be added in any orde)"; stir well. Some of

the salt may not dissolve. It does not matter. This solution is the basic

ingredient for all of the activities which follow.

Area

Construct an apparatus as illustrated in Fig. 6-4a

Graph paper

Rubber
cement

for seal

Rubber cement to
seal graph paper
and acetate

Acetate

Towel wick

Figure 6-4a

Make a wick of paper toweling 8 layers P.s 1 mm thick, 5 mm wide,

9 mm long. Staple it.

Using rubber cement, glue'a piece of rectangular coordinate graph paper

(10 X 10-inch) to a piece of acetate (X-ray film). Use lots of cement. Be

sure the paper is well glued to the acetate, especially where the wick will

come through.

Remove the lid from a milk carton (half-pint), not the whole top, just

the round lid. This will give a surface to which you can glue the plastic

(X-ray film).
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CIO a small triangle inithe center of the plastic and graph paper; make

this triangular hole slightly smaller than the paper wick and insert the

wick. so it is through the hole about -137: ialh on the graph paper side.

Pour a mixture of the solution into the milk carton. This should be
14about a cm to 3 cm deep.
2

Cover the top of the mild carton with rubber cement or glue and insert

the wick in the hole of the mild carton and lower the wick with plastic

attached. Press the-plastic firmly so the glue will make good contact.

Record the area covered against the time in a table.

Time
of Day

Total
Minutes

Approximate
Radius

Area
(Circle)

At first you may be able to count the squares. As growth occurs you

may decide to change your approximation to fit the area of a circle (A = nr2).

Figure 6 -4b

Some class member should keep a close watcL. The first specks of growth

may appear in 15 to 20 minutes, depending upon tL, relative humidity and

temperature of the classroom. A lamp placed aboie ( as 10 cm) will aid the
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evaporation if the humidity is high. Provision should be made to record the

time and area growth periodically through the school day.

DON'T TOUCH THE GROWTH. It is rather fragile and will crumble if

disturb:A.

6.5 Wick (Optional Activity)

A device similar to Fig. 6-5b may be used to draw up the solution and

`allow it to evaporate (the same mixture described in Sect. 6.4).

Cut a milk carton as Fig. 6 -5a-.

Fasten a ruler to the tall side (top); tape, a paper clip to the top.

See Fig. 6-5b. Labeling tape may be used to hold the ruler to the carton

and also the paper clip to the

ruler. The carton ray tend to

tip over from the weight of tne

ruler until the solution is

added.

Figure 6 -5b
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Cut a piece of paper towel so that you have the equivalent of 4 thick-

nesses 2-3 cm wide. This may be folded or separate strips. Staple along

the edge with 5 or. 6 staples to hold together (do not tape).

With a sharp pencil (not ink) mark 1 cm spacings on'the toweling.

Use a paper clip for a weight at the bottom end (1 cm end) of the towel

and tape the other end tothepaper clip at the top of the ruler.

When you are all rigged up, carefully pour in the solution to a depth

of approximately af cm.

If the carton is placed in an aluminum pie plate, you may feel safer

leaving it overnight. If the atmosphere of your classroom is dry, you will

'see results in about 20 minutes and in 24 hours truly startling results.

6.6 Mass Production

A. Uncontrolled

Materials needed

1. The solution

2. Aluminum pie pan (A glass or Plastic pan will be all right.

Some metals react to the solution.)

3. Host material (A piece of a porous substance, any size will

work, but for best results use something about the size of

a common brick. Any of these will work: a brick, cinders,

charcoal briquets, coal,' cellulose sponge, or a crumbled

paper towel.)

Figure 6-6a
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Procedure

Plape host material in the pie pan. Pour the solution over

the host Material letting the excess run off into the pan.

Observations

The growth of salt crystals may start in just a few minutes.

This is dependent upon the lowness of humidity,, amount of heat, and

air currents. Generally, it will take a day or two before'yoar

"garden" will have enough growth t6 show. The growth patterns wall

vary greatly. Remember when you add solution that it will dissolve

any crystals that it touches. Food coloring may be dropped on the

growth to add color to your production.

B. Controlled .

Materials needed

1. The solution

2. A small empty milk carton like the one you get with your

school lunch

3 Host material--a piece ofany porous substance that will fit

inside your milk carton but'must not come less than one inch

from the top. Any of the following will work: a piece of

brick, cinders, charcoal briquets, coal, cellulose sponge, or

crumbled paper towel.

Procedure

Remove the lid from the milk carton about one-half inch from

the top. Place host material in milk carton, making sure the top

of the material is about 1 inch below the top of the carton. Pour

the solution over the host, letting the excess spill into the

bottom of the container. Be careful not to slop on the outside

of the milk carton (it will also act as a host).
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Figure 6-':1

Observations

The container will fill with the crystals, and as the growth
continues, it will mushroom over the sides. When new solution is
added to your "plant", it will dissolve any crystals it touches.
Too much solution may cause the whole "garden" to dissolve.

6.7 ."Drip and Splatter" (Optional Activity)

Materials needed

' 1. The solution

,1 12. Empty milk carton kT or f pint)

3. Pieces of large cotton string about 2 feet long
4. Paper towels

Procedure

Remove the top from themilk carton. Use your pencil to punch a
1ho'd in each side of the carton about -f inch from the top. Cut two

pieces of string each about 10 inches long. Tie one end of one of the
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strings to one of the holes in the top of the carton, the other end to the

hole on the opposite side. Tie the other string to the Other two holes. Now

turn the carton upside down and punch a hole in the bottom just large enough

to get the remainder of your string through. Tie a knot in the string on the

inside of the carton and pull the string outward so the knot "plugs" the

hole from the inside. Cut off the string so it hangs about inch below the

carton. Your container should look similar to Figure 6-7a.

Hang the container from four to six

feet above the floor and place paper towels

on the floor so the solution will slowly

drip on the towels. Pour some of the so-

lution into`the container (so that is is
1

about .finch deep). Make sure the drops

fall slowly enough so the blotter does not

become saturated. Some splash may occur

so have newspapers spread around and under

the drops. This type of growth is a rapid

approximation of tne action in caves where

stalagmites are formed. Be patient. The

drops may be slow in starting and may ap-

pear just as a wet mess on the toweling,

but by the next morning you will see a

lively growth. Figure 6-7a

Observations

The crystal growth will appear on the blotters in many varied designs.

You may want to change the height that the drops fall to change your pattern.

6.8 Activity - Stalactites

Materials needed

1. The solution

1 1
-f2. &tpty milk carton (3 or pint)

3. Piece of string about 2 feet long

4. Old newspapers

5. Razor blade

Procedur

Remove the top from the milk carton. Use your pencil to punch a
1

hole in each side of the milk canton about
2

inch from the top. Cut

two pieces of string about 10 inches long. Tie one, end of the string
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to one of the holes in the top of the

carton, the other end to the hole on

the opposite side. Tie the other

string to the other two holes. Now

turn the carton upside down and care-

fully make a slit in the bottom about
3

E to )7 inch long (see Fig. 6-8)

This should be done with a razor blade

making sure that the slit is very thin- -

if too wide, the solution w2 all run

out. Place about 3 cm of so tion in

the milk carton and hang it over a

newspaper. Be very careful when adding

solution to the carton because a slight

bump will cause the crystal formation

to fall. .This particular activity ,.tan

be con inued over a long period of

time. Some of the crystals will fall,

but the stalactite will continue to

grow.

6.9 Drop Patterns (Optional Activity)

'Materials needed

1. The solution

2. Eye dropper or soda straw

3. Paper towels

Figure 6-8'

I

'Procedure .
.

Place paper towel on floor and drop one drop of +he solution on the

" ,towel from a height of one foot., Mark on the towel the height from

which the drop fell. Try another drop from two feet, making sure that

the towel was moNed over so that the second drop did nut fall near the

first ohe. Bleat the drops from other heights and mark the height on

the towel from which each one fell. Remove the towel to dry.

I-
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Figure 6-9

Observations

_When you come to class the next day, check the different patterns

of crystals on the blotter. Did the height from which the drop fell

change the pattern?

410.

After seeing the patterns, you may want to repeat the activity

using dark or black construction paper. This will make the crystals

easier to see.

Or+
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Chapter 7

SURFACE AREA AND VOLUME

SIZE OF CELLS AND METABOLISM

, 7.1 Introduction

In several of your activities you have become acquainted with the fact

that in order for living cells to function efficiently (indeed -- to remain

"living" at all) certain materials must enter the cell and others must be

removed. Molecules (mol - e - culz), we will define for this discussion /is

particles of matter which are made up of different kinds of atoms ctJnically

combined -- atoms such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen -- among

others which are necessary "building blocks" for living things. Living cells,

in order to grow, to repair tissues, to produce energy, o divide -- in fact,

to do any of the processes essential to life -- need molecules of protein,

carbohydrate, and fat. Most of you are aware that your cells get theLr

protein from meat, eggs,,,cheese4 etc., and carbohydrates from sugars and

starches. From these life processes there are by-products (wastes) which

must be removed. In quantity waste products act as poisons to the cells.

All of these processes require metabolic activity. Remember the discussion

of metabolism in Chapter 5?

These molecules, whether going into or out of a cell, must pass through

a very thin layer called the cell membrane. Every cell has such a membrane

the extent of which, of course, constitutes the surface area of a cell.

Since metabblic processes must take place throughout the cell -- even in

the innermost portion -- enough materials must be able to enter and leave

through the membrane to adequately maintain the entire volume of protoplasm

inside the membrane.

A given amount of surface area (cell membrane) can allow only'a given

number of molecules to pass through during a given amount of time.

In this chapter you will discover the relationship between surface area

and volume, and will see why cells are limited to a maximum size. An ele-

phant is considerably larger than a mouse (and you are somewhere in between).

Could this mean that the elephant has larger cells than the mouse, or does

he have more cells, or both?



7.2 Activity - Construction of Solids

(a) A regular Polyhedron. The cube.

Constructed by a paper folding activity.

1. Cut a piece of paper to a square.

Work carefully - be sure it's a

square. (Dimensions will be

specified by teacher.) Label the

corners as in Diagram (Ti).

2. Fold diagonally so that A and C

are together. Be sure that all

edges line up. See Diagram (D.

3. Open and refold diagonally so

that B and D are together.

See Diagram (3).
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4. Open with intersection of diagonal

lines ih "up" position. See

Diagram (72).

5. Bring A and B together, folding

edge x inward. Crease along zx

as in O5

6. Bring D and C together, folding

edge y inward. Crease along zy

as in (6).
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7. Fold A and D to z . Turn paper over tnd fold B and C to z .

See Diagrams 0 and (D

O z &A

CaD x ay

8, With points A, B, C and D pointing away from you, fold the top right

and left corners inward as in two steps of Diagram °9

9. Turn paper over and repeat step 8

so that folds appear as in

Diagram (9.
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10. Fold points A and D as in

Diagrams 11 and 0

11. Turn paper over and repeat for points B and C .

12. Fold points A and D; B and

C inward as in Diagrams C)

and (i). These folds will now

appear as triangular shaped

"flaps".

13. Tuck each "flap" into the fold

directly under the "flap". See

Diagram (1).

14. One "end" has a small' hole.

Blow air into the hole while

gently expanding the paper

into a hollow solid.
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15. Crease the "edges" between

corners to form a cube as

in Diagram O.

Measure one edge of your finished cube. Is there a

mathematical relationship between this edge and an4edge

of the original square of paper that you started with?

Can you express this relationship as a ratio?
1

If we let the letter s stand for an edge of the cube, then: The volume

of a cube = s3 . What would be the formula for the surface area of a cube

given the measure of an edge = s ?

Exercise 7-2

Comparing Measures of a Cube

Complete the following table by filling in calculated values for the

question.marks. (Do not write in this book.)

Table 7-2

Surface Area and Volume of a Cube

Edge
of

Cube
(s)

Surface Area
in sq. in.

Volume in
cu. in.

Ratio -
S.A./Volume

12" 864 1728 1 : 2

9" 486 729 1 : ?

6" ? 216 ? : 1

3" 54 ? 1 : ?

? 24 8 ? : ?

? ? 1 ? : ?
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7.21 Construction of Regular Polyhedrons

Many solid geometrical figures are easily constructed and give inter-

esting comparisons of their volumes and surface areas. As you learned in

Section 7.1, biologists have found that the -elationship between volume

and surface area is often a most important factor in the size of cells as
o

well as in the amount of total growth of various living plants and animals.

Later in this section we will study more about the relationship of surface

area vs. volume in the growth of living organisms. The following diagrams

can be used to construct the five known regular polyhedrons. A regular

polyhedron is a polyhedron which has faces that are congruent regular polygons

and whose polyhedral angles (those angles formed by the faces of the pai-

hedron which have a common vertex) are congruent.

In Figure 7-21a the faces

are four in number and are

equilateral triangles.

The polyhedral angles are

also four in number. Each

angle is formed by 3 faces. ,

D

Fig. 7-21a

The diagrams in Figures 7-21b and c will be an aid in the drawing and

construction of these polyhedrons. Your teacher will assign to each of you

a specific measure for an edge. It is suggested that these models be made

of manila tag paper (a manila folder) or colored construction paper. You

will need a ruler, protractor, scissors, and glue for construction of the

models.
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Tetrahedron

Hexahedron (cube)

Fig. 7-21b
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7.3 Surface Area Formulas for Regular Solids

Copy the following table and save it for future data.

Table 7-3a

Regular Polyhedrons

Polyhedron
Number
of Faces

Number
of Edges

Number
of Vertices

Shape
of Face

,..

Surface Area
if Edge

measures 2"

Tetrahedron 4 6 4 triangle

Hexahedron 6 12 8 square

Octahedron 8 12 6 triangle

Dodecahedron 12 , 30 20 pentagqn

Icosehedrqn 20 30 12 triangle

The surface area of the hexahedron (cube) is easy to compute, since the

surface is made up of 6 squares. If an edge were 2 inches, then each sur-

,.face would be 4 in
2

and the total surface area would be 24 in
2

. You have

computed areas of squares many times before, but how do you find the area of

a triangle when only the measure of an edge is given? Remember, the formula
1

for area of a triangle is
2
bh . One half of the base is readily computed,

as the base is an edge, but we also need a measure for height which I& not

an edge (unless a right triangle).

The faces of all regular polyhedrons are themselves regular and thus

all of the triangular faces are equilateral triangles. (Equal angles and

equal edges.) Using this information we will find "h" and hence the area

of each face.

Three of the five regular solids have triangular faces, one has squares

for its faces and one has pentagons. As we have already co: ated the surface

area and volume.of the cube, it is only the other four solids we need to

consider now.

One of the main purposes of this chapter is to demonstrate to you just

how a formula can be constructed. The formula for the area of a triangle.

was originally developed for you in somewhat the following manner.
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(
Given: Rectangle ABCD

and dimension of length = b;

dimension of width = h. The

area of the rectangle would

be A = b X h .

Draw BD .
.

. b

h

A

Fig. 7-3a

C

B

The diagonal (BD) separates the rectangle into two congruent triangles.

Therefore, triangle AD would have
1

octhe area of ABCD .

The formula for an area of a right triangle =
1

b x h .
2

A similarldelfelopment was done using a parallelogram. Area of a

parallelogram =bXh. Draw a,diagonal which-divides the parallelogram

into 2 congruent triangles, thenthe area of each triangle is equal to

1
base x height . You are already familiar with'such a formula'for the

area of a triangle, but this formula requires you to know the measures of the

base and the height. 'We will develop a formula for the area of an equilateral

triangle when only the measure of one of its equal sides is known. The form-

ula will be one which requires only one dimension, the base.

Looking at the solids that you have constructed, you can see that the

edges are all bases of the triangular faces (tetrahedron, octahedron, and

icosahedron). The measure of the edge was given for construction of the

solids. Now, if we can develop a formula which requires only the measure of

an edge, we can find the surface area of the solids.

Study the following development carefully. Donit skim. Understand

every step before you go on and you will gain an appreciation of accomplishing

an interesting task.'
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To construct an equilateral triangle:

1. Draw segmg,nt xy with a measure-

ment of 2 inches .

Fig. 7 -3b

2. Place point of compass on x and

pencil end on y

3. Swing an arc from y at least 90°.

. 4. Place point of compass on y and -

pencil end on x

5. Swing another arc which intersects

the first arc.

Label intersection of arc point "z".

6. Draw xz and yz .

Our equilateral triangle, XYZ, has an edge of 2 inches. We need to

find a height in order to compute the area. Remember a height is a measure

of the perpendicular distance from any vertex to the opposite side. We could

use any vertex, as this triangle is equilateral, but for demonstration pur-

poses we will "drop" a perpendicular segment from "z" to the opposite side xy .

To review the construction procedures,

1. Swing equal arcs from x and y which intersect preferably on

the side of xy opposite to z .

2.; Call the intersection "D"..

3. Draw ZD .

4. ~Where ZD intersects label point of intersection E .

ZE would be a height to use in computing the area of

triangle XYZ .

Now that we have a face of our polyhedron divided up into 2 right

triangles (alled right because they have a right angle formed at the foot

of the perpendicular), we need to digress for a few minutes and explain just

what Pythagoras did about 250C years.ago.

7.4 Pythagorean Property

The ancient Egyptians are said to have used a particular right triangle

to make corners "square". This triangle had sideg 3 units long, 4 units
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long, and 5 units long (see Fig. 7-4a).

When such a triangle is made of tautly

stretched rope, the angle between the

two shorter sides is a right angle.

While the Egyptians are thought to

have made use of this fact, it was left to

the Greeks to prove the relationship in-

volved for all right triangles.
Fig. 7-4a

1 Unit

The Greek philosopher and mathematician, Pythagoras, who lived about

500 B.C., became interested in the problem. Pythagoras'is credited with

the proof of thr., basic property which we will study in this section; this

property is still known by his name: the Pythagorean Property.

It is thought that Pythagorab lookect at a mosaic of tile similar to

the one pictured in Figure 7-4b. He noticed that there are many triangles ;of

different sizes that can be found in the mosaic. But he noticed more than

this. If each side of any triangle is used as one side of a square, the.suM

of the areas of the two smaller squares is the same as t'he;area of the larger

square. In Figure 7-4z two triangles of different sizeksre inked in and

the squares drawn on the sides of the triangles shaded.

Fig. 7 -4b Fig. 7r4c

. 1

[Count the number of the smallest triangles in each square.
Triangle A, in the upper left-hand corner has 4 small triangles underlined

in the square drawn on each leg. It also has 8 small triangles included in

the square drawn on the hypotenuse (hy-pott eleUse), the side of/a Yight-.

angled triangle opposite the right angle. Count the triangles in the squares
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drawn on triangle B. For each t le that is ir-11&d in, how does the number

of small triangles in the two smaller res compare with the number in the

larger square? If ybu draw a mosaic like this, yoU will find tha. this is

true not only-for the two triangles given here but for even larger triangles.

If you idve graph paper with lines "4 by 4 to the inch", by drawing diagonal

lines through the squares you can make a triangular mosaic similar to Pythag-

oras' .

Pythagoras probably noticed the same relation in the 3-4-5 triangle

that the igyptians had used for so long to make a right angle. The small

squares are each 1 square unit in size. In the three squares there are
9, 16 and 25 small squares. Notice that 9 6 = 25 . Pythagoras was able

1 (a) 5, , 3 (c) .25, 7, 24

/ (b) 13, 12, 5 (d) 20, 36, 12

I.2. Make a drawing of the triangles with the sides of length given in part

e

a right triAngle. (Us'e cm-as the units.)

(a) of Problem 1. Use your .protractor to show thaL th s triangle is

# .

Fig. 7-4d

to jfrove that in any right triangle,

the area of the square on the hypot-

enuse (longest side) is equal to the

sum of the areas of the squares on

the other wo sides. This is the

Pythagor Theorem, or, as we call

it, the Pythagorean Property.

So far this has been shown only

for'two very special right triangles.

It is true for all right triangles and you can prove it for yourself after

you have studied geometry inhieschool

Exercise 7-4a

Show for each set that the square of the first number is equal to the

sum of the squares of the other two numbers, for example in the set of

numbers 10, 8 nd 6;

102 = 100 = 82 + 62 = 64 + 36 = 100, thus

102 = 82 + 62.
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3. Draw right triangles, the lengths of whose shorter sides (in centimeters)

are:

(a) 1 and 2 (b) 4 and 5 ( c ) 2 and 3 .

Measure, to the nearest millimeter, the lengths of the hypotenuses of

these triangles.

4. Use the Pythagorean Property to find the area of the square on the

hypotenuse for each triangle in Problem 3.

The Pythagorean Property is a very useful mathematical tool and has been

used now for hundreds of years. Written mathematically, the property says:

If given a right triangle with legs of

length "a" and "b" and hypotenuse of

length "c", then the relationship be-

c2= a2 132.
Remember, the Egyptians

tween the sides of the triangle are,
a

used this property in just one form;

5, 4 and 3 were the sides of the triangles

with which they worked. If c = 5, b = 4 Fig. 7-4e

and a = 3, then c
2

= a
2
+ b

2
and 5

2
= 3

2
+ 4

2
or 25 = 9 + 16. The

Egyptians found that if they always used triangles with sides of this length,

then they always had a right triangle. They needed the right angle in the

right triangle in order to "square" their property lines. It is reported the

Nile overflowed almost every year and washed away most identifying land marks

in their fields, therefore, they needed to re-survey frequently.

b

Pythagoras proof of the property of right triangles opened up many more

facets of its use.

1. If a triangle has the length of its sides in the relationship of

2
a2

2
c = a + b,, then ,you know it is a right triangle.

2. If a triangle is a right triangle, then you know the length of its

sides are in the relationship to each other of c
2

= a
2

+ b
2

.

3. If you know the length of two sides of any right triangle, then

you ran find the measure of the third side from the relationship

of c
2
= a

2
+ b

2
,

We can use a familiar triangle to show this. If the two short sides

are 3 units and 4 units, what is the square of the hypotenuse?

9



c
2
= a

2
+ b

2

c
2

= 3
2
+ 4

2

c
2 = 9 +16

c
2

= 25 .

Since c
2
is equal to 25, we will know c if we can find a number whose

product is 25 when it is multiplied by itself. Of course, 5 x 5 =.25, so

c = 5 ; 5 is the positive square root of 25. If a number is the product of

two equal factors, then each factor is a square root of the number. The

symbol for the positive square root is: . The numeral is placed

under the sign. For example, 2 = 5 .

What is -5 ? ifb ? ? V36 ? The first three are easy to under-

stand since 3 x 3 = 9; 4 x 4 = 16; and 6 x 6 = 36, but there is no integer

that can be multiplied by itself to give the product 30. In fact, there is

no rational number whose square is 30 .

Can you find a number multiplied by itself that will give a product

close to 30 ? Yes, 5 x 5 = 25, which is close to 30 . What is 6 x 6

or 62 This tells us that 30 is greater than 52 but less than 62.

We can find the square root of a number to the desired number of significant

digits by division. Recall the relationship between the divisor, dividend

and quotient. For example, if 1 = 6 , then

30 = 6 x 5 . If =8, then 72 = 8 x 9 .

If
64

= 8, then 64 = 8 x 8 .

If
a

= c, then a=bXc. Now if b = c then each is the

square root of a . Right?

We know that the square root of 30 is greater than 5 (because

5
2
= 25) and less than 6 (because 62 = 36). If we divide 30 by 5 we get

,

a quotient of 6 (if the divisor = the quotient we would have the square

root).

30 6

5

Average the first divisor 5 with the first quotient 6

5 + 6 = 11 ; 11 4- 2 = 5.5

and use this average as a second divisor of 30 .
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30 ÷ 5.5 = 5.45 . Now find a new average of the second divisor 5.5 and

the second quotient 5.45 .

5.5 + 5.45 = 10.95 ; 10295 - '.47

Use this second average as a third divisor

30
3747 = 5.484

30 + 5.47 = 5.484 Average 5.47 and 5.484 to get 5.477 as a closer

approximation of the square root of 30 .

You can continue on in the same manner to get the square root of any

number to as many significant digits as you desire.

The square roots of most numbers, if expressed as a decimal, are approx-

imate. If we were to list the whole numbers from 1 to 50, only 1, 4, 9,

16, 25, 36, and 49 have square roots which are rational numbers. The balance

of the numbers would have values which we would need to round off. Thus,

whenever we use a decimal value for a square root, we must designate whether
, .

it is exact or approximate. The square root of 4 is .2 because k2)
2

= 4.

,

The square root of 3 is Rs1.7320, because (1.7320)
2

= 2.999824 and

(1.7321)
2

= 3.00017041 .

The table at the end of this chapter gives the squares and the square

roots of the counting numbers from 1 to 100 .

Exercise 7-4b

When approximate values are used in these problem, use the symbol

in the work and answer.

1. Use the table of squares and square roots given at the end of this

chapter to find the approximate value of:

(a) V5 (d) Vg

(b) I (e) V7

(c) I (f) 15

2. Using the division method described in Section 7.4, find the approximate

square root of the following numbers to 4 'significant digits.

(a) 1ff (check your answer with the table of square roots)

(b) (again check your answer after you have done the computation)

(c) I
(d) V68.5

( e) V9799



3. Using the table of square roots, find the approximate values of:

4. Use the Pythagorean Property to find the length of the hypotenuse for

each of these triangles.

(a) Length of a is 1", length of b is 2".

(b) Length of a is 41, length of b is 52.

(c) Length of a is 2", length of b is 3".

(d) Length of a is 5 yd, and the length'of b is 6 yd.

(e) 'ength of a is 1 unit, and the length of b is 3 units.

5. Sometimes the hypotenuse and one of the shorter sides is known. How

can you find the length of the other side? As an ex;...mple, use this

problem. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 13 ft and one side

is 5 ft . Find the length of the third side;

c
2

= a
2

+ b
2

13
2

= 5
2
+ b

2
substitute values for "c" and "a"

13
2

- (+ 5
2
) = b

2
subtract (52) from both sides

169 - 25 = b2

12 = b , therefore the third side is 12 feet long .

Find the third side of these right triangles. The measurements are

in feet.

(a) c = 15, b = 9

(b) c = 26, a = 24

(c) c = 39, b = 15

6. A telephone pole is steadied by three guy wires. Each wire is to be

fastened to the pole at a point 15 ft above the ground and anchored

to the earth 8 ft from the base of the pole. How many feet of wire

are needed to stretch 3 wires from the ground to the point on the

pole at which they are fastened?

7. A roof on a house is built as

shown. How long should each

rafter be if it extends 18".

over the wall of-the house?

(See figure at right.)

(1-7§
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8. A hotel builds an addition across
rdvi

the street from the original

building. A pascagewayis built

between the two parts at the

third-floor level. The beams

that support this passage are

48 feet above the street. A

crane operator is lifting these'

beams into place with a crane

arm that is 50 ft long. How

far down the street fr9m a point

directly under the beam should

the crane cab be? (See fia....e

at right.)

9. A gardengate is ! ft wide and

5 ft high. How long should the

brace that extends from C to D

be? (See figure at right.)

5'

C

4' D

. 10. How long is the throw from home plate to second base in a softball

game? The bases are 60 ft apart, and a softball diamond is square

in shape. Give your answer to the nearest whole foot. (Ignore the

curve ole arc of the ball.)

11. Draw a square whose sides are one unit long. What is the length of the

cdiagonal? Check by measurement. Now draw a right triangle with the

sides 1 unit long. What is the length of the hypotenuse?

7.5 Surface Area of an Equilateral Triangle

From the information we learned abou. the Pythagorean Property, we know

that in any triangle with a right angle the area of the square on the hypb-t-

enuse is equal to the sum of the areas of the squares on the other two sides

(Figure 704d). If a and b represent the short sides (legs) of a right

triangle, and c the hypotenus^ (side opposite the rightoangle), then

a2 a2 b2
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In our example we have a right triangle (in fact, two of them, ZEY and

ZEX). Letter the sides of triangle XYZ so that ZY is "c", ZE is "a", and
EY is "b". Our triangle is now as Figure 7-5a. Our project, remember, is

to compute the surface area of solids.

The 3 solids with equilateral tri-

angles for faces are considered first.

After finding the area of one face we

can quickly find the surface area of

the entire solid. If the edge of the

regular solid were given as 2", then/ -

X E Y the edge of each triangular face would

be 2" . Therefore, in a right tri-

angle EYZ

Fig. 7-5a

If c = 2

L
then c

2
= 4

and b =1

and b
2
= 1

Why? (Be sure you know why.)

See Figure 7-5a.

By the Pythagorean Property

c2 a2
+ b2. USing our values for c2 and b2 we have

4 = a
2

+ 1

3 = a
2

(adding -1 to both sides of the equation)

J3 = a (taking the square root of both sides) .

Now we have all of the information we need to find the area of each

face of our polyhedron if the faces are equilateral triangles with sides of 2".

The area of a triangle is 1
bh . In our triangle the base is 2 and

the height is /5 . The area is ; x 2 X I , or simply A = . The

surface area of a tetrahedron with edge of 2 would then be 4 times the

area of each face, or 4 x i3 .

The surface area of an,octahedron with an edge of 2 would be 8 times

the - area of each face or 815 .

At the end of this chapter there is a table of squares and square roots

of numbers. The /5 al 1.732, thus the surface of the tetrahedron would be

4 x 1.732 or ks 6.928 sq. in.
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The measure of a side may not always be 2 ", of course. Before we go

on to other polyhedrons we will derive the formula for the area of any equi-

lateral triangle given the measure of the side.

Given: An equilateral triangle XYZ with a side measure of "a". Then ZY, XY,

and XZ = s. In triangle EYZ, ZY = s, and EY =
1

s .

STOP. Check the drawing. See what

we are talking about.

Fig. 7-5b

By the Pythagur,2an Property:

2 2 2
c = a + b when

c = length of hypotenuse and

a = length of one leg

b = length of the other leg.

In Figure 7-5b, c = s, a = 2s or

b = "h", height of the tri-

angle .

Substituting into the Pythagorean formula

49,

2 1 2
h2s = s) + h substituting'values in formula

2 s 2 2
s = () + h

s2 \2 s s s
2

s =
2 s2

+ h
2

"

s
2

s2
s
2

- = h
2

subtracting Tr- from both sides

1
s
2

(1 - -4) = h
2

2
(.4

3 h2s ) = h

s 1/3

2

1 /-
= hor

2
s 3

distributive property

another name for a number

square root of both sides

another name

1
What does h =

2
-s X 1/3 mean? It means, that if you know the .side (s)

1
measure of an equilateral triangle, the height will be -2-s x .
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We want to find a formula for the area of an equilateral triangle.

("ging this formula for the height of an equilateral triangle, given the

measure of a side, we can substitute into the area formula and get a new

formula for the area of an equilateral triangle if we know the measure of

a side.

Formula for area of a triangle =
1
x base x height; if we identify the

base as "s" then. 'the area .
2

x height. We have just found that the
1

height of an equilateral triangle = -2- s x 17 .

If we substitute this value for height into the original formula for
1 ,1area .we have vsxkvxID =A.

1Area of an equilateral triangle = --1 xv<sxsx 1
r-Area.pf an equilateral triangle = x s

2
y3 or

j5
Arca of an equilateral triangle -

s2
-77=

A square root table shows that 1.732 then

/3 1.732
Pe. .4330 .

therefore,

"Area of equilateral triangle .4330 s
2

when s = the measure of an edge."

Example:

commutative
property

another name

Given: Equilateral triangle with a measurement of 2 inches on an edge.'

Fornala for area of equilateral triangle: Area .4330 x s
2

.

Given: s = 2 inches .

Are .4330.x 2
2

Re. .4330 x 4 RI 1.732 in
2

.

An equilateral triangle with edge of 4" would have an area of

Rs .4330 x 42 :4330 x 16 6.9280 in2 .

Exerci3e 7-5a

1. What is the area of an equilateral triangle if. the measurement of iGs

edge is .)":

2. If an equilateral triangle has an edge with a measurement o. 4.1",

what would be the area?
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3. Given an equilateral triangle with an edge measurement of', what

would be the area?

4. If the area of an equilateral triangle is 10.825 in
2

, what would be

the approximate measurement of its edge?

5. Brain buster. Given equilateral triangle ABC, with altitude CD and

an area of 21.2770 in
2

Find the measurement of AB and CD.

C

6. A regular tetrahedron with an edge measurement 4 cm has a surface

area of.

7. Find the surface area of a regular tetrahedron,whose edge measurement

is 11".

8. If the surface area of a regular tetrahedron 1s, 339.472 in
2

, what is

the measurement of its edge-

7.51 Surface Area - Tetrahedron, Octahedron, and Icosahedron

Now that we have a formula for the area of an equilateral triangle, we

can compute the surface area of the tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron.

(We already know the formula for the area of a square and thus, the surface

area of a hexahedron.)

0

1/4

A few examples:

An octahedron has edges which measure 1" Surface area

P$8 (number of faces) x .4330 x 12.

Surface area ..1:18X .4330 2z3.464 in2 .

An icosahedron has an edge measurement of 4"

St1rface area m120 (number of faces) x .4330 x 42

Surface area 74f,20 x .4330, x 16

R$20 X 6.928

RI 138.56 in
1.
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Watch this problem, it's different.

The surface area of a tetrahedron is 84.868 in2.

Find the measure of an edge.

Substitute in the formula for the surface area of a tetrahedron.

Surface area P.' 4 (number of races) x .4330 x s2

84.868 4 x .4330 x s2 substitution in formula

84.868 1.732 x s2 - multiplying (4 ;< .4330)

49 s
2

both sides divided by 1.732

s square rcpt of both sides

The measurement of the edge is 7 inches.

We will do more problems after we. have develope.1 the formula for the last

of the known polyhedrons, the dodecahedron.

Exercise 7-51

Complete the following table:

Total
Edge Surface'

Faces Figure Measurement Area of Face Area

Tetrahedron 4 Triangle .3 inch

Hexahedron 6 Square

Octahedron 8 Triangle

Dodecahedron 12 Pentagon 3

Icosahedrorr 20 Triangle 3 "

.

J.F.F. Draw carefully on a piece of tagboard or cardboard a square divided

as shown in Figure 7-51a. What is the area?
-0

A B
5.

Fig. 7:51a 5' 3'
Cut it into parts ,,A2.12.2 C and D and put together as in Figure 7-51b.

What is the area/

Are e-yOu sure?

C)

8' 5'

Fig. 7 -51b
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7.6 Surface Area of a Regular Dodecahedron

A res....lax dodecahedron has pentagons for its faces. To find the surface

area of a regular dodecahedron (dodeca meaning'twelve) we would need to multi-

ply the area of one face by 12 (the number of faces).

Our immediate problem is to find the area of a regular pentagonf we

know the measure of its edge. Giver, a regular pentagon ABCDE and the center

"X". The center is that point equidistant from the sides of the pentagon

D

Fig. 7,r6a

and also equidistant from the vertices.

Draw XA, XB, XC, XD and XE . Drop

a perpendicular segment from X to

AB and call the intersection with

"F"

'By our definition of center, the

point X is equidistant from all

vertices A, B, C, D, E. Thus we would

have ,five congruent triangles (congruent

meaning figures with identical size and

shape). If we don't consider ;',,each etngle with X as a vertex would have

a measure of 2-- of 360° or 72°. Why? XF also bisects Z_ A. Why?
5

Thus Z. FXB would be one-half _A' 72° and would have a measurement of 369.

Why would triangle FBX be one of ten congruent triangles in the given,

pentagon?

We now have our area problem narrowed down. If we can find the area of

triangle FBX we will have cne-tenth of the total area of the pentagon.

'In triangle FBX ye know; L PXB = 36° and FB = 2 .

h

5

2

F

4
If ue can find the length of

g'X in relationship to "s" we-

could compute the area of any

,such triangle (and thus,a pentagon).

1831 3!.)
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In a later portion of mathematics yot may study a topic called "trigon-

ometry". (Trig' o nom' e tree -- meaning "measurement of angles".) By the
.

use of trigonometric ratios we can determine a formula for the area of a

- .

right triangle 'if we know one angle and a side.

The "tangent" of an angle in a triangle i5 describe as the ratio of:

The measure of the length of the side opposite the angle

divided by the measure Of the length of the side adjacent

to the angle.

In Figure 7-6b, the tangent of L. FXB = h . On a table of trigonometric

values, we would find the tangent Of an angle of 36° is 116 .7265 . There-

fore, substituting into the tangent formula,

:opposite /

tangent of the =
4e4' side

side adjacent

.7265 A: 4 1 1' substitution

.7265 ,

, .7265 x 2h s multiplying both

division by a
fraction

1.4530xh s

21.4530 x h ^°
1.4530 1.4530'

s
h 374575

sides by 2h

multiplying
2 x .7265

dividing both sides
by 1.4530

*.

1.4530
174575 another.

name (Or one

1
The area of triangle FBX = f X base x height The base is 2 and the

height has been found to be 176 (for an angle of 36°).

Substituting into the formula for the area of a triangle, we have

Area of a triangle = Area of a triangle.

1 s
Ares of triangle FBX As x .x substitution of terms

lxsxs
2 x 2 x 1.4530

my.tipliciation of
fractions

xs
s2'

3.

another name
78155

4$
, , ., s

2 '

Now remember triangle FBX is one-tenth of tht pentagon, so 10 x 16.......g
1

5.ol'eq ,
would equal thearea'of the pentagon.

/

'
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A neater way to use thip formula would be 'to change

to a rational number with a denominator of .1 . If '577.-0

in -our formula for the area of a regular bentagon,,,

10
the part, ,

10.
1.720, then

Area 1.720 x s
2

=

the length of a side.
or4

Area of a Regular Pentagon 1.720 x s
2

when $ = measure of side. ,

Exercise 7-6 ,;;'

1. Given a regular pentagon with a side measurement of 5" . Find the area.

,...2. If the side of a regular pentagon has a measurement of 7", find the

area. °

'3.
1

With'a side length of 3=
2

in., find the area of a regular pentagon.

4. If the perimeter of a regular pentagon is 40 cm, what, would be the area?

5. The perimeter of a regular pentagon is 25 in. Findthe area.

6. If the area of a regglar pentagon is 208.12 in2 find the length of

one side.

7. -Find the perimeter of a regular pentago4 ifthe area is 497.08 cm
2

8. A dodecahedron is a.regular solid with 12 pentagons as its faces.

Find the surfEkc area of a regular dodecahedron which has an edge with

a measurement of 61cm .

1

.c 7.7 Volumes

In this

areas oD the

of Regular Polyhedrons
*

chapter we have developpd the formula for fi ding the surface

5 regular solids if we know, at leap the meas4 of an edge.

We would like to do a similar development for the volumeb of these

solids but the mathematics need is beyond the scope of this study. However,

we do need to know the volumes of these solids, so Table 7-7 furnishes the

needed formulas.

1.85
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Table 7-7

Surface Area and Volume.of Regular Polyhedrons

s = measure of an dge

Name
Number
of Faces

Surface
Nature
of Face

Surface Area
(approx.)

olume
( approx.)

0.1 )0 x s3

x s

0 71 x s3

.663 X s3

2.182 x 63

Tetrahedron
.

Rexahedron

Octahedron

Dodecahedron

4
.

6

8

12

20

equil. tri.

squares

equil. tri.

Antagons

eqUil. tri.

1.732 X s2

6.000 X s
2

1 -,

3.461y x-s2 -

20.646 X s2

feIcosahedron 8.660 x 62

Exercise 7-7

Use able f-7 "SurfaccArea and Volume of Regular Polyhedrons" for

needed in ormation.

Example:

If* octahedron had an edge measurement of 2 in , its surface area

would be computed by substituting into the formula for surface area of an

octahedron. Sprface area 3.464 x s2, s = 2 in therefore,

Surface area 3.464 x 22 AI 3.464 x 4 1 86 in
2

Volume .471 x 23 Pe, 0.471 x 8 7-.4 3.77 ig .

1. A tetrahedronhas an edge measurement of 2 in .

(a) Find its surface area.

(b) Find its volume.

2. Find the s pace area of a dodecahedron wnoSe edge measurement is 50 mm .

3. What ic'th neasure of the volume of an icosahedron which has an edge

McaoUlCriCtlZ. v.; 3 cm i

4. Flnd the surface area and volume of an octahedron which has an edge
-st

measurement of 5 cm .
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7:8 Comparison of Surface Area and Volume

The cube gives us a good physical model to consider when comparing

surface area and volume. The other four regular polyhedrons have.cc,mplicating

factors in their formulas that restrict their use in this chapter.

However, with the relationships you have noted in the cubes you con-

structed you should now be able to think in terms of "practical" biological

applications of surface area and volume.

At the first of this chapter you started equivalent tables of values

based on the cube. We will repeat this table and_add some information to it.

(See Table 7-8a.) Fill in the missing items in Table 7-8a based on t given

edge measurements.

Table 7 -8a

Voluffie and Surface Area of a Cube [S.A. = 6s2; Vol. ='s3]

Measure 0 the
Edge (inch)

Surface
Area

Volume
S.A.

Ratio
Decimal Equiv.

of ratioVol.

12- , 864 1728 1 : 2 .50

9 486 ,729 2 : 3 .66

6 216 216 1 : 1 1.00

3 54 27 2 : 1 2.00

1 6 1 6 : 1 6.00 : c

.5
.

. -

..1 ,

.o1- .
.

.001

Do you notice a definite pattern in the ratio of surface area to volume?

Could you make a general statement regarding this ratio as the volume of a

_zolid decreases?

4



Using the measurements of the edges with which you constructed the five

regular polyhedrons as given in the table below, complete the following table.,

Table 7-8b

Name
-

Number
of

Faces

.Length
of

Edge
in mm

Surface
Ared

Formula
Surface
Area

Volume
Formula

,

Volume

Tetrahedron

Hexahedron

Octahedron

Dodecahedron

IcOsahedron

4

6

8

12

20

61

30

38

,15

23

1.732 x s

6.000 x s
2

3;464 x s2

20'.646 x s
2

8.660 x s2

:-

.118 x s3

1.000 x,s 3

. , ,

.47 1.x sr"

7.665 x s3

2.182 x s3

Exercise 7-8

[Graph the data from Table 7-8b. Make two graphs.

Graph A": Titled "Surface Area of Regular Polyhedrons". The horizontal

axis will represent "Number of Faces". The vertical axis --

"Surface Area in m2 .

Graph B: Titled "Volume of Regular Polyhedrons". On the horizontal axis --

"Number of'Fadas", on the vertical axis -- "Volume in 11;3" .

I

Answer the following questions.

1. Do the points plotted in Graph,A approximate a straight line?

2. Which geometric solid has thp'greatest surface area?

3. Which solid has the least surface area?

4. Do the points plotted,in,oraph B approximate a straight line?

, 5. What could you "rneralize" frOm Graph B?

6. What can you generalfze from Graph A?

7. If a solid had thre"e.fades would its surface area be more or less than

the surfade area of"a'tetrahedron of the same volume?

8. Could a solid have 3 faces only?, 2 faces only?

' 9. As the number of faces increases, what could you say about the surface

area?

10. Could a solid (not necessarily a regular solid) have more than 20 faces?

11. Could a solid have an infinite number of faces?
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12. What solid would appear to approach having an infinite number of faces?
0

13. You have a contract for $10,000 to package 1000 cm
3

of ambergris. The
-

packaging material costs $20 per cm
2

. yhht shape package would you

like tomse? (You get to keep the money you don't spend on packaging.)

14. Tough - Using the information in Problem 13, what is the most amount of

money you could expect ,4 make?

7.9- Applications to Biology

At the beginning of this chapter we talked about the fact that metabolic

processes must take place throughout the cell and that certain materials

must get inside the cells for these prodesses. You also learned that these

materials make their way into the cell through the cell membrane.

Most living cells measure between 100/1 and 150/1 (microns -- refer to

,chapter 3 if you don't remember what a ricron is) at their longest dimension.

(There are notable exceptions: some nerve cells have extensions reaching

from the base of your spinal column to the end of your big toe!)

The usual shape of a plant cell is a parallelopiped (shoe box), while

common shapes in animal cells are dodecahedrons and spheres.

Assume a plant cell is .a.bilbe with a side measure of 4.002 inch (a close

approximation to 50 microns Estimate the ratio of surface area to volume,

then use the formulas and compute the ratio.

Ad explained earlier, determining the volume of a dodecahedron is quite

complex, but we can give you the formula for the volume of a sphere and ask

you to calculate'two different sizes just to see how rapidly volume increases

in proportion to the surface area.

The formula for surfice area of a sphere is:

=.47(x.
2

.,

'The formula for volume of a sphere is:
a

V =
4 3

v ra .

Now see if you can calculate the surface area-volume
/

relationships of

two animal cells, one with a diameter of .008 inch and the other with a

diameter of .016 inch .



/

Since building your cubes and determining relationships. between surface
.

area and volume and Isoowing thefrelationship between surface area and volume

of a sphere tcan you predict wht might happen if cells continued to grow

indefinitely? How would you now answer the question pertaining to cells in
- 7-,

an elephant and a motIse? Whic/ h would you predict (since you are not likely

to have the opportunity to actually compare cell size) that an elephant would
,ft

have- larger cells or more cells q'r both?
. .

Interestingly enoughirir addition to cell size, the total size of the

organism is related to ratey of metabolism. We have not'yet considered

metabolism in terms of rate;(how fast it, works). This is dependent upon a

number of things and results in certain patterns of behavior. If you tried

the yeast .experiment with different temperatures, what effect did you discover

as you inc?eased the temperature?

Another factor involved in metabolic rate is the amount of material

(necessary molecules, of food and oxygen) available to the cell. Certain

organisms (shrews, for instance) have a very high rate of. metabolism, so must

have great quantities of food per day in relation to theirtbody. size. "Eating

like a bird" really 'means (for some birds) eating the equivalent of one's

own body weight in one4day! If you weigh 100 lbs, could you eat aoo pounds

of food in one,day, day after day, without soon outweighing the world's

fattest "fat man"? Obviously, your rate of metabolism is lower than that

of a bird or a shrew. For the same reason, the tinier animals have a Much

..faster heartbeat. Why?, An elephant,.on the other hand, has a slower heart-

beat and needs less food per day for its size'than either you or a bird.

Now, let's see if, step by step, we can find out a little about turface,

area, volume, and metabolism in some typical-animals.

First, most studies are made in terms of weight and we can, in general,

equate weight with volume.

Secondly, most studies of metabolism gre made in terms of heat loss per

day; One of the purposes of metabolism, rememwer, is to produce energy for

life processes. Much of this energy is in the form of heat, and much of

this heat is lost.

Physiologists are still pursuing some knotty problems relating to heat
0

loss per unit of weight (and surface area) but if we confine our discussion

to homeothermic (hiom 7i/6 therm' ik) animals, those which must maintain a

constant temperature, we find some very interesting comparisons.
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Metabolic activity per 24 hours of some come= mammals is shown below.

(Weight in Kilograms)

Rabbit 2.0

Man 70.0'

Horse ,600.o

Elephant 4,000.0

Whale 150,600:0

(Calories of Heat Lost
per Kilogram)

58.

33

22

13

about 1.7

* Mammals are animals which are identified by the following characteristics:

1., Their young are born alive.

2. They nurse their young through mammary (pink) glands.

3. They all have hair at some time in theit lives.
4* -

6

(Even a newborn whale has some hair!)

Looking at e above table, can you predict'whether a mouse would lose

more heat.per unit f body weight or less than man?
.

Thinking in terms of -surface area and'volume of each of the animals in'"

the table, and remembering that surface area accounts for loss as well as gain

of materials (or heat), explain why a rabbit must. eat more for its size per

day than an elephant.

Nectar (the sugar solution manufactured by flowers) is perhaps 3ila most
r

concentrated food available in nature. It is the staple diet-of hummingbirds

and bees. .Why?

You have built models of various geometric figures and calculated surface

area and - volume relationships of some of them. 0

Letts consider.a cell -with' a radius of 1 unit, and a cell with a

- 0

radius twice as large -- or a-radius of 2 units .

Surface area of-a sphere = 4Ar2

Using radius of 1, S.A. = 4A x (1)2 -= 4A7x1

Using radius of 2, S.A. =4A x (2)2 = 4A x it

Volume of a sphere =
4
At

3
.

47t

-Using radius'of 1, Vol. =
,4 , 3

= T x 1

_Using radiUs of 2,

--..v

. Vol.ol. = IT (2) 3 = x 8

Notice that when the radius becomes twice as large, the surface4area

becomes four times greater, and the volume eight times greater.
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It is important here to reemphasize that -- although you used only a

few shapes -- living cells are actually found In many divere shapes.
0

Examples are: -

The 'before-Mentioned nerve cells, have long fibers, called axons,

reaching from the main body of the cell to whatever portion of

0 the body that nerve cell must "serve.
.

2. An amoeba (a microscopic animal) has no specific shape, but

changes shape as it moves through the water.
1.

.

3.

5.

t

A paramecium (another microscopic anieal):is shaped like a slipper;

in fact, it is often.called,the "slipper animalcule".
.

Some leaf cells are like columns; in fact, a group of them is

called the'"palisade" layer.

Bacteria cells may be rod-shaped, tiny spheres, or spirals.

One could go on and on describing the varied shapes_ of cells, Its they

have been observed by scientists throughout the years

'was discovered).

(after the microscope

0

The important thing to remember is, that nq matter that the shape, the

cells are limited in site by the metabolic: needs of the protoplasm and the

ability of molecules to get in and out.throughthe cell membrane to serve

those needs.

-4
O
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SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS OF NUMBERS .

r _ o
.r

Nunbef .Squaies Square Roots Number lquaes

,
1 .1 1.000 36 ' 1,2964'

2 11 1.414, 37 1,369

3 9" 1.732' 38 1,444

11 16 2.000 39 1,521

5 25 2.236 : 4o 1,600

6 36 2.449 41 1,g81

7 49 2.646 42* 1,764

8 64 2.828 43 .i,849

9 81 3.000 a. '`1,936

lo, loo 3.162- 45. 2,025

3.317 46 2,i..6.

3.464 47 -2,209

3.606 48 2,304

3.742 49 .- 2,401

3.873 -5o 2,50o

4.000. 51 2,60r

4.123 52 2,704

4.243 53 2;809

4.359 54. 2,916

4.472 55 3,025

4.583 .1,
56 3,136

4.690
,

57 3,249

.9 4.796 58 3,364

4.899 59 3,481

5.000 60 3,600

5.099 61 3,721 7.810

5.196 62 3,844 717847:

5.292 63 3,969 7.937

5.385 , 64 4,096. 8.000

5477 65 . 4,225 8.062

5.568 66 4,356 8.125

5.657 .67 4,489 8.185

5.745° 68 4,624 8.246 .-

5.831 a 69 4,761 8.307

5.916 70 4,900 8.367

11

12

13

14

15

16

121.

144

169.

196-

225

256

17 289

18 , 324

19 _ 361

20 '400

21 441

22 484

23 529.

24, 57.6

25 625

25' ' 676

27 729

28
.

784
.

29 841

3Q 900

31 .961.

32 4.1024

33 .1,089

34 1,3.56

35' 1,225=

'Square Roots

6.000

-6.083.

6.164

6.245

1 4,.. 325

.6.403

6.481

6.557

6.633

6.4708

6.782

6.856

6:928

7.000 .
7.031-

77.12411....

7::
416

, 7.483

7.550
ti

76 1"7.6186-
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Number

s.
Squares

-

-

Square Roots Namber

71

72

73

5,041

-5,1a
5,329

8.426

8.485
. ,

8.544

86

87

88

74 . 5,476 8.602 89

75 5,625 8.66o 90

76 5,776 8.718 ..%

77 5,929 8.775 92

78 6,o84 8.832 93

79
.

, 6,241 8.888 94

8o 6,1oo 8.944 95

81 6,561 . 9.000 96

82 6,724 9.055 0
83 6,889 9.110 98

,84 f,o56; 9.165 99
.

85 7,25 _,9.220
.

100

194
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Squares Square Roots
. .

7,396
.

9.274-

7:5764:

9.327

9.381

7,921 9.434

8,100 A 9.487-

8,281
/

/ 9.539

8,464 9.592

8,649 9.0.4

g,83// 9.695

/?,05 9.747

,.., 9,216 9.798 -

9,409 9.849

9,604 9.899

9,801 9.950-'
.

10,000 10.060

2

--
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Chapter 8

GIANT TREES: FORMULA CONSTRUCTION FOR

VOLUME OFCYEINDER AND CONE, INDIRECT MEASUREMENT

9

6.1' Introduction

The "General'Grant" giant sequoia redwood tree has'enough wood to build_

45Tive-room houses: The "General Sherman", largest known tree in the:?orld,

could furnish enough lumber to build 50 hopses. Obviously, thesetrees have
.

not been cut down and houses built..i"rOm their luMber. How do you think

-these facts have been obtained?

both ofthe trees mentioned are in national perk4 and willnot be

turned into lumber, but every, year literally millions of trees are felled,

'sent to the sa w and proaesAd into.usable lumlier.for construction.

Figure 8-i
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ti

Oftentimes, the U. S. Govelmtent, state governments, and private indi- '

.
viduqls offer their timber land for sale:. 'People interested in biddini on

/
thg timber rights (the right to take the trees) must have an accurate method

t
ceestimating.the,Value (the wortfi

i

of thd luMber which can be made from the

trees) of the obtpinable wood.

Each treeis itself a valuable product and an entire tract of trees can

be expensive to a purchaser. Timber buyers want to be as sure advillOssillle.
.

that the prices they bid reflect -the values they can receive. Thus a care-

ful.estimdte is made of the volume of wood obtainable.

To start with.an entire forest would'be a job of monumental proportions

for us. We will start with just one tree. If we could figure the volume of

, wood i,n'a tree we would be well on our way toward solving the whole problem.

8.2.. Indirect Measurement

If you and your'little.brother were to stand beside each other (prob.%

. ably hard for your parents to believe) in the sunlight, the lengths qf your

shadows would-nOt be the same. His shadow would be shorter thanyoura in

exactly the sameiraiO as his height is less than your height. (If he is

taller than you, then the oppOSite would betrbe. We'll, pretend you are

the taller.)-' o
I '

In fact, we can estimate the height of your little brother very closely

..if.we know your heighi-and the measurement of both shadows. Let's apsume
.

you stand together on the sidewalk. Your shadow is 4 feet long and your

brother's is'3 feet. His height then is of your height. If you are

3
6 feet tall, then he is .(6) or 4 feet tall.

At the same time of the day, the relationship, between your height and

the height of your house or a tree or any other object would be in the same

ratio as the length of your shadow and the shadow of, the object.

This.-relatiohship is often inclvded in many mpauals'and guides dealing

frith hiking, camping, exploring, etc, The mathematical concept is part of

a topicf,called similar triangles.

6.
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Shadow

s.
Figure 8-2a

a
Id ,

411.

-You and your shadow, and

L. B. and his shadow,

are shown as lees of

fright 'triangles, See

Figure 8-2b.

1'

Figure, 8-2?

.
Superimposing the two triangles so. that each lei lies on the same line,

and each bypoterluse-lies on the same 11ne we have a figure as in Figure 8-2c.

.0

The -two triangles are sithilar;

that is, in .a one-to-one corre- .
.

spondence between the vertices,

the correspcinding -capgles are
s .. 0

congruent and the ratios of the

ft.

.

Little
brother's shadow

measures "of, corresponding sides

* sale equal.

. - -
your shadow.

Figure 8-2c

k.
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Answer the following questions.

Figure 8-2d to chtek_yopr answers.

Exercise 82a

1% What is the ratio of the base td

the height? ..-

If xf is .60 mm, 'what is the

measure of fi ?

3. xc is 30 mm.- What is et ?'

1

-

4. ej measures
2

What is
.

. the measure of xe ?

5. Find the,measure of an if

xe =10 mm.

5

Measure the required distances in

60 mm

F1;, ure8-2d

Now we will move quickly from little brother to a-very tall tree-. Let's

assume the sametime of day and same place un the world fcr you and the 'Ivry

tall tree. Why? The ratio of. your shadow to your height is
4r or .T.4
s.7; 2

thus, if we measure

of the height of

its shadow will be

the shadow of our tall tree, that shadow will

the tree. If a tree, has a measurement ,f cP0

2
3' of 180 feet or 120 feet. However, we want

the height of a tree 1.1,174 know the shadow.. If the 11.14C, of yuur height to

your stiadow'is 6.: 4 we can use the proportional Value tc find the .._fight of

Le 3
feet, then

tc And

thtree when we.know its shadow length.

Your height 6 3 Tree's height

o Your shadow. 7 r % 2 Tree's shadow

Let the tree's height be represented by

120
to solve fOr x.

Solving the proportionfor tree height

O

3 x 120 = x
2

x, then-we have the prcpertion

180 = x

180 = height of

198
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In Figure 8,2e, a proportion formed

is iSr., = -2) . Three of the four possible

values fare needed. Which 3 measurements

could be easily determined? a, b, x,

or y?

Shadow Shadiow

Exercise 8-2h

1. Bob, a 6-foot tall man, has a shadow measure of three feet. A ponderos

pine tree by his log cabin has a shadow measure of 124 feet. What is
. ,

the approximate height of the pine?

. The "Rockefeller tree", a coast redwood tree, casts a shadow of'60 feet

when a man 72 inches tall casts a shadow of 12 inches. What is the

approximate height, of the tree?

3. A young sugar pine's shadbw is 9 feet. Frank, eight feet tall (a "big

radii" in that part of the country), standing beside the tree hasa

shadow 12 feet long. What is the height of the tree?

4. john, a hiker, armed with two meter sticks and a level, measured the .

shadow of a tali tree as 63.24 meters. He'then measured the shadow of

one meter stick held vertically to the earth as 72 cm. What was the

height of the tree?

5. The shadows of Bill, Pat, andoa white fir,tree are in the ratio of

18, 16, 360 respectively. If Bill is 6 feet tall, host tall are Pat

and the tree?
)

Choode a tree.in'the schoolyard (or flagpole if there is n, tree).

Working with a:partner, measure your shadow and the tree's shadow

(a' before school, (0 at noon lunch hour, and (c) after, school. Your

height and the trees height vemain the same. Only the shadow lengths

199
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miry. Solve each separate proportion for the-tree height. Find the average.

Does this seem like a good way to closely approximate the height of the tree?

8.3 Volume

Now that we can estimate the height of ,a tree, what other information do

we need to find the vpluthe of wood in the tree?

---
Remember the formula for computing the volume of a rectangular parallele-

piped (rectangular solid)? No? We will quickly review. If in Figure 8-3a,

1 meter

'Rigure 8-3a

1 meter

the area of the base of the box were 1 m
2

and if it were filled to a height

of 1 m, the volume would be 1 m3 . If filled to a, height of 2 m, the, volume

would. now be 2 m3

In Figure 8-3b the dimensions, of the base are: length 5 m -and width

4 m. The area-of :the,has.e of the box would be m
2

.

Filled to a height of 1 m the

Figure 8 -3b

209
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Figure 8-3c

In Figure 8-3c, if the area of the

base is 4 IO the volume would again

be computed by finding the product

of: (area of base) X (height).

The volume of a right circular cylinder (sides perpendicular to a

circular base) = B X h .where B is the area of the abase.

Years ago you lerined the formula for the area of a circle A = mr
2

when r stands for the radius of the circle. We will use this well-known

relationship to develop another formula for the area of a circle.

8.4 Area of a Circle Given the Diameter

Lumbermen need to compute the volume of wood in Togs. With thoUsand4

of logs to measure, the loggers have turned to using a device similar to a

caliper to quickly convert the diameter of the log into a usable volume

measure. (See Figure C-4a.) In'a later section of this chapter we will

discuss this measuring device.

a

Figuie 8-4a
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We know several formulas which dealwith-a circle.

1. Area of a circle = n X radius
2

or A = nr
2

2. Circumference of a circle = n'X diameter or C = nd

3. Diameter.of a.circle = 2X radius or D = 2 r

(In the remainder of this chapter A will be used as the symbol for area

of a circle.)

If the diameter of the circle is the most easily obtainable measurement

then we can develop a formula for the area,,of a circle given the diameter.

We-will work step by step from the_originarformula-(using radius) to the

formula whiChuses diameter. .

If diameter = 2 X radius
diameter d'

then radius =
__2 2

or .().

In the formula A = r

--4

dA = n (& f, substitute for r

A =Jr( 4 X P
.-6,/,

A =
vd2
--v--

Tc 2"kor A = ,- Rd'

::

The
.

value of it

.is approkimately 3.14159. Therefore,
,3.14159m_

. ,

.78539 . Equivalent formula for the

Area oft circle is co .785 X 4
2

Exercise 8-4

1. The diameter of a circle is 2.fdet; find the area.

2: If the diameter of a circle is 14 inches, what is the area?

1
3. Given the diameter of a circle as

2
-foot

/
find the area in square feet.

4. If 144 in2,rfl'ft2, give the answer to Problem 3 in squasie

1
5.' If the radius of a circle is 2-2 feet, find the area using the formula

A= .785 d2.
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e.

3

6. 'A washer has dimensions as shown in

Figure 8 -4a. Find the surface area

cf the shaded portion. (The answer

is not ,785 .)

Figure 8-4a

7. In ihe Gimnt Grove of Kings Canyon National Park stands the General

Grant tree with base diameter of 40.3 feet and the Texas tree, equally

tall, but with base diameter of 22 feet. What is-the ratio of the

cross sectional areas of the General Grant tree to the Texas tree?

8. Gary stepped off the distance around a giaLt redwood s.ump. He measured

his step as 30 inches and it took 38 steps to go completely around the
4
:tree. What would be the area of the top of the stump?

8.5 Area of a Circle Given the Circumference

Without a caliper device for measuring diameter, the circumference o a

tree would be the most easily-obtainable dimension. (See Figure 8-5a.),

A flexible-tape measure is excellent

to use in measuring the- :circumference.

However, a piece of string stretched

around the tree, marked, then meas-

ured with a yard pr meter stick, will

also give a usable'measureMent.

We will derive another_formula.for

the area of a circle. This formula

will be.useful whemthe circumference

is-the measurement most easily

obtained.

We know A = Ar
2

and we found that

A = d.2 . The circumference of a

circle, is equal to A times the

diameter or C = Ad (formula 2 in 8-4).

Figure 8-5a



Thus C i it would equal the diameter or

If

then

A= x d
2

n C2
A =-4- X (rt)

A =n x. d7 x c7

A= .:TXCXC
XnXn

(nXCXC
n! X..11

C2

*1 =

1
A= 737( C

2

The part
1
47

ferencyrill vary.

will be\conlienient

= d

formula derived in Section 8-4

substituting for d

meaning of "Square"

A multiplication of fractions.

commuting 4 hnd

(L another name for "one"
n
)

another name for the samenumber
_ .

will always be the.same in any problem. Only the circum-

Therefore, if we change 47 to the decimal value, it

to use in computations.

Using the value for

"12.5664`

147 we have

-.o7§58

.

Area of .a circle R$
2

.07958 x C

-7

which can.be rounded off to .08 x C
2

Area Of a circle' .09 x C`

Our-new formula for the area of a circle is the one to use when we knOw

or can-most conveniently find the measure of the circumference.

aercise'8-5

The circumference of a given circle is 2 feet. Find the area.

If the circumference of a circle is 8 feet, what is. the area?

The measure of the distance around the trunk (circumference).of the

Colonel Herman cedar at Hume Lake is 23.2 ft. .What is the area of

such a circle?
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4,- Smorgasbord -- (Take your choice) 1

n
2

2
A = nr

2 or A = -- or A .7854d
2 or A .08c

.

(Use n 3.14)

When A = area of a circle, r = radius, d = diameter

and c = circumference

-(A) 'Find A ,if r = 3 cm

(B) Find A if d = 5 cm-

(C) Find A if c =.9 cm

(D) If. d =,61 find A

(E)- If r = 7" find A

(F) If c = 6' find A,

5. Erik, a nine-year-old, and his fifteen. year -old brother, Andy, could

just ,touch each other's finger tips when they reached around a sugar

pine. They then. measured their combined reach. It was 10.5 feet.

, r
.

What would be the cross sectional area of the tree?

8-.6 Volume of a-Cylinder,

Often, lumbermen need to know how many board feet of lumber can be

obtained from logs, not standing trees. For their purposes, they assume a

log- 16 a cylinder. Of course, for several,reasons it really isn't a

cylinder. What is-it?

We noted in Section 8-2 that the volume of a right cylinder is found by

multiplying the area of the base by the height of the cylinder. The formula

is V= B.N:h when B = nr
2

. Thus, the volume-of a cylinder = nr
2
h. The

underlined portionis simplxithe formulliffor the area of a circle and we al-

readyknow 3 different formulas for'findig the area of'a circle.

l
Area of a circle = nr

2
is used-when:the radius is known

Area of a circle .785 d
2

is used when the diameter is known

. Area of a circle A.-. .08 C
2
- is used when the circumference is known

The formula1for the volume of a cylinder can then be revised to use any

of the above formulas. If the V of a cylinder = nr2h thgl, since nr
2

=
o

area -of a circle or,a base, we can use

or

or

V of cyl = nr
2
h when t radiusdius is knbwn

V of cyl .785 d
2-
h whenthe diameter is known

V of pyl .08 C% when the circumference is known.
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.EXercise 8 -6 0 -

1. Find the measure of the volume of a log 20 ft long and 4 ft in diameter. ,

2. In Sequoia National Park, a home built in a fallen giant redwood tree

has been named "Tharp't- Log". It's not known for sure if Hale Tharp

actually liVed in the tree, but Ames Wolvertont another early day

trapper and cattleman, lived iri'the log for several years. The hollowed

out part is over 56 ft long and varies in height from 8 ft to 4 ft.

Wolverton had it furnished with furniture, doors, and,a fireplace.

Before the tree fell, it was estimated to be 311 ft tall and have. a

base diameter of, 24 ft. Assuming it was solid, what would be the.
volume of wood in a 40 ft Cylindrical section from the base end of

s'harp's tree?

3.---Calculate the Volume of wood in the bottom.24--foot section of the newly-

discovered "tallest tree in the world" having a base circumference of

44 ft and a height of 367.8 feet.

4. Calculate the volume of wood in the bottom 24-foot section oP a Michigan

pine tree having.p39-inch base diameter and a height of 90 feet.

5.:. 'What is the ratio.of the volumes of Problems 3 and 4? 'a

8.1 Board Feet.

I '

Lumber brood ready for use) is seldom sold by the cubic foot. It is
.-.

always handled as "board feet". A board foot is defined as the equiva-`.

lent of a board 1 inch thick, 12 inches long and 12 inches wide:, Thus, a

board 1-1.riCh-lby:12 inches by 60 inChes would be 5 board feet.

Several ways to compare board-feetand cubic feet are: °

17

1

1

bd ft

cu ft

bd ft

= 1 in by

= 12 in by

= 12 ft3 or
12

12 in X '12 in = 144 in3

12 in X 12,,,in = 1728 in3

12 bd ft: = 1 ftN

A log 20 ft long and with a diameter of 3'ft would haveNa volume measure

of 141 ft3. Multiplying this iolume in ft3 by 12 would give usthe number

of "bd ft" in the log. '141 X.12 = 1692 board- feet.

Trees are cut into logs of various lengths and then at the .sawmill into

many varied sizes of lumber depending upOn the needs of the lumber yards

-
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and the size and shape of the logs. We will not work with the number of board

feet in various sizes of lumber. Instead, our problems will deal with the

total number of board feet in E. n-ee.

To be realistic, lumbermen figure that approximately 3 of the total

voldme of a .1u.) is lost at the sawmill. °The loss comes from the amount of

bark, the "slabs" cut from the sides, and the sawdust made from the saw cuts.

To continue our computation,

example, the 1692 board feet

feet of usable lumber since

using the same log

would become 1692

1
of the original

as in the last

X = 1128 board
volume is lost.

In all computations, when figuring the board feet in a isa or tree,

2
we will consider only

3
- of the total volume.,

The formula we have been using to find the volume of a-cylinder, given

the diameter and height i-s: V .785 x d
2
h. If the diameter is in feet

,and-the height in feet, then the voluig is given in ft3. 'Can you see why?

We will develop a formula for computing the usable lumber in a log.

2
Vol. of a cylinder r.r. .7ED d-h

Bd ft-in cylinder 0

, Usable bd.A Ps .785 d
2
h X 12 X

2

2
Ate. .785 x 12 X TX d2h ,c6mmutaite

property of
multiplication

.785 d
2is

X 12

6.28 d
2h;

f

-Usable bd ft of lumber in a lob 6.28 d2h s

(d. an& h must' be, expressed in ,feet)

The board feet in a log 20 ft long and with a diameter of 4 ft could thus

-be omputed,by substituting into our formula:

.

V 6.28 x 4
2
X 20 ae, 6.28'X 320 RI 2009 bd ft.

Right about now it is possible. that someone in the class (surely not

you) is saying, "WoW: What a lot,of formulas. I'd rather stick to good

old nr
2

. I .can remember that one." -/5, good,pOint. jmr
2

is the one to

memorize, but the others are good to use when needed. To illustrate this
..,====== ....-

last remark let us solve a sample problem using the traditional-formula_for

one solution and the formula we )231 developed for another sdiution. You

decide which is the more practical to use.

2 11.3



Our problem is to find the number Of usable board feet.of lumber in-a

log thatthas ediameter-of 3 feet and a length of 15 feet ,(assuming a cylin-.

drical shape).

First Solution

Formula is: ftr
2
h X 12 x.T

2

4 Data given: d = 3 ft

"h = 15 ft

d = 3 ft then r = 1.5 ft

Substituting in formula for r and h

bd ft 3.14 X 1.5
2

X 15

X 12 X

bd ft Pe. 3.14 X,(2.25 k 15).
2.

'x (12 X
3

)

bd ft 3.14 X (33.75 x 8)

3.14 X 270

848 bd ft

..$

Fo

Second Solution

bd ft rat. 6.28

Data en: d. = 3 ft

h = 15 ft-

Substituting in formula for Nd h

blf ft 6.2$X32 X is
Sif 6 . 28 X ( 9 XCIS- )

6.28 x 135:
bd ft

Areyou convinced? In the 'formula we developed, the, "fixed" values of

g, 12, and
2

have been multiplied an4 their product becomes the factor

6,28 in our formula..

Exercise 8-7

1. Find the usable bd ft in a log 18 ft long and with a diameter of 3-1 feet.
2

Use both method's as deiCribed above. .

2. Mr. French has six logs on his truck. Three logs hOe a diameter of

42 inches each, the other three have diameters of %8 inches each. They

are all 18 feet long. What is the value of the load at 05.00 per

thousand usable board feet? Use the short method.

3. 2Ind the.usable board feet in the following. logs:.

(A) .Base. diameter 4 ft, length 14 ft;

`(B) BaSe4diameter 14 ft, length 22 ft;.

(C) Base circumference 18- ft, length 16, ft.

4 f

"4
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Loggers always measure the diameter at ths narrower end of the log. Can"

you imagine why? This formula, V 6.28d h, ds neat and handy, but Can

you imagine a logger walking up to each log with a tape measure and electric N:

calculator to determine the bd ft in each log? The bd ft in each log must

be computed in many cases as the logsare purchased from sellers by the

number of board ft in them.
P.

__
A table of values can be constructed and used so that only the measure-

, .

ment needs to be made in the field.

Make a table similar-to Table 8-7 and fill in the values. Some values

'have been filled in for you. RoUnd off to the nearest foot.

Table 8-7
.

Usable Board Feet ink = 6.28 d
2
h

Length in feet,

_ 8 10 12 ..v 14 16' 18 20

1

bd
50 ft ,. 63 pl)

. .
100 , 113' 126'

2 201 -

3 678

.

%

2010

. 5 1570 .

. ,

6 3617

,.A table s uch as this has been constructed and placed on an instrument

called 11 caliper which is explained in the following discussion.

...-

The caliper rule described in section 6..4 (see Figure8-4a) was cali7,

brated fra,Mdata similar to Table 8-7. Notice the inset portion of

FigUre 6.5a.'-'10._save space on the ruler the last zero was not printed.

Each number is understo$d to'be multiplied a factor of 10. Each line is
4

for a differpt length of log for each inch of diameter. We will enlarge

the inset!pqrtion. See Figure 8-7a:,

'10
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Figure 8-7a

(See Figure 8-4a)

Line A in Figure 8-7 is for

a log with a 30 inch diame7%

ter end 16 ft, 14 ft, or

12 ft length. The caliper

would be read as follows:

If the log were 16 ft long,

it would contain .660 board

feet. Iff it were 14 ft

long,ait6would contain 570

board feet. A 12 ft lbg

would contain 4;6 board feet..

Your table has values for even numbers of feet only, but you can inter-

palate for values between the

Table 8-7,

Diameter.of log

known values. For example: using data from

r

Board feet of 16 ft log

2,ft (24 in) 402

3 ft (36 in) 904

TO'find the approximate number of board feet in a 16 :t log of. 30 inch

diaMeter, we could interpolate for a value between 24 inches and 36 inches.
.

24 in 1
bin

12 [30 in

*in

.41 proportion could be 52

x7'1 251. Adding the value of

for a 16 ft lag with a 30 inch

gave 660 board feet Which is

practical purposes.

se.

I 402-1

502 9J x
9o4

=
502' ' 12

golving for x 6 X 502 = x .and

x to 402, we find the estimated bOard feet

diameter to be 653. The logger's caliper

Correct? Both are close enough for most,

Exercise 8-7b

Interpolate or extrapolate from Table '8-7 fortthe following problems.

A 16 ft log measures, 52 inches in "diameter. Interpolate from your

table to determine the usable board feet contained in the log.

210
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2. Compute the usable board feet'for the 14i in Problem 1 by tising.your

2
formula for the volume of:a cylinder, the factor of 3 to account for

.. . .

sawmill loss, and compare your:answer to that of Problerir 1. -1
. .

3. How much difference, pased-on the anssers-tb Problems 1 and 2, in dollar

arist.cent value does this represerit at $30.00 per thousand bgeid feet?
, .

4. 'Interpolate from your tabie'to determine the-
lumber in an eighteen

foot log 68,inches'in diameter.

5. Barapolate from your table to the usable board feetima

log 16 ft.long by 7 ft'in diameter.

6. Extrapolate fi-om your table to determine the usable board ,feet.in

22 ft log which is 5ft in diameter.

7. Interpolate from( your table tb;find the usable board feet,i, a ft

1
log 5-

2
ft -in diameter,

8. Check the validityof your interpolations or extrapolations by computing,

directly.

Would the lumberman's-caliper rule described here.help in finding the'

board feet of a standing tree? If you.place the rule on the trunk of a tree

with a known height anddread the board feet, what geometrical shape are you

assumipg!for the tree? ;

Could a similar caliper ruIe be made which, when placed around the base

of-a tree,- would give a measurement for the board feet in the. tree (height
e

tkpown)?

8:8 Volume of a Cone

The "tallest living thing", a coast redwood,.was recently discovered.

It is in a grove of redwoods, all of which are over 300 fet tall, in northern

California's Humboldt County. Scientists from the National Geographic

SoCiety'discovered it.-

The height of this tremendous tree is 367.8 feet. To gain an apprecia-7'

tion of its height, see Figure 8-8a. An article describing the tree and its

-discovery is in the July, 1964, issue of ;pile National Geographic.

,
The General Grant tred is 267 feet tall. It is a member oil& different

species than the coast redwoods.

"-"-
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Which tree do you think has the greater volume of wood; the General

Grant.tree or the Humboldt County tree?* Wait a minute . . . here is one

more bit of information. The General Grant tree has a circumference at the

base of over 100 ft, while the tree in Humboldt County has a base circum-

ference of 44 ft. Now do want to change your guess on which has the greater

volume of lumber?

-The volume of a cylinder is found by multiplying the area of the base

by, the height (A = bh). We could now figure the volut of a tree, if it

were only a cylinder. But the tree trunk is approximately a cone.

Many tree: which are.grown for lumbering purposes. are conifers. Some

common varieties are: sugar pine, ponderosa pine, lodge pole pine, redwood,

red fir, Douglas fir and white fir. Some other types of trees-whose wood

is-used for lumber are not as conical in shape? Walnut, oak, maple, ash,

hickory, and others often have quite irregular shapes. However,.while

Standing as trees (before they cut out logs) a cone or portion of a cone

still is the closest geometrical apnrOximation of the shame.

A tree trunk although considered to be a cone, does not resemble an ice

cream cane. Why?

-(We kn)w a tree trunk has no ice cream in it!)

tree

trunk

L

ice cream

cone

Figure 8 -8b Figure 8-8c

It can be shown that the formula for the volume of Ft right circular

cone (right meaning that,in Figure 8-8c ab is perpendicular to the base
1 1

3
forming right angles at the base).is V =

3
mr2h or exactly of the

a

A
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volume of the circular cylinder having the sane height-and area of base.

SeelFigmre 8-8d.

'V = nr
2
h

Equal area 1 2

of base
V.= h

Figure 848d

In.nsimg the formula V =
3
---nr2h for the volume of a cone in computing

the volume of a tree, which measurements must we make of the tree?

Can you readily estimate the height?

Can,you readily measure the radius?

As radius, diameter and circumference are all related to a circle, is

there a measurement, other than l'adims,which may be easier to find?

For our tree volume problem it would seem that the circumference of the

baSe and the measure of the height, by an indirect method, would be the most

easily obtainable measurements.

We will do all of the involved computation once and develop anew for-

mula for volume of a tree using the circumference and height-as the elemen-

tary measurements.

Volume of a cone =
3
arh

The portion represents the area of the base (Ar2). We found

in Section-8-5 another formula.for the area of a circle is .0796 x C
2 .

when

C = the measure of the circumference. Substituting this in our formula we

have

Volume of a cone
1
X .0796 X C2 X h

.0796
x u h multiplication of

214
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Volume of a cone .0265 x62h. when given-the
measure of the
-circumference
and height

The.tallest tree has-a height measure 61. 368 ft.and a. circumference

at the base of 44 ft. To find the volume of the trunk, substitute_in_the
ex

fortisula for the volume of a cone.

V W. .0265 x 40 x 368

.02,65 x (1936. x 368, ft

z . 0265 x 712,448

18,880 k0 of wood'

For lumbering purposes we would like to know how many bd ft are in such

A tree (don't worry, hey Won't cut the tree down. The owners,. the Arcata

Redwood Company, ire-makiniPlanstO-preserve it).

Recall that 1
1

cu ft = 12 bd ft and, is lost at the sawmill so

V in cu ft 18,880

in lid ft 18,880 X 12

Usable bd it' z 18,880 X 12 X

Possible usable b4 ft 151,040 bd

- in t: e. world's tallest` tree

2

3
ft

This, of course, is just a calculated guess, as we have not seen the

tree: What is assumed in this calculation?

Exercise 8-8a

2 1Using the formul.0265_C-h,--L-cu-,ft-m-1-2---bdTft-and---5-

total volume at,themill, find the approximate usable bd ft in thc following.

problems on trees. -

1. A sugar pine is 200 ft tall -and has a base circumfeiehtd of

2. A red fir has a base circumference of 14 ft and a height of: 110 ft.

3. A ponderosa pine with a height-of 220 ft has a circumference at the

Abase of 31 ft. -

Is ifjossible,soda of you are using an idea from a previous section?

Do you find you are computing with some of the smile numbers over and over

again? What numbers were the same in each of the 3 problems? Did you use
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.0265? Did you use 12 as a factor? How about
2
.7. 9 Can you "compact" these?

numbers by multiplying and making a new factor in our formula for bd ft?

Think about it,, Nowado it.

4. A Jeffrey pine 120 ft tall.has a base circumference of 10 ft. Find the
. .

.,

usable bd ft..
,

5,- Norm, a "timber cruiser", (title for the man who estimates the value-of

trees) found a tract of ponderosa pines: 5 with. an average height_of

200 ft and a circumference Of 25 ft; 7 with an_average height of 100 ft

and a-circumference of 20 ft; 15-with-an average height of 150 ft.and

a circumference of 12 ft.. How many usable -bd ft of lumber Were in the-'

tract?

6. If a lumber mill bids $20 per thousand board feet for ponderosa pine,

how much would be the bid_ for the tract described in Problem-5?

For, the following problem-use this information when necessary.

sugar pine $30 per thousand ($30 per 0

ponderdsa pine $20 per thousand ($20.per m)

fir and cedar $ 9. per thousand ($9 per m)

7. One thousand acres are open fir bids on the timber rights. The follow-

ing numbers of trees are marked for

3000 sugar pines at an average of 12,000 bd ft each

7000 ponderosa pines at an average of 15,000 bd ft
t
each

9000 cedar at ah average of_ 8,000...bd_ft_each.

17000 fir at an average of 4,000 bd ft each
1

Find the bid on the timber rights. (Would scientific notation help?)

8.9 The Largest Living Thingb in. the World

,Fortunately, the trees used as examples in this chapter: the General

Sherman, the General Grant, and the newly discovered "tallest living thing

in the world" are--at least for the moment--protected for the future. Th'd

first two were discovered many years ago, recognized for their-magnifieence,

and were finally protected by law by enclosing them and their Surrounding

-groves and mountains in national parks.

Less fortunately, many of these giant redwoods were not Protected soon

enough and were cut by loggers before Congress was finally convinced that

0.
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the remaining ones (and they are few indeed!) should be protected. To this

day, only the known groves (there may be others "undiscovered" or at least

still confined to privately owned land) are located in state or national

forests. Lumbermen still have access to many, and the fallen logs and some
O

'of the younger trees are used.

Interestingly enough, when these huge trees were discovered, only those

who saw them really believed they existed._ In 1375, seventeen years after

they were first seen by white Man, one of the great trees was felled and

portions of it cut into sections for shipping to the Centennial EXhibition

in Philadelphia,. There it was reassembled for the exhibition but was con-
,

aidered by the gene'ral public to be a hoax. The evidences that the log had

been "put together" caused the public to believe it had been ctnstructed from

many trees. Little did they know that,already a hollowed out fallen log had

been lived in by men who found it a spacious residence, that another would

be used to shelter 32 horses, that hollow stumps were to be used as school-

rooms, or that someday a single smooth stump would be used as a dance floor!

These mammoth trees have the impressive (but fitting) name of

Sequoiadendron giganteum. They are commonly called Giant_Sequoias and were

named for a famous Indian chief: Sequoyah, the man who first worked out an

alphabet for his people, the Cherokee Indian tribe. The Giant Sequoias are

found only in a few groves in the.Sierra Nevada Mountains of California.

The "tallest living thing in, the world", the redwood tree just recently

_discovered-in4hCoast Range-Mountaiha in northern California, belongs to

a different group of trees. It has not.yet been officially named.

Taxonomists (scientists who decide which organisms arerelated to each
/

other and how closely) used to call both of these kinds of trees Sequoia.

The giants in the Sierraswere called Sequoia gigantea and the coast. redwoods
,

were given the name Sequoia semperviren. However, further studies showed

that they were not enough alike to be so similarly named, so they left the

coast redwood as it was: Sequoia semperviren, and renamed the giant sequoias:

Sequoiadendron giganteum.

The coast redwood grows much taller than the. giants but does not reach

such an-impressive diameter (as you learned as you found how to estimate

board feet). See Figure 8-1. The coast, redwoods are far more widespread

than the giant redwoods. Many coast redwood trees are being "logged out"

today. Their lumber, which resists decay, -has many important uses in the
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building industry and in the construction of. outdoor furniture. You have

all seen redwood picnic tables and chairs.

Not too long ago (during World War II) a species of redwood tree that

was knoWn to have existed over 60 million years ago was discovered, in a

remote area of China. (One scientist said it was like finding a group of

dinosaurs--alive!) Scientists are still trying to puzzle out its relation-

ship to the two redwoods found in California. There is strong evidence that

it could be the ancestor of the'present coast redwood. Fossil evidence tells

us_that redwoods were once growing throughout the northern hemisphere, but

only these three small groups, the giant sequoias, the coast redwoods, and

the dawn redwodds are known_tbstill exist.
t

Seeds of the dawn/redwood have been brought to the United States and

planted in special areas such as college and university campuses, botanical

gardens, and national parks. Even some private individuals have been able

to obtain some of the seeds and.grow them in their own yards.' They are very

similar to the coast redwood, except they are deciduous,(lose their "leaves"

in-the fall)! The more "modern" redwoods remain green throughout the year.

Such-trees are called evergreen trees,

How long did, it take for these huge trees to grow,so big?

ON.

.!'
Cross section. of a tree approximately 7 years old
' (draWing magnified to show the growth rings)

Figure'879
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Ibross section of a redwood approximately 2000-3000 years old

(drawing. greatly reduced-in order to show entire diameter)

219.
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You are all familiar with "tree rings". As trees grow, they add rings

. of ce3.ls,ye4. by year,large cells during the wet season when lots of water

is available, and small cells during the dry season. These variations in

cell size are easily visible in cut logs as "ririgs". Many of. you have. seen,
.

slices of logs inmational .parlcs or Museums. Trees that are still standing,

can have thin "cores" removed by a boring tool which does not damage the

'tree. These cores can then be examined for the growth rings, and the age
/ .

.

4/

e
of the tree estimated. e General Sherman Tree is esti to be between'

-
, ,.

:,-3,500.and 4,600 years old' Just think, it was at least 1500 years old when

Jesus was born and nearly 11000 years -old when Pythagoras was working with
7-..

..... _
)

triangles:- The oldest known coast redwood is just a young thing - -only 2200
.., , i

years old! Incidentally, the truly oldest living thing found so far is-el

white bark pine, ,located in-the-White Mountain Range of Southern California. ,

...

It -has. been found to be over 4,000 years Old!
\,ii

t

4

How tall the redwoods were at the time Pythagoras lived- would,be diffi-,

cult to estimate, because they do reach a 1547iof size forced upon them by .

the amount of water that can reach the topmost branches. However,_the-grdwth

of coast redwoods has_been measured at I Mot per-year during their younger

years. The "tallest tree" /irevtously mentioned has not yet been "cored"

to determine its age. It stands in a newly discovered-grove (see Section 8-8)

which includes several trees nearly as tall, all of which are taller than

the former "tallest tree", the Rockefeller Tree.

/

Here,:then, ye see further examples of'basic biologi3 conc pts. There

is great variation in height and girth. Diversity is illustrated by'the fact

that two different species Might have originated from one early ancestor.

Growth, and the accompanying cell activities continue year after year for

thousands of years. Food manufacture goes on in the scale-like leaves way

up on those high branches and the'food is transported down through the hun-
...

dreds of feet of trunk to'keep the roots alive. The roots, in their turn,

absorb water which moves through those hundreds of feet to the leaves.

Sihce the cells are active and dynamic, energy is needed, so respiration

takes placp in each living cell. (The central part of a tree is composed

of dead cells--hence the tree's ability to survive a fire which hollows it

out!) These trees are peculiarly adapted to the mountain areas in which they

grow by having shallow root systems which absorb surface (rain) water, rather

than penetrating deeply in search of underground water.
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Scientiits, as usual, are still curious about many unanswered questions
1

pertaining t'o these trees. How_does the water get to the top of the tree?
,

No one really knows yet, althoug?i several theories have been proposed. Have

the iedwOod trees found the "fountain of,youth"? Do they eller' of old

ge? Hence inquiiY is still going on here as it is in all other"phases of

.sefence."


